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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Memory is a fascinating phenomenon. It is for a reason that right after ‘love’, ‘memory’ is the 

most cited word in popular songs (www.spotify.com). When this fact was pointed out to me, 

almost immediately one of my own favorite songs by Pearl Jam popped up in my mind, 

saying: “I seem to recognize your face. Haunting, familiar, yet I can't seem to place it. Cannot 

find the candle of thought to light your name. Lifetimes are catching up with me. All these 

changes taking place, I wish I'd seen the place. But no one's ever taken me. Hearts and 

thoughts they fade, fade away...” (Vedder, 1993, track 10). The type of memory this song and 

many others refer to -remembering a personal experience of something or someone from the 

past- is what most people understand by the term memory. However, it is a much broader 

cognitive phenomenon with a very important influence on daily life, which goes beyond the 

recollection of a personal experience. In fact, memory determines one’s personal experiences.  

 Memory as a cognitive phenomenon has an influence during a whole lifetime. For 

instance, when I was five years old, my family and I moved to the Netherlands and we had to 

learn the Dutch language. At first it was a matter of just memorizing the most important 

words. For me that was the Dutch sentence “Ik spreek geen Nederlands, ik spreek Spaans” (I 

don’t speak Dutch, I speak Spanish), which my brother and I rehearsed by repeating it to each 

other. That sentence can be considered as the only memory I had of the Dutch language. Then, 

I met other children on the playground and I was overwhelmed by all the words they used. I 

had no idea what they meant and just being able to say that one sentence (which I pronounced 

terribly, so nobody understood what I was saying anyway) was very frustrating. Luckily, it 

got much better once I had learned the most basic words, that is, when I started to extend the 

amount of Dutch words I could recollect from my memory. The role of memory in the 

learning process of new words, or developing verbal skills in general, is crucial. Also, 

memory is indispensable for the development of spatial and visual skills, such as learning 

different ways to walk from home to school or any other situation in which you need to be 

able to close your eyes and ‘see’ something from your past. In adulthood, you need your 

memory to learn how to drive a car, learn new instructions on the working place, or when 

writing your thesis, trying to remember in which article those very interesting findings were 

written (and where you left it). Even in old age, you may have to learn how to use new 

technological gadgets or how to adjust to life in a changing environment. All of these daily 
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activities are dependent on memory. Therefore, it is not surprising that memory is one of the 

main topics in psychological research.  

 In memory research the main focus is to measure memory. Although this may not 

seem a very hard thing to do given the great amount of memories people have, in fact it is a 

very complex matter. Before we can measure memory, we have to determine what memory 

actually is and give it a definition. In this situation the definition of ‘something you remember 

from the past’ does not suffice. Researchers need to define and operationalize exactly what 

they attempt to measure to make sure they are drawing the right conclusions from their 

results. Then it becomes clear just how difficult it is to measure memory as a psychological 

construct, no matter how well-known and acknowledged it is in daily life. Maybe it is because 

of this complex nature of memory that so many theories have been developed and that it has 

been studied so often. All those studies aimed at testing hypotheses derived from the different 

theories, and altogether they have contributed to a distinction and refinement of all the types 

of memory processes that seem to be present in human cognition. This thesis is an attempt to 

contribute a tiny bit to the huge puzzle of this fascinating topic. I will focus on the memory 

processes used by children when they are presented with simple tasks that require them to 

remember what they have just seen. My main question throughout this thesis concerns what 

happens in children’s minds during these memory processes.  

 

1.1 Distinguishing memory processes 

The first researcher to study memory processes in an experimental way was Hermann 

Ebbinghaus, who studied his own memory capacity under different experimental conditions 

and published his results in 1885 (trans.1913). He already made a distinction between mental 

states that were reproduced voluntarily and involuntarily. What Ebbinghaus described as 

involuntarily can be considered to be the unintended recollection of information that is stored 

in what was later called secondary memory (Broadbent, 1958) or long term memory 

(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). For instance, when I was told that many songs are about memory 

and that one Pearl Jam song popped up in my mind, that was an involuntarily reproduction of 

a mental state: I recalled a song from my long term memory not triggered by myself. 

Voluntarily reproduced mental states are all types of information that are intentionally 

recalled from either long term memory or short term memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; 

primary memory according to Broadbent, 1958). For instance, when I wrote down the verse of 

that song, I recalled the individual words intentionally from my long term memory. In the 

remainder of this thesis, I focus on voluntarily reproduced information from short term 
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memory, that is, when people intentionally recollect information they have learned just a few 

minutes before. 

Since Ebbinghaus, many theories on memory processes have been developed (e.g, 

Anderson, 1976; Brown, Neath, & Chater, 2007; Cowan, Elliott, Saults, Morey, Mattox, 

Hismjatullina, & Conway, 2005; Henson, 1998; Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989; Luck & 

Vogel, 1997; Miyaki, Friedman, Rettinger, Shah, & Hegarty, 2001; Nairne, 1990; Oberauer, 

2009; Page & Norris, 1998; Piavio, 1991; Yonelinas, 2002). The most frequently used theory 

however, is that of Baddeley and Hitch (1974). The model of working memory of Baddeley 

and Hitch is characterized by the distinction of a verbal memory system (the phonological 

loop) and a visual-spatial memory system (the visuospatial sketchpad), which are controlled 

by a working memory system (the central executive). As mentioned above, here I focus on the 

short term memory (STM) systems. 

The phonological loop is a STM system for storage and processing of verbal 

information and consists of a phonological store and a rehearsal system. The phonological 

store acts as a temporary storage component and is used for the immediate reproduction of 

verbal information. For example, when my brother taught me the words “Ik spreek geen 

Nederlands, ik spreek Spaans” for the first time and I repeated the words to him, I was making 

use of my phonological store to temporarily keep the new learned words and reproduce them 

immediately. The phonological store has a limited capacity, meaning that only a certain 

amount of words or pieces of verbal information can be held in this system for a short period 

of time. When one wants to memorize the stored information more actively, then the 

rehearsal system of the phonological loop is used. So when I repeated the sentence “Ik spreek 

geen Nederlands, ik spreek Spaans” a couple of times to my brother, I was using the rehearsal 

system of my phonological loop. The use of the phonological loop by participants in memory 

studies is typically measured with tasks requiring the participant to recollect a sequence of 

verbal information such as words, digits, or non-words (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000).  

The visuospatial sketchpad is a STM system for storage and processing of visual and 

spatial information and is used, for instance, when you learn your way from one place to 

another by memorizing certain visual aspects along the way, such as the shape of a building. 

Although storage and processing components similar to those of the phonological loop can be 

assumed to apply to visual and spatial STM according to the theory (Baddeley, 2003; Logie, 

1995), these processes are not as well-defined as those of the phonological loop. This may 

especially be related to the difficulties with measuring visuospatial STM. First of all, even 

though there seems to be a visual store for the temporary storage of visual information, there 
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is no consensus among researchers whether there is such a thing as a rehearsal system for 

visuospatial information, similar to the rehearsal system of the phonological loop (see Logie, 

1995). And if such a system exists, how does a person rehears visual information? This is a 

difficult question to answer and goes beyond the scope of this thesis, but it shows that we 

soon run into trouble when attempting to define and operationalize specific memory systems. 

Second, there is a debate between researchers whether the visual and spatial components of 

the visuospatial sketchpad should be separated or not. This distinction has been studied with 

separate spatial and visual STM tasks. In the typical spatial STM task, a number of blocks are 

presented in a certain spatial position and they are tapped in a certain order by the 

experimenter. The participant then has to tap the blocks in the same order, that is, (s)he had to 

keep the spatial order of the tapping in STM and then reproduce it. In contrast to the verbal 

and spatial memory tasks, there is no typical visual memory task. Visual STM is measured in 

different ways in an attempt to capture the ability to keep visual stimuli in mind. The visual 

stimuli can concern matrices with some cells filled in and some left blank or other abstract 

figures. After presentation, the participant is presented with some visual stimuli which were 

presented before and some of which were not. The task is then to indicate which of the stimuli 

or sequence of stimuli was presented before.  

 

1.2 The influence of task demands on memory processes 

The most common way to depict the performance of participants on verbal and visual 

STM tasks is the serial position curve. A serial position curve is obtained when the average 

correct scores of participants on each item (e.g., a word or a matrix) of a sequence are plotted 

for each serial position in which the items were presented, illustrating the increase or decrease 

in performance from one item to the next. The most characteristic serial position effects are 

primacy and recency effects (Oberauer, 2003; Olson, Romani, & Caramazza, 2010). A 

primacy effect refers to better recall of the first item(s) of a sequence and a recency effect 

refers to better recall of the last item(s) of a sequence. The typical verbal memory task (using 

words, digits, or non-words) generated serial position curves with marked primacy and a 

small recency effect (see Henson, 1998) and most of the visual memory tasks (using matrices 

or abstract figures) generated serial position curves with a recency effect (Phillips & Christie, 

1977). These primacy and recency effects made sense within the model of Baddeley and 

Hitch: verbal material is rehearsed and therefore, the first couple of items are repeated more 

often and are recalled best, leading to a marked primacy effect. The last item is still fresh in 

the phonological store and is therefore recalled better than the middle items. Visual material is 
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stored, but not rehearsed and therefore, the first couple of items are prone to fade from 

memory. In contrast, the last item is still fresh in the visual store, leading to a recency effect.  

In sum, the primacy and recency effects appearing from serial position curves were of 

great value to distinguish between verbal and visual STM processes. Unfortunately, these 

serial position curves did not provide the complete solution to unravel the STM systems. It 

turned out that the tasks to measure the STM processes did not differ with respect to their 

visual and verbal character only, but that there were other, confounding task characteristics 

that explained the difference in performance between verbal and visual tasks. 

Avons (1998) pointed out that verbal STM tasks often concerned recall of a certain 

serial order of items, meaning that the participant’s response required the recollection of the 

items in a certain order, whereas visual STM tasks often concerned either recall or recognition 

of certain items, not necessarily in a specific order. Recognition tasks require the participant 

to choose the correct answer from some given alternatives whereas recall tasks require the 

participant to generate the correct answer from memory. These differences in task demands 

have stemmed from practical reasons; it is simply easier to ask recall of words and recognition 

of figures. However, the demands placed on memory are quite different for these two types of 

tasks, irrespective of the verbal or visual character of the stimuli. Avons (1998) questioned 

therefore the conclusion that the different serial position curves obtained with verbal and 

visual tasks were due to differences in verbal and visual STM processes, when the tasks used 

to measure verbal and visual STM are not comparable in terms of task demands.  

Moreover, the types of items used were not comparable either. Words and digits used 

in verbal tasks contain familiar information, while matrices and abstract figures used for 

visual tasks contain unfamiliar information. This familiarity of the stimuli also has an 

influence on the memory processes used, because familiar stimuli are easier to memorize with 

assistance of long term memory. On its own, this might not necessarily be problematic, but as 

soon as performance on such a task is compared to performance on a task with unfamiliar 

stimuli, familiarity becomes a confound variable which obviously is problematic. Altogether, 

these issues are a serious threat to the validity of the conclusions about the differences in 

verbal and visual STM processes. How can we be certain that the differences found in 

performance on memory tasks can be attributed to differences in verbal and visual STM when 

the differences between the task demands affect more aspects of memory than just the use of 

visual or verbal systems?  

In an attempt to deal with these issues, later studies have used tasks and items that 

were more comparable, such as unfamiliar faces as visual stimuli and unfamiliar words as 
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verbal stimuli (Ward, Avons, & Melling, 2005; Smyth, Hay, Hitch, & Horton, 2005). A 

remarkable finding of these studies is that when the participants were consistently asked to 

recall these verbal and visual stimuli in a certain serial order, their scores showed primacy as 

well as recency effects; the same effects as with the typical verbal STM tasks. The general 

conclusion of these studies is that the results previously attributed to different verbal and 

visual processes should actually be attributed to differences in task demands and materials. In 

this thesis, we used these findings as a stepping stone towards an attempt to account for 

differences in tasks demands throughout all of our studies. Nevertheless, our purpose was to 

detect the use of specific verbal and visual STM systems. In the next subsection we discuss 

interference effects on performance, which appeared to be very helpful in distinguishing 

verbal and visual STM systems. 

 

1.2.1. Interference effects to detect the use of memory processes 

Imagine a situation in which someone is counting and another person starts naming 

random numbers. The person counting eventually loses track and has to start all over again. In 

terms of the Baddeley and Hitch model of working memory, the person counting is using the 

phonological loop and the person naming random numbers is interrupting the use of the 

phonological loop because the verbal information interferes with the reproduction of the digits 

(counting). In experimental settings, one way of knowing whether participants use the 

phonological loop is by giving them a memory task that they have to execute in silence 

(without interference) and then giving them an equivalent memory task that they have to 

execute while saying “blah blah blah”. The repetition of the word blah is a secondary task 

which interferes with memorizing the items of the primary memory task and the performance 

of the participants will drop. Note that the performance only drops when a person actually 

used the phonological loop. Suppose a person used the visuospatial sketchpad to memorize 

the items, then the repetition of the word blah will not interfere in the visual store and the 

performance will remain more or less the same. This type of interference is referred to as a 

secondary suppression task.  

The problem with a secondary suppression task is that it can only be applied when the 

primary task is verbal or spatial. A verbal suppression task requires the participant to say 

something during the memory task and a spatial suppression task requires the participant to 

tap a spatial pattern with his finger during the memory task. However, a visual suppression 

task is not feasible; we cannot ask a participant to use his visual STM for a secondary 

suppression task, because then he will not be able to look at the primary memory task. 
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Therefore, if we want to use equivalent task demands and still measure the use of verbal and 

visual STM, we should use another type of interference. The similarity effect is a type of 

inference that is suited for this situation.  

The similarity effect refers to the influence of the similarity of items in a memory task 

on performance. The similarity may concern the phonology of items (what they sound like) or 

visual features of items (what they look like). For instance, when a verbal task requires the 

recall of a sequence of nameable pictures (which can be memorized either visually or 

verbally), such as chair-shoe-bell-tree and you want to know whether a participant memorized 

the verbal labels of the pictures using verbal STM, then the performance on this task should 

be compared to the performance of that same participant on a task with nameable pictures that 

are phonologically similar, such as bat-cat-mat-hat (Conrad, 1971). The phonological 

similarity of the items causes interference in the use of the phonological loop to memorize the 

serial order of the verbal labels, because they all sound the same. When the performance on 

the task with phonologically similar pictures is worse than the performance on the task with 

dissimilar pictures, this indicates the use of the phonological loop, or verbal STM. When this 

happens, there is a phonological similarity effect. Note that if a person memorizes the 

sequence bat-cat-mat-hat in terms of the visual features of the pictures, then the phonological 

similarity will not have an influence on performance compared to the sequence chair-shoe-

bell-tree, because both sequences are visually dissimilar and will not cause any interference in 

the use of the visuospatial sketchpad.  

The visual similarity effect occurs when a sequence of nameable pictures that are 

visually similar (key-spoon-pen-watch) are recalled worse than a sequence of nameable 

pictures that are visually dissimilar (chair-shoe-bell-tree or bat-cat-mat-hat) (Hitch et al., 

1989). This way, the task demands and items of a memory task are kept constant (order recall 

of nameable pictures) with exception of the type of interference, which reflects the use of 

verbal or visual STM processes. However, the similarity effect does not apply to all types of 

memory tasks. Studies have shown that it makes a great difference whether a task requires 

only item recall or also order recall. 

When a memory task requires memory for item information, the participant’s response 

concerns the recollection of items in any preferred order. But when a memory task requires 

memory for order information, the participant’s response concerns the recollection of the 

order in which the items were presented. Studies have shown that item recall of 

phonologically similar items actually leads to an increase in performance, so a reversed 

similarity effect (see e.g., Fallon, Mak, Tehan, & Daly, 2005). The idea is that the similarity 
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provides a recall cue for the separate items, facilitating the recall of words that sound similar 

from long term memory. However, when the items have to be recalled in a certain serial order, 

the recall cue causes confusion between the target item on a certain position and the 

alternatives that sound similar (Fallon, Groves & Tehan, 1999).  

The dissociation between item and order recall of similar items is the focus of Chapter 

2. In this chapter, we used the findings on the influence of the aforementioned task demands 

on performance to address our research question whether we can distinguish between verbal 

and visual STM processes in children of different ages. Although the influence of the 

aforementioned task demands on performance was mainly investigated in adults, their 

influence on the use of memory processes was expected to apply to children as well, because 

the model of Baddeley and Hitch can also be assumed to apply to children (Alloway, 

Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006). We expected that when children used visual STM to 

memorize nameable pictures, they would show a visual similarity effect on tasks requiring 

order recall, and a reversed visual similarity effect on tasks requiring only item recall. The 

exact opposite pattern was expected of children using verbal STM to memorize nameable 

pictures. In Chapter 3, we continued with the assumption that similarity has a detrimental 

effect on performance when the memory task requires order recall. We aimed at replicating 

the distinction between verbal and visual STM processes using another sample of children and 

a different task. Instead of using item and order recall tasks, we now used serial order 

reconstruction tasks to measure memory for serial order. In a serial order reconstruction task, 

the participant is presented with a sequence of items. Then, the items reappear in a different 

order and the participant has to reconstruct the sequence in which the items were presented, 

thus recollecting the exact order of the items without having to keep the items themselves in 

memory. This process is expected to be disrupted when the similarity is visual and visual 

STM is used, and when the similarity is phonological and verbal STM is used. In Chapters 4 

and 5 we used the same sample and the same serial order reconstruction tasks as in Chapter 3 

to answer additional questions, which will be described below.  

Until now, we mainly focused on the importance of taking different task demands into 

account because they influence the memory processes used and therefore, influence the 

validity of the interpretation of results using the different tasks. However, task demands are 

not the only important thing to take into account. As mentioned before, we only expected the 

influence of similarity to have a detrimental effect on performance whenever a specific type 

of STM is used. This indicated already that there are individual differences between 
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participants in the way they process pictures during a memory task. These individual 

differences are the next important thing to take into account.  

 

1.3. Individual differences in the use of memory processes 

The model of working memory of Baddeley and Hitch has been the focus of many 

studies on adults as well as on children. The model was initially developed based on adult 

studies (see Baddeley, 2003), but child studies have shown that the same structure of memory 

systems can be assumed to exist in children from four years of age onward (Alloway, et al., 

2006; Bayliss, Jarrold, Gunn, & Baddeley, 2003). Despite the robustness of this theory with 

respect to the existence of verbal and visual STM processes, the conditions in which the 

processes are used are not very clear. The reason is that when a group of participants is 

studied, the individual responses are often summarized in terms of an average score. 

Therefore, we know what the average effect is of certain task demands on the performance of 

a group of participants, but that does not tell us whether this average effect is a reasonable 

representative for the processes of merely one individual in that group. It may seem plausible 

that when a memory task consists of memorizing something verbal, such as words or letters, a 

person executing the task will use verbal STM but this is not what actually happens all the 

time. By using the influence of task manipulations such as the similarity effects on 

performance, researchers (Logie, Della Sala, Laiacona, Chalmers, & Wynn, 1996) have found 

that adults can and will vary greatly in the actual processes they use even when the task 

demands pull them into a particular direction. 

In a very influential study (Logie et al., 1996), a large sample of adults received verbal 

STM tasks, some presented visually and some verbally, and immediately after executing the 

tasks, the participants were asked about the memory strategies they had used. The results 

showed that although the group as a whole showed the expected phonological similar effects 

on average in different occasions, 43% of the participants did not show this effect on all of the 

different occasions. An explanation for the lack of the phonological similarity effects was that 

these participants used alternative strategies. Another study showed that phonologically and 

visually similar words (e.g., fly, ply, cry, dry, try, shy) were on average recalled worse than 

phonologically but not visually similar words (e.g., guy, thai, sigh, lie, pi, rye). The 

explanation for this visual similarity effect in verbal stimuli was that on average visual STM 

was used in addition to verbal STM. However, when the individual scores were examined, it 

was found that most of the participants used visual STM, some showed only the use of verbal 
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STM, and a few showed almost perfect performance on both types of tasks (Logie, Della Sala, 

Wynn, & Baddeley, 2000). 

What these studies have in common is that they not only examined the average effect 

of certain task demands, but also the differences between individuals in the way their 

performance was affected by the task demands. This approach has not been applied much in 

psychological research, because the conventional methods to analyze memory scores require 

that participants are grouped on a manifest (observed) variable and then the mean differences 

between the groups are interpreted. However, when studying STM processes we do not know 

beforehand whether a participant will use verbal or visual STM. Therefore, the grouping 

variable that distinguishes these verbal and visual processes is a latent (unobserved) variable. 

An alternative to the conventional method that handles this latent variable is latent class 

analysis (Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002). Using this technique, a large variety of models 

can be estimated by means of complex mathematical algorithms that estimate simultaneously 

the -in some cases- many parameters. In this thesis I will apply these latent class models to 

answer substantial questions about memory processes. Therefore, I will not go into 

mathematical details and only roughly explain how the technique works.  

 

1.3.1. Latent class models to account for individual differences 

Latent class analysis is a model-based cluster technique that can be used to cluster 

participants based on their responses on a number of observed variables. In other words, 

participants belonging to the same latent class have similar observed responses. This is a nice 

feature since these latent classes may then be interpreted in terms of a psychological construct 

underlying the responses, in our case short term memory processes. Although latent class 

analysis is an exploratory technique, it can be used in a more confirmatory way when 

hypotheses are formulated a priori about the latent classes that are expected according to a 

certain theory. This technique is very suitable to address the aim of this thesis, namely, to 

distinguish between verbal and visual STM processes in children.  

Because the verbal and visual STM processes are unobservable and we do not know 

beforehand whether a particular child will use verbal or visual STM on a certain task, it is not 

possible to group the children a priori. Latent class models allow us to explore the responses 

of the children on certain well-defined tasks and show us whether it is reasonable to conclude 

that there is a latent variable reflecting verbal or visual STM processes. The basic latent class 

(cluster) model had the following form: 
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In this model the dependent variable, which is observed, is Yij; the score of child i (i=1,…, N) 

on item j (j=1,…, J). The latent class variable is Xi with x being a particular latent class 

(x=1,…, T). The equation can best be described by breaking it down in three parts.  

The first part is the probability of a child showing a specific response pattern, that is,    

 (    ). In our case, suppose we present the children with a memory tasks consisting of 5 

pictures. Then, the response pattern of that child consists of a 1 for each picture recalled 

correctly and a 0 for each picture recalled incorrectly, for example: 1-1-0-0-1. So for each 

possible response pattern, we want to know what the chances are of a child showing that 

particular pattern (note that in this case we are assuming a binomial distribution). These 

chances are dependent on the next two parts. The second part of the model concerns the 

probability that the child belongs to a certain latent class, that is:  (    ). Note that this is 

an unconditional probability, which is also referred to as the class size, because it gives the 

proportion of children belonging to each latent class. Each child has a certain probability to 

belong to each of the latent classes (these probabilities sum up to 1 for each child) and the 

child is assigned to the class with the largest probability for that child to belong to. The last 

part of the model concerns the probability that the child shows a certain response (in our case 

0 or 1) on a certain item, conditional on the latent class that child belongs to, that is,     

 (           ). In sum, the probability that a child gives a certain response pattern is 

defined as a summation over latent classes of the product of the (unconditional) probability of 

that child to belong to a certain latent class and the probability of a certain response pattern 

within that latent class.  

The most interesting part of this model is the part containing the conditional 

probabilities. These probabilities indicate whether the latent classes can indeed be interpreted 

in terms of the a priori expectations given the theory. When the responses are either correct 

(1) or incorrect (0), the underlying model of this part has a logistic regression form which may 

contain a number of predictors, say D1 and D2. Just like an ordinary (logistic) regression, the 

estimates of the regression weights are used to interpret the latent classes: 

 

       (     |         )                             . 
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Key is that the regression parameters may differ across latent classes, which is indicated by 

the index x.  For example, one latent class may show a positive intercept (β0), positive effects 

of D1 and D2, and a positive interaction between the two predictors, whereas another latent 

class may show a negative intercept, negative effects of D1 and D2, and a negative interaction 

between the two predictors. Then, the latent classes may be interpreted in terms of the 

differences in regression parameters.  

  In Chapter 2 we used this form, a latent class logistic regression model, and we 

included the similarity of the items as one predictor and the recall cue (item recall or order 

recall) as the other. As described previously, we expected children using visual STM to show 

a visual similarity effect in order recall and a reversed visual similarity effect in item recall. 

This can be tested by means of the interaction effect between similarity and recall cue in the 

regression equation. Also, we expected the opposite response pattern in children using verbal 

STM. Therefore, we expected at least 2 latent classes, which differ especially in the 

interaction effect between similarity and recall cue. In Chapter 3, we applied a latent Markov 

model (or dynamic latent states model) in order to investigate the way children’s STM 

processes change as the memory task requires them to memorize an increasing number of 

items. This model not only estimates the latent classes, but also the probability that children 

belong to a certain latent class on the first task (initial state probability) and the probability of 

moving to a latent class on one task given the latent class on the previous task (transition 

probability). In Chapter 4 we again used a latent class logistic regression model to investigate 

the differences in serial position curves across latent classes as compared to age groups. In 

Chapter 5 we used a combination of this latent class logistic regression model and a manifest 

Markov model in order to investigate the changes in STM processes of children over time. 

This way, we attempted to clarify the developmental pathway of verbal and visual processes, 

which is the last important topic left to discuss.  

 

1.4 The development of memory processes 

 Until now, we have focused on the influence of task demands on STM performance, 

on individual differences between children in STM performance, and the statistical techniques 

to account for differences in children’s responses to the STM tasks. All these issues also have 

to be taken into account to get to the last aim of this thesis; examining the development of 

verbal and visual STM processes in children.  

Usually, the development of STM is investigated by presenting children of different 

ages with STM tasks. The average scores of the age groups are compared to each other and 
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the differences in performance found between the age groups are interpreted as differences in 

development. For instance, if a group of younger children shows average scores reflecting 

visual STM and a group of older children shows average scores reflecting verbal STM, the 

conclusion is drawn that the use of visual STM is a developmental stage preceding the use of 

verbal STM. This is especially the case when the younger children perform worse than the 

older children, which is bound to happen. However, as explained above, an average score may 

not be representative of the scores of some of the individuals within that group. In fact, we 

expect children to show large individual differences in the use of STM processes, that is, in 

some situations we expect some of the young children to use verbal STM and some of the 

older children to use visual STM. If this is the case, the differences in performance found with 

age groups are not informative of the developmental differences in STM. Therefore, in 

Chapter 5 we conducted a longitudinal study in which we examined the changes within 

individual children over the course of one year while keeping the influence of task conditions 

constant.  
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Chapter 2
* 

Distinguishing the Use of Verbal and Visual Memory Processes in 

Children
 

 

Abstract 

Working memory (WM) processing in children has been studied with different approaches 

focusing on either the organizational structure of WM processing during development (factor 

analytic) or on the influence of different task conditions on WM processing (experimental). 

The current study combines both approaches, aiming to distinguish verbal and visual 

processing, in order to investigate WM development. We investigated recall performance 

under different task conditions in a sample of 5- to 13-year-olds, applying latent class 

regression analysis. In this analysis, we examined latent classes (subgroups) within the sample 

that differ in terms of processing type. The interpretations of the latent classes were validated 

internally using characteristics of the latent classes and externally using recall performance of 

words and figures. The results showed that children of different developmental stages used the 

same type of processing under the same conditions. However, due to developmental 

differences, their overall performance differed, showing groups of children who were 

successful in verbal or visual processing and groups of children who were not. This study 

shows and discusses the importance of disentangling the influence of task conditions from the 

influence of WM development when interpreting recall performance in children. 

 

* 
This chapter has been published as: Koppenol-Gonzalez, G. V., Bouwmeester, S., & Vermunt, J. K. (2012). 

The development of verbal and visual working memory processes: A latent variable approach. Journal of 

Experimental Child Psychology, 111, 439 – 454. 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Several studies have focused on the nature and distinction of short term memory (STM) and 

working memory (WM), leading to the definition of resource sharing models and multiple 

source models (Bayliss, Jarrold, Gunn & Baddeley, 2003). Resource sharing models assume 

that STM and WM tap one domain-general attentional system (e.g., Cowan, Elliott, Saults, 

Morey, Mattox, Hismjatullina & Conway, 2005; Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin & Conway, 1999), 

whereas multiple source models assume that STM and WM rely on several domain-specific 

and domain-general processes (e.g., Baddeley, 2003; Miyake, Friedman, Rettinger, Shah & 

Hegarty, 2001). Presuming the model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), the current study focuses 

on the distinction between verbal and visual storage and processing to investigate the 

development of WM processes in children.  

In the model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), the central executive is a domain-general, 

attention-based system of limited capacity that controls two domain-specific slave systems: 

the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad. The phonological loop consists of a 

storage component and an articulatory rehearsal (processing) component for verbal 

information. In the storage component, verbal information is sustained for a short period of 

time, whereas in the processing component, information from other modalities such as visual 

information can be recoded into a phonological code (Baddeley, 2000). This processing 

component is also used to refresh memory traces by repeating information, which can then be 

sustained in the phonological storage component. An equivalent process is assumed to take 

place in the visuospatial sketchpad for visual and spatial information (Repovš & Baddeley, 

2006).  

Originally, the model of WM was based on adults, but developmental studies have 

revealed that WM in children, as in adults, shows a structure of three systems representing the 

phonological loop, the visuospatial sketchpad, and the central executive. Bayliss and 

colleagues (2003) examined these systems in children aged 7 and 8 years by unraveling the 

verbal and visuospatial storage and processing components of WM. Different tasks were 

designed that tapped a) verbal or visuospatial processing speed, b) verbal or visuospatial 

storage as measured by a simple span task, and c) verbal or visuospatial processing combined 

with verbal or visual storage as measured by a complex span task. The results indicated that 

the verbal and visual processing speed tasks tapped different processing demands in terms of 

visual search, with the visual processing speed task requiring a more effortful search than the 

verbal processing speed task. In addition, the verbal and visual storage tasks were comparable 
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in terms of performance, and the complex span task combining verbal processing with verbal 

storage showed the worse performance. Overall, performance on visual processing was better 

than performance on verbal processing. These results indicate that there is a distinction 

between verbal and visual storage and processing in children. An additional factor analysis 

showed a domain-general processing factor and two domain-specific storage factors reflecting 

verbal and visual storage (Bayliss et al., 2003). Other studies have shown that this structure is 

consistent during development from 4 to 15 years of age, and that the increase in performance 

on different WM tasks is fairly linear over these age groups (Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge 

& Wearing, 2004; see also Alloway, Gathercole & Pickering, 2006). The extent to which 

children are able to actually use the different storage and processing components, however, 

depends on development.  

Children as young as 4 years of age seem to use only the passive storage components 

of WM, because they are not able to adopt active rehearsal during verbal memory tasks 

(Gathercole, Adams & Hitch, 1994). Therefore, the processing component of the phonological 

loop does not seem to be active in young children yet (see Baddeley, Gathercole & Papagno, 

1998 for a review on the phonological loop). To sustain information in memory for a short 

period of time, 4-year-olds seem to rely mostly on the passive storage component of the 

visuospatial sketchpad and on the central executive. Alloway and colleagues (2006) showed 

that there was a stronger relationship between the performance on visuospatial STM tasks and 

WM tasks in 4-to 6-year-olds than in 7- to 11-year-olds. From 6 years of age onward, the 

specific use of the processing component of the phonological loop increases, while the 

processing component of the visuospatial sketchpad is still dependent on the more general 

central executive (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000). This applies to 8-year-olds as well (Hale, 

Bronik & Fry, 1997). When 11 years of age is reached, children can be expected to be able to 

use all the WM components like adults do (Gathercole et al., 2004; see also Gathercole, 

1998).   

Developmental studies such as those mentioned above support the model of Baddeley 

and Hitch, applying a factor-analytic approach to study the structural organization of WM 

during childhood. For this factor-analytic purpose, different tasks have been designed to 

optimally measure the different components of WM. Studies applying an experimental 

approach, however, focus especially on performance under specific task conditions. 

Interestingly, the model of Baddeley and Hitch offers a good explanation for these results as 

well.  
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Experimental studies on the use of verbal storage and processing have revealed the 

existence of the phonological similarity effect (e.g., Conrad, 1971; Engle et al., 1999). This 

effect is shown by a decrease in performance when items are phonologically similar compared 

with items that are phonologically dissimilar. For example, the sequence rat – cat – mat – hat 

– bat has been shown to be harder to recall than the sequence girl – bus – train – clock – fish 

(Conrad, 1971). Because the phonological similarity effect occurs in spoken words as well as 

in written words, the use of both the phonological storage and the phonological processing 

components of WM can explain this effect; the storage component is used to directly encode 

the spoken words phonologically, and the phonological processing component is used to 

translate visually presented information (written words) into a phonological code. The spoken 

and written words enter the phonological storage as a phonological code, but at the time of 

retrieval the sequential order of phonologically similar information is harder to recall than the 

sequential order of dissimilar information (Baddeley et al., 1998; Logie, 1995; Repovš & 

Baddeley, 2006).  

However, there is evidence that phonological similarity affects performance only 

under certain task conditions. For example, Lian, Karlsen, and Eriksen (2004) stated that there 

are different types of phonological codes, called layers. The lexical phonological layer is 

easily accessed by words and non-words of high associative value, and the prelexical layer is 

easily accessed by non-words of low associative value. Lian and colleagues also distinguished 

different kinds of phonological similarity; three-letter words that share the first and last 

consonants and rhyme words, with rhyme words being more susceptible to phonological 

similarity. From this point of view, one may conclude that the phonological similarity effect 

depends not only on the use of the phonological loop but also on the associative value of non-

words and on the type of similarity of words (Lian et al., 2004). This means that the 

performance that is interpreted in terms of verbal processing emerges from an interaction 

between the actual use of the phonological loop (storage / processing of verbal information) 

and specific task conditions (type of similarity and stimuli). In the current study, we 

investigate this idea, hypothesizing that the phonological similarity effect occurs in rhyme 

words, but only when verbal processing is used.  

Studies on the use of visual storage and processing have revealed the existence of the 

visual similarity effect (Hitch, Woodin & Baker, 1989; Logie, Della Sala, Wynn & Baddeley, 

2000), which entails a decrease in performance when items are visually similar compared with 

items that are visually dissimilar. For instance, a sequence of pictures with the same outlines 

and angle of orientation, such as key – spoon – pen – watch – tie has been shown to be harder 
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to recall than a sequence of pictures that do not share these visual characteristics such as chair 

– shoe – fork – bell – tree (Hitch et al., 1989). This effect is found to indicate the use of actual 

visual processing rather than just difficulty in visually discriminating patterns (Avons & 

Mason, 1999; see also Logie, 1995).  

Logie and colleagues (2000) investigated whether adults combine verbal and visual 

processing when recalling verbal stimuli that are presented visually. The first set of 

experiments by these authors showed that visual processing was involved in the processing of 

written words, indicated by a robust visual similarity effect in both silent and articulatory 

suppression conditions. The phonologically and visually similar words (e.g., fly, ply, cry, dry, 

try, shy) were recalled worse than the phonologically but not visually similar words (e.g., guy, 

thai, sigh, lie, pi, rye). The explanation for this visual similarity effect was that some 

participants may have processed the words visually. That is, these participants did not 

translate the visually presented words into a phonological code, but the visual characteristics 

of the words entered the storage component of the visuospatial sketchpad directly (Logie et 

al., 2000, see also Logie, 1995).  

In subsequent experiments, Logie and colleagues (2000) showed a visual similarity 

effect when participants needed to recall whether a letter was in lowercase or uppercase. The 

case of the visually similar letters (e.g., Kk, Ww, Yy, Cc, Xx, Zz) was recalled worse than the 

case of the visually dissimilar letters (e.g., Hh, Ll, Rr, Qq, Dd, Mm). However, there was no 

visual similarity effect when the participants only needed to recall letter identity, that is, when 

they needed to name the letters they had seen. The visual similarity effect in the recall of the 

case of a letter can be due to participants paying attention to the visual characteristics of the 

letters instead of the phonological codes. Therefore, the use of the storage component of the 

visuospatial sketchpad is disrupted when the letters are visually similar (Logie et al., 2000). In 

the same line of reasoning it can be explained why there was no visual similarity effect when 

participants needed to recall letter identity. Letter identity requires phonological recoding of 

visual material and, therefore, enters the phonological storage, which is not affected by visual 

similarity. 

 The visual similarity effect is also found in children, who seem to supplement visual 

processing with verbal processing as they get older (Hitch et al., 1989). To be specific, older 

children can recode visual information into a phonological code, performing better than 

younger children who are less able to rely on verbal recoding (see also Gathercole et al., 

1994). In a series of experiments, Hitch and colleagues (1989) presented children with 

nameable line drawings that could be processed verbally as well as visually. The performance 
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of 5-year-olds was impaired most in order recall of visually similar pictures, and the 

performance of the 11-year-olds was impaired most in order recall of phonologically similar 

pictures. Hitch and colleagues (1989) concluded that young children relied mostly on visual 

processing, whereas older children relied on both visual and verbal processing. Moreover, 

when the 11-year-olds were presented with an additional verbal suppression task, their scores 

resembled those of the 5-year-olds, leading the researchers to conclude that visual processing 

does not develop much after 5 years of age. It should be noted, however, that the older 

children were presented with more items to recall than the younger children, making 

comparison of performances questionable. Nonetheless, the studies of Hitch and colleagues 

(1989) and that of Logie and colleagues (2000) both show that the actual use of the 

visuospatial sketchpad also seems to interact with specific task conditions, such as the 

materials used, which tap verbal processing or visual processing or both. We explored this 

interaction in the current study, expecting the visual similarity effect to occur when the 

pictures are simple line drawings that are similar in appearance, but only when visual 

processing is used.  

Besides similarity of the stimuli, recall cue should be considered as a task condition 

that influences performance as well. Fallon, Mak, Tehan, and Daly (2005) found dissociation 

in item and order recall using similar and dissimilar words and non-words. When they used a 

combined score for both item and order recall (i.e., correct-in-position score), there was no 

phonological similarity effect in the absence of an additional suppression task, indicating that 

there was no verbal processing involved. This finding was surprising, but the authors reported 

that this could well be caused by the differential effect of similarity on item recall and order 

recall. That is, when phonological similarity consisted of rhyme words, item recall was 

facilitated by the similarity, whereas order recall was impaired by the similarity. Therefore, 

the combined score based on both the item recall and order recall scores could have been 

influenced by this differential effect, leading to a decrease in the total effect of similarity 

(Fallon et al., 2005, see also Fallon, Groves & Tehan, 1999). Furthermore, the number of 

items to recall also has an influence on performance. Fallon and colleagues (1999) studied 

verbal processing in adults and showed that when difficulty is increased by increasing the 

number of items to be recalled, the differential effect of phonological similarity on item and 

order recall also increases (see also Tehan, Hendry & Kocinski, 2001).  

In the current study, we examined the effects of item and order recall using visually 

and phonologically similar pictures, and we examined the effect of difficulty level on 

performance. A large discrepancy between item and order recall was expected to be found in 
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the recall of visually similar pictures when visual processing was used and in the recall of 

phonologically similar pictures when verbal processing was used. However, when the number 

of items to recall increased, we expected that the effect of phonological similarity on item and 

order recall would increase in children just as in adults (Fallon et al., 1999). This would be 

consistent with the results of Hitch and colleagues (1989), showing that older children use 

additional verbal processing, which also leads to a more pronounced phonological similarity 

effect.   

To summarize, there are explanations for the phonological and visual similarity effects 

that may complement the model of Baddeley and Hitch. From a factor-analytic point of view, 

age influences the extent to which a child makes use of the WM components, and this in turn 

influences performance. From an experimental point of view, task conditions such as 

similarity, recall cue, and difficulty influence a child’s performance. Furthermore, there are 

individual differences in performance, which should be taken into account when interpreting 

performance in terms of underlying cognitive processes (see also Daneman & Carpenter, 

1980; Della Sala, Logie, Marchettu & Wynn, 1991; Logie et al., 2000; Palmer, 2000).  For 

instance, an individual who processes words visually, as shown in the study of Logie and 

colleagues (2000), might not show the expected differential phonological similarity effects on 

item and order recall as shown by Fallon and colleagues (2005). This idea is strongly 

supported by Logie, Della Sala, Laiacona, Chalmers, and Wynn (1996), who stated that 43% 

of their participants did not show the expected phonological similarity effect and that a 

number of them used alternative strategies. Therefore, the model of WM should be viewed as 

a dynamic system that fluctuates under different task conditions, showing variation in the use 

of the WM components. In children, this variation can be expected to be even more 

pronounced due to developmental differences. Although related to age, developmental 

differences should not be equated to age differences and should be investigated based on 

differences in underlying cognitive processes. However, the relation between developmental 

differences and age should not be neglected and therefore, we assessed age differences as well 

as individual differences. Therefore, we applied a latent variable approach in which factor-

analytic and experimental approaches were combined. To be specific, we investigated recall 

performance under specific task conditions given verbal/visual WM processes (experimental) 

and the development of WM processes in terms of latent variables (factor-analytic).  
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2.1.1 Hypotheses 

In general, we expected age to be positively related to overall performance and that it 

could be used to explain developmental differences. We expected children aged 6 years and 

younger to rely mostly on the visuospatial sketchpad for storage, showing visual processing. 

Children older than 6 years were expected to be better able to rely on the phonological loop 

for storage, showing verbal processing. However, we also wanted to investigate how robust 

these types of processing are. Therefore, we presented all of the children with three and with 

five pictures to recall. The children who showed visual processing with three pictures were 

expected not to persist their visual processing in a harder task with five pictures and to show 

verbal processing instead. This hypothesis was based on the results of Fallon and colleagues 

(2005) and Tehan and colleagues (2001), which showed that verbal processing in adults 

becomes more pronounced when difficulty increases. Moreover, the results of Hitch and 

colleagues (1989) indicated that children are able to use supplementary verbal processing, 

especially as they get older. Therefore, when presented with five pictures, all of the children 

were expected to show verbal processing. In addition, we hypothesized that developmental 

differences would influence the extent to which children were able to successfully switch to 

verbal processing.  

To identify verbal and visual processing, we used a latent class regression model in 

which children with similar responses to a number of recall tasks with specific conditions 

were classified into one of the two latent classes reflecting visual or verbal storage and 

processing. The task conditions we used to interpret the performance of the latent classes were 

similarity of the pictures (phonological or visual) and recall cue (item or order). In general, the 

effect of similarity on performance can be expected to be very positive (++) on item recall, 

but very negative (- -) on order recall, showing a discrepancy in performance (Fallon et al., 

2005; Tehan et al., 2001). In addition, we hypothesized that the specific influence of similarity 

and recall cue on performance would depend on the use of verbal or visual processing, as 

summarized in Table 2.1.  

Specifically, when the children used visual processing (see first row of Table 2.1), the 

discrepancy between the effects of similarity on recall cue was expected to be particularly 

large when the pictures were visually similar. This would show a very positive (++) effect of 

visual similarity on item recall and a very negative (- -) effect on order recall. When the 

pictures were phonologically similar, however, the discrepancy between item and order recall 

would be smaller (positive (+) on item recall vs. negative (-) on order recall). In contrast, 

when the children used verbal processing (see second row of Table 2.1), the discrepancy 
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between item and order recall of the phonologically similar pictures would be large (very 

positive (++) on item recall vs. very negative (- -) on order recall), whereas the discrepancy 

between item and order recall of the visually similar pictures would be smaller (positive (+) 

on item recall vs. negative (-) on order recall).  

 

Table 2.1 

Hypothesized Effects of each Task Condition on Performance in Visual and Verbal 

Processing Type. 

 

processing type 

phonological similarity visual similarity 

item recall order recall item recall order recall 

visual + - + + - - 

verbal  + + - - + - 
Note. +, positive effect; + +, very positive effect; - , negative effect; - -, very negative effect. 

 

Next, we investigated the results of the latent class regression analyses by relating the 

performance of the latent classes to external tasks, namely, simple STM tasks that tapped the 

phonological loop or the visuospatial sketchpad, using phonologically dissimilar words or 

visually dissimilar figures, respectively. The latent classes were used as the between-subject 

factor to find further support for the differences in type of processing between the latent 

classes. In doing so, we applied the same line of reasoning as described above; the effect of 

similarity on performance was expected to be very positive (++) on item recall, but very 

negative (- -) on order recall. Moreover, as shown in Table 2.1, this effect was expected to 

arise when (a) the pictures were visually similar and visual processing was used, and when (b) 

the pictures were phonologically similar and verbal processing was used. Table 2.2 shows the 

expected effects of the words and figures compared with the effects of similarity on recall 

performance when visual or verbal processing was used.  

In particular, the performance of children who used visual processing was expected to 

reflect the use of the visuospatial sketchpad. Therefore, their performance on the visually 

dissimilar figures was expected to resemble their performance on the phonologically similar 

pictures, which were also visually dissimilar. Their performance on the visually dissimilar 

figures was expected to differ from their performance on the visually similar pictures (see 

second column of Table 2.2). The effect of the visually similar pictures would then be very 

positive (++) on item recall, whereas the effect of the phonologically similar pictures and the 

visually dissimilar figures would be positive (+). Moreover, the effect of the visually similar 

pictures on order recall would be very negative (- -), whereas the effect of the phonologically 
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similar pictures and the visually dissimilar figures would be negative (-). In contrast, the 

performance of children who used verbal processing was expected to reflect the use of the 

phonological loop; therefore, their performance on the phonologically dissimilar words was 

expected to resemble their performance on the visually similar pictures, which were also 

phonologically dissimilar. Their performance on the phonologically dissimilar words was 

expected differ from their performance on the phonologically similar pictures (see third 

column of Table 2.2). The phonologically similar pictures would then have a very positive 

(++) effect on item recall, whereas the visually similar pictures and the phonologically 

dissimilar words would have a positive (+) effect. In addition, the effect of the phonologically 

similar pictures on order recall would be very negative (- -), whereas the effect of the visually 

similar pictures and the phonologically dissimilar words would be negative (-).  

 

Table 2.2 

Hypothesized Effects of STM Tasks on Recall Performance Compared with Effects of 

Similarity in Visual and Verbal Processing. 

 

 

visual storage and 

processing 

verbal storage and 

processing 

Item recall   

words  +  

figures +   

phonological similarity + + +  

 visual similarity 

 

+ + + 

Order recall   

words  -  

figures -   

phonological similarity - - -  

visual similarity - -  - 
Note. +, positive effect; + +, very positive effect; - , negative effect; - -, very negative effect. 

 

2.2 Method 

 

2.2.1 Participants 

The participants were 188 children aged 5.0 to 13.8 years (M age = 8.9 years, S.D. = 

2.2 years, 99 girls and 89 boys) and were recruited from two different elementary schools in 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands. All grades were roughly equally represented (22 to 33 children 

from each of the seven grades, comparable to kindergarten through sixth grade). Before 
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starting the experiment, parental approval for participation of the children was acquired. The 

participants received a small reward directly after each test session, and all classes received a 

reward at the end of the data collection.  

 

2.2.2 Materials and procedure 

Experimental tasks. The two experimental tasks consisted of three nameable pictures 

and five nameable pictures and none of the pictures were presented twice. The task with three 

stimuli consisted of 12 pictures with four conditions and the task with five stimuli consisted of 

20 pictures with the same four conditions.  

The first two conditions concerned the similarity of the pictures: phonological and 

visual similarity. In the phonological similarity condition the names of the pictures were 

similar, but the shapes of the pictures were dissimilar. An example of five phonologically 

similar pictures is: rat – cat – mat – hat – bat (Conrad, 1971). The actual words used in this 

study were Dutch phonologically similar words. In the visual similarity condition, the pictures 

were similar in shape, but the names of the pictures were dissimilar. An example of five 

visually similar pictures is envelope – window – switch – television – bag (Poirier, Saint-

Aubin, Musselwhite, Mohanadas & Mahammed, 2007). All these pictures were made up of 

squares and the only differences between them were a few details that made the whole 

pictures represent an envelope, a window, a switch, and so on.  

The other two conditions concerned recall cue: item and order recall. In the item recall 

condition, the child was presented with pictures that appeared one at a time, each for 1.1 s. 

After presentation, the child was asked to name the pictures. For each picture, a dichotomous 

score was registered, indicating whether the name of the picture was recalled correctly or not. 

The order in which the child named the pictures did not influence the scores. In the order 

recall condition, the child was presented with a sequence of pictures that appeared for 3.3 s in 

the task with three pictures and for 5.5 s in the task with five pictures. After the sequence was 

presented, the child was asked to name the pictures in the same order as they were presented. 

A correct score was registered only when the correct name of the picture was recalled in the 

correct order, and there was the possibility to say “don’t know”. For example, if the response 

was “1, 3, 5, 4,” the score was 1, but if the response was “1, don’t know, 3, 5, 4,” the score 

was 2 (with Pictures 1 and 3 in the correct order).  

The 32 pictures in total of the experimental tasks were presented in two blocks of 16 

items – three pictures for item recall, five pictures for item recall, three pictures for order 

recall, and five pictures for order recall – each with phonologically or visually similar 
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pictures, so all of the children started with the easy task and then moved on to the more 

difficult task with the same conditions. The pictures were presented on a 15.4-in. laptop 

computer, and after presentation the child gave a verbal response. The experimenter registered 

the responses and administered the next subtask. 

The overall design of the experimental tasks was based mainly on the studies of Hitch 

and colleagues (1989) and Poirier and colleagues (2007). Most of the visually similar pictures 

were used from the study of Poirier and colleagues, but due to translation into Dutch not all 

the pictures were suitable, because word length had to be held as constant as possible over all 

the conditions. Therefore, some additional pictures needed to be designed for this study. The 

pictures with phonologically similar names (rhyme words) were also designed for this study 

to keep words length as constant as possible over the different conditions. Because item recall 

and order recall of rhyme words influence performance in a different way, as shown by Fallon 

and colleagues (1999, 2005), we scored item recall and order recall separately. We did not use 

forced labeling, because we did not want to impose any kind of (verbal) strategy on the 

children. However, it is important to ensure that they used the correct labels for the pictures of 

the experimental tasks. Therefore, we conducted a pilot study (N=18) to be certain that the 

children would label the pictures correctly. After the pilot study, six ambiguous pictures were 

removed and replaced.  

Simple STM tasks. The overall design of the simple STM tasks was based on the study 

of Gathercole and colleagues (2004).The four simple STM tasks of the current study consisted 

of three figures, five figures, three words, and five words. The tasks contained the same 

conditions of recall cue as the experimental tasks.   

The words were mostly one-syllable words selected from the Cito Three Minutes Test 

(a widely used Dutch monitoring and evaluation test for reading ability in primary school 

children). In item recall, the words were presented verbally at a rate of approximately one 

word per second, and the child was asked to repeat the words. The order in which the child 

recalled the words did not influence scoring. In order recall, the child was presented with a 

sequence of words and was then asked to repeat the words in the same order. As in the 

experimental tasks, a correct score was registered only when the correct word was recalled in 

the correct position.  

The figures were squares with three parallel lines inside that differed in orientation 

within each square. The child was asked to memorize the orientation of the lines. In item 

recall, the figures were presented visually at a rate of 1.1 s per square, and the child needed to 

reproduce the orientation of the lines on a sheet with empty squares. The order in which the 
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child drew the lines did not influence scoring. In order recall, the child was asked to reproduce 

the orientation of the lines on a sheet in the same order as they were presented. A correct score 

was registered only when the lines were drawn in the correct position.  

The 32 items in total were presented in four blocks of 8 items – three and five stimuli– 

each representing item recall of words, order recall of words, item recall of figures, or order 

recall of figures. After presentation of the words, the child gave a verbal response and the 

experimenter registered these verbal responses. Before the figures were presented, the child 

was given a sheet with empty squares. Young children who were not able to draw the lines 

due to motor inability, which was noticed during the practice trial, were allowed to pinpoint 

the orientation on the squares and the experimenter drew the lines. However, nearly all of the 

children were able to draw the lines themselves. There was no time limit for the children to 

recall the stimuli in all of the tasks. 

All of the children were presented with all of the task conditions. The blocks of the 

experimental and simple STM tasks were presented in a random order to the children during 

two or three sessions lasting no longer than 30 min each. During the first session, the children 

received a short introduction to the tasks and global instructions. Before each block, the child 

received specific instructions on whether to recall the stimuli in the correct order or not. Then, 

a practice trail was presented that could be repeated if the instructions were not fully 

understood. Finally, the test trials were started; if necessary, the procedure could be stopped at 

any time.  

 

2.2.3 Design 

We conducted latent class regression analyses (Wedel & DeSarbo, 1994; Vermunt & 

Magidson, 2005), in order to be able to distinguish subgroups within the sample with different 

responses, reflecting verbal/visual processing. The dependent variable (DV)  was the response 

on the experimental tasks, which could take the values 1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect) for each 

picture. Because we were dealing with a dichotomous DV, we interpreted our results in terms 

of probabilities for each latent class. These probabilities concerned the correct response of 

child i on item j, given that that child belonged to latent class x, or P (yij =1|x). These 

(conditional) probabilities were calculated based on the task conditions similarity and recall 

cue, which were the predictors. The underlying model to obtain the probabilities of the DV 

was a logistic regression model, which contained main effects of Recall (R) and Similarity (S) 
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and a Recall × Similarity interaction for each class
1
. Of main interest was the interaction 

effect of Recall × Similarity, because this interaction would represent the differential effect of 

phonological/visual similarity on item/order recall for each latent class. Based on this 

interaction effect we could derive the type of processing used and label the latent classes 

accordingly. For instance, suppose we obtain a probability of a correct response of .28 in 

order recall and of .78 in item recall of visually similar pictures for the first latent class. 

Suppose further that the second latent class has a probability of .60 of a correct response in 

order recall and .75 in item recall of visually similar pictures. The difference in recall 

performance is then much larger for the first class (.50) than for the second class (.15). From 

this interaction effect, therefore, we can conclude that the first class shows a larger visual 

similarity effect and that it is likely that the children in this class used visual storage and 

processing. Because we wanted to interpret the type of processing as accurately as possible, 

we also included item and order recall of phonologically similar pictures. The whole obtained 

pattern of responses over the different task conditions should then be exactly how we 

hypothesized (as shown in Table 2.1) before we could interpret that pattern as visual or verbal 

storage and processing.  

After conducting the latent class regression analysis on the task with three pictures, we 

performed the same analysis on the tasks with five pictures to investigate whether children 

used additional verbal processing when the number of items increased. Next, we validated the 

latent classes externally with the simple STM tasks. Finally, we examined age differences and 

switches in processing by means of a cross-tabulation of the latent classes with three versus 

five pictures to recall.  

 

2.3 Results 

 

2.3.1 General age effects  

First of all, we defined age groups according to previous developmental studies in (a) 

children younger than 6 years, (b) children aged between 6 and 11 years, and (c) children 

older than 11 years (Alloway et al., 2006; Gathercole & Pickering, 2000; Gathercole et al., 

1994, 2004; Hale et al., 1997). According to these studies, the different age groups should 

show different types of processing. We conducted repeated measures multivariate analysis of 

variance (MANOVAs) with item and order recall scores of phonologically and visually 

                                                 
1
 The logistic regression model was defined as: logit P(yij =1|x)= β0x + β1x Rj + β2x Sj + β3x Rj Sj. 
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similar pictures as the DVs and the age groups as the between-participants factor, to 

investigate the age effects on recall performance under the different task conditions.  

Using the tasks with three pictures, age had an effect on overall performance, F 

(2,185) = 81.97, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .470. Bonferroni post hoc tests showed that the 

youngest group performed the worst (M =1.7, SE = 0.07), the older group performed better (M 

=2.6, SE = 0.04) and the oldest group showed the best overall performance (M =2.8, SE = 

0.07) (all ps < .05). However, the Recall × Similarity × Age group interaction was not 

significant, Wilk’s λ
 
= .972, F (2,185) = 2.70, p = .07, indicating that the effects of recall and 

similarity did not differ over the age groups. Using the tasks with five pictures, age also had 

an effect on overall performance, F (2,185) = 34.59, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .272. Bonferroni 

post-hoc tests showed that the youngest group performed the worst (M =1.2, SE = 0.15), the 

older group performed better (M= 2.3, SE = 0.08), and the oldest group showed the best 

overall performance ((M =2.9, SE = 0.14) (all p’s < .05). However, the Recall × Similarity × 

Age group interaction was not significant in these tasks either, Wilk’s λ
 
= 1, F (2,185) = 0.03, 

p = .97.  

 

2.3.2 Influence of task conditions on performance with three pictures 

Next, we conducted latent class regression analyses to investigate subgroups that differ 

in type of processing, which might not be directly related to age. The program Latent GOLD 

4.5 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2008) was used to estimate the parameters and determine the 

quality of models with a different number of classes, indicated by the values of the Bayesian 

information criterion (BIC, defined as -2 × log likelihood + number of parameters × ln(N)) 

and the Akaike information criterion (AIC3, defined as -2 × log likelihood + 3× number of 

parameters). A lower value indicates a better balance between fit and parsimony.  

Analyses of one- to five- class models with three stimuli showed the three-class model 

fitted best according to the BIC, but the four-class model fitted best according to the AIC3 

(see upper panel of Table 2.3). The four-class model contained three classes that were also 

represented in the three-class model plus one class that had no added value in terms of 

interpretation; therefore, we interpreted the three-class model.  
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Table 2.3 

Fit Statistics for One- to Five-Class Models of Tasks with Three and Five Pictures. 

 classes LL BIC(LL) AIC3 (LL) N par. 

3 pictures      

 1 -959.67 1940.29 1931.35 4 

 2 -874.21 1795.55 1775.42 9 

 3 -854.84 1782.99 1751.68 14 

 4 -844.77 1789.04 1746.54 19 

 5 -839.16 1803.99 1750.31 24 

5 pictures      

 1 -2461.88 4944.70 4935.76 4 

 2 -2329.38 4705.88 4685.76 9 

 3 -2309.76 4692.83 4661.52 14 

 4 -2303.51 4706.51 4664.02 19 
Note. LL= log likelihood, N par. = number of parameters.  

 

Overall, the interaction effect of Recall × Similarity was significant, Wald’s χ
2
 (3) = 

28.12, p < .001. The upper panel of Table 2.4 shows, for each class, the overall probabilities 

of a correct score (see third column), the main effects of the different conditions expressed in 

probability of a correct score (see fourth to seventh columns), and the interaction expressed in 

differences in probability of a correct score between item and order recall for both similarity 

conditions (see eighth and ninth columns). Two classes showed the response patterns we 

expected from visual processing (classes 1 and 2). This means that the interaction effect of 

Recall × Similarity was significant in both classes (β3,1= 0.59, SE = 0.14, p < .001 and β3,2= 

1.12, SE = 0.51, p < .05), indicating a larger discrepancy between item and order recall for the 

visually similar pictures than for the phonologically similar pictures. These two visual classes 

differed in overall performance; children in Class 1 (class size .22) had an overall probability 

of a correct score of .57 and children in Class 2 (class size .32) had a significantly higher 

overall probability of a correct score of .81, Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 19.61, p < .001. Therefore, we 

labeled these classes as “visual-worse” and “visual-better”, respectively. The remaining latent 

class (class size .46) showed no significant interaction effect on the responses (β3,3= -0.09, SE 

= 0.36, p = .79) and a high overall probability of a correct score (.96), higher than the visual-

worse class, Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 21.82, p < .001, but not significantly different from the visual-

better class, Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 2.31, p = .14. Because these children performed very well on all 

of the conditions, the differences in performance between item recall and order recall could 

not be interpreted in terms of processing. Therefore, we labeled this class as “better” without 

referring to a specific type of processing.  
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Table 2.4 

Probabilities of a Correct Score of the Latent Classes with Three and Five Pictures. 

 

 

pictures 

 

 

latent class   

 

 

overall 

phon. sim. vis. sim. phon. sim vis. sim 

 

item 

 

order 

 

item 

 

order 

discr.  

item-order 

discr. 

item-order  

3  1. visual-worse  .57
a 

.64
c 

.43
d 

.91
e 

.29
d 

.21
i
 .62

j
 

 2. visual-better .81
b 

.87
f 

.98
f,g 

.93
f 

.47
g 

-.11
k 

.46
l 

 3. better .96
b 

.96
h 

.92
h 

.98
h 

.97
h 

.04
m 

.01
m 

       
  

5 1. verbal-worse .29
a 

.47
d 

.11
e 

.39
f 

.19
g 

.36
n
 .20

o
 

 2. verbal-better .69
b 

.78
h 

.57
i 

.62
i,j 

.77
h,j 

.21
p 

-.15
q 

 3. intermediate .55
c 

.80
k 

.56
l 

.61
l 

.25
m 

.24
r 

.36
r 

Notes. Different superscript letters indicate significant differences at p < .05, differences in the middle panel are tested at p < .01. 

Overall performances, in the left panel, are tested between classes and the remaining differences, in the middle and right panels, are tested 

within classes, disrc. item-order = discrepancy between item and order recall.   

 

2.3.3 Influence of task conditions on performance with five pictures 

Analyses of the one- to four- class models with five pictures showed that the three-

class model fitted best according to both the BIC and AIC3 (see lower panel of Table 2.3). 

Overall, the interaction effect of Recall × Similarity was significant, Wald’s χ
2
 (3) = 34.80, p 

< .001. The lower panel of Table 2.4 shows, for each latent class, the overall probabilities of a 

correct score, the main effects of the different conditions, and the interaction expressed in 

probability of a correct score. Two classes (1 and 2) showed the response patterns we 

expected from verbal processing. The interaction effect of Recall × Similarity was 

significantly negative in both classes (β3,1 = -0.24, SE = 0.06, p < .001 and β3,2= -0.44, SE= 

0.11, p < .001), indicating a larger difference between item and order recall for the 

phonologically similar pictures than for the visually similar pictures. These classes differed in 

overall performance; children in Class 1 (class size .51) had an overall probability of .29 of 

obtaining a correct score and children in Class 2 (class size .20) had a significantly higher 

overall probability of.69 of obtaining a correct score, Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 151.52, p < .001. 

Therefore, we labeled these classes as “verbal-worse” and “verbal-better”, respectively. The 

children in the remaining class (class size .29) showed no significant interaction effect on their 

responses (β3,3= 0.09, SE= 0.10, p = .33); on both similarity conditions they scored higher on 

item recall than on order recall. Even though the discrepancy between item and order recall 

was larger in visually similar pictures than in phonologically similar pictures, tending toward 
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a visual response pattern, the difference was nonsignificant. The overall probability of 

obtaining a correct score in this class was .55, higher than the verbal-worse class, Wald’s χ
2
 

(1) = 136.38, p < .001, but lower than the verbal-better class, Wald’s χ
2
 (1) = 13.72, p < .001. 

Therefore, we labeled this class “intermediate”, without referring to a specific type of 

processing.  

 

2.3.4 Performance of the latent classes on verbal and visual STM tasks 

To validate the interpretations of the latent classes with the actual processing of words 

and figures, the children of the visual-worse and visual-better classes of the first analysis were 

unified into one “visual” group (n=99). The children from the remaining class labeled “better” 

(n=89) were excluded, because the response patterns of these children could not be interpreted 

in terms of type of processing. The children of the verbal-worse and verbal-better classes of 

the second analysis were unified into one “verbal” group (n=140). The children from the 

remaining class labeled “intermediate” (n=48) were excluded from these analyses.  

Table 2.5 shows the means and standard deviations of the experimental and the STM 

tasks for the visual and verbal groups. The visual group was derived from the experimental 

tasks with three stimuli, so for validation we used the three stimuli tasks with figures. 

Repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with type of stimuli (visual similarity, 

phonological similarity, or figures) as the within-subjects factor for each recall cue showed 

that with item recall, there was a main effect of type of stimuli, F (2,196) = 102.91, p < .001, 

partial η
2 

= .512 (sphericity assumed), indicating that there was an overall difference in item 

recall with visual similarity, phonological similarity, and figures. To test the hypothesized 

contrasts in performance as shown in Table 2.2, we performed Helmert contrast tests. Item 

recall with visual similarity was better than item recall with phonological similarity and 

figures, F (1,98) = 125.66, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .562. For order recall, the results also 

confirmed overall differences in type of stimuli, F (2,196) = 52.23, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .348 

(sphericity assumed), and order recall with visual similarity was worse than with phonological 

similarity and figures, F (1,98) = 82.22, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .456.  

For validation of the verbal group derived from the experimental task with five items, 

we used the recall scores of words with five stimuli. There were overall differences in item 

recall with different types of stimuli, F (2,278) = 11.64, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .077 (sphericity 

assumed), and item recall was better with phonological similarity than with visual similarity 

and words, F (1,139) = 18.23, p < .001, partial η
2 

= .116. In order recall, there were also 

overall differences between type of stimuli, F (1.79, 249.25) = 9.76, p < .001, partial η
2 
= .066 
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(Greenhouse-Geisser correction) and order recall with phonological similarity was worse than 

with visual similarity and words, F (1,139) = 19.83, p < .001, partial η
2 
= .125.  

 

Table 2.5 

Mean Scores of the Experimental and STM Tasks for the Visual and Verbal Groups. 

 visual group verbal group 

item recall   

    words  2.57 (1.19) 

    figures 1.37 (0.80)  

    phonological similarity 2.33 (0.81) 2.84
*
 (1.28) 

    visual similarity 

 

2.77
*
 (0.47) 2.26 (1.27) 

order recall   

    words  1.58 (1.65) 

    figures 1.91 (1.0)  

    phonological similarity 2.27 (1.0) 1.21
*
 (1.39) 

    visual similarity 1.09
*
 (0.85) 1.81 (1.61) 

Note. * Helmert contrast is significant at p < .001. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.  

 

2.3.5 Age differences and switching of processing type 

Table 2.6 shows a cross-tabulation of the latent classes with three versus five pictures 

and mean ages of each latent class. Based on the task with three pictures, all classes differed 

from each other with respect to age, F (2,187) = 65.27, p < .001, η
2 

= .414. Bonferroni post-

hoc tests confirmed these differences between all the classes (all ps < .01). The youngest 

children (M age = 6 years and 1 month) belonged to the visual-worse class and most of them 

(34 out of 38) belonged to the verbal-worse class when presented with five pictures. The older 

children (M age = 8 years and 10 months) belonged to the visual-better class and half of them 

(33 out of 61) could be classified as verbal-worse when presented with five pictures. The 

other half of the visual-better children was roughly equally distributed over the verbal-better 

and the intermediate classes (12 and 16 out of 61, respectively). The oldest children (M age = 

9 years and 9 months) belonged to the better class and were roughly equally distributed over 

all the classes with five pictures (34, 27, and 28 out of 89). 
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Table 2.6 

Cross-Tabulation of Latent Classes with Three versus Five Pictures and Ages per Class. 

  3 pictures   

  visual-worse visual-better better Total M age (SD) age range 

 

5 pictures 

verbal-worse  34 33 34 101 7;10 (2;0) 5;0 - 12;3 

verbal-better 0 12 27 39 10;0 (1;6) 6;3 - 12;9 

intermediate 4 16 28 48 9;9 (2;1) 5;8 - 13;8 

Total 38 61 89 188   

M age (SD) 6;1 (1;1) 8;10 (1;1) 9;9  (1;9)    

age range 5;0 - 9;11 5;6 - 13;8 5;3 -12;9    

 

 

The classes based on the task with five pictures also showed an overall difference in 

age, F (2,187) = 26.11, p < .001, η
2 

= .22, but Bonferroni post-hoc tests showed no significant 

differences between the verbal-better and intermediate classes. This means that the verbal-

worse class contained the youngest children, compared to the verbal-better and the 

intermediate classes. However, the age ranges in Table 2.6 show that all the classes, with three 

and with five pictures, were represented by both young and older children.  

 

2.4 Discussion 

 

This study was designed to differentiate between verbal and visual storage and 

processing of nameable pictures to investigate the development of the cognitive processes 

underlying WM. Our aim was to investigate both the developmental pathways of children of 

different ages, as well as individual differences in WM performance. To address our aim, we 

applied a latent variable approach in which we examined the effects of the different task 

conditions on recall performance of subgroups within the sample. 

Our results showed that the manipulations of similarity (phonological or visual) and 

recall cue (item or order) of nameable pictures were very useful in distinguishing verbal and 

visual processing in 5- to 13-year-olds. Table 2.1 showed the expected effects of the different 

task conditions on recall performance when visual or verbal processing was used. First, the 

discrepancy between item and order recall was expected to be especially large in visually 

similar pictures when visual processing was used. The results as depicted in Table 2.4 showed 

that this discrepancy was found in more than half of the children when presented with three 

pictures to recall (classes labeled as visual-worse and visual-better). Therefore, our 

interpretation was that these children used visual processing during the tasks with three 

pictures. This interpretation was validated with the recall of abstract figures during a simple 
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STM task. The results, as shown in Table 2.5, indicated that this interpretation was supported 

when compared to the hypotheses, as shown in Table 2.2; the scores of the phonologically 

similar pictures (i.e., visually dissimilar) were comparable to the scores of the STM tasks 

using figures.  

Second, when verbal processing was used, the discrepancy between item and order 

recall was expected to be especially large in phonologically similar pictures. Table 2.4 showed 

that this discrepancy was found in the majority of the children when presented with five 

pictures (classes labeled as verbal-worse and verbal-better). Our interpretation, therefore, was 

that most children used verbal processing during the tasks with five pictures; that is, they 

translated the pictures into words. This interpretation was validated with the actual recall of 

words during a simple STM task. When comparing Table 2.5 with Table 2.2, it can be seen 

that this interpretation was supported as well; the scores of the visually similar pictures (i.e., 

phonologically dissimilar words) were comparable to the scores of the STM tasks using 

words. Therefore, we can conclude that the recall performance on thoughtfully chosen task 

conditions can be very informative in terms of underlying WM processes.  

The verbal and visual classes we found can serve to interpret the developmental 

differences between children as well as individual differences in performance. To interpret the 

developmental differences between children, we examined general age effects as well as age 

differences between the latent subgroups reflecting verbal and visual processing. As expected, 

age was found to have a positive effect on the overall recall performance of the children, 

which is in agreement with previous developmental findings (Alloway et al., 2006; Gathercole 

et al. 2004). However, age was not directly related to type of processing. Our results suggest 

that developmental differences interact with task difficulty; that is, the age effects on type of 

processing were not stable over time.  

Specifically, when we presented all of the children with three pictures, the youngest 

children processed the pictures visually and showed the worse overall performance, whereas 

the older children also processed the pictures visually, but showed better overall performance. 

The oldest children did not use mostly visual or mostly verbal processing, but they may have 

combined the two, allowing them to show the best performance. This developmental pattern is 

only partly in agreement with previous developmental findings. For instance, children older 

than 6 years (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000) and 8-year-olds (Hale et al., 1997) have been 

found to make more use of the phonological loop than younger children, while most 6- and 8-

year-olds in our study used visual processing when presented with three pictures to recall, just 

as the younger children did. This finding indicates that visual processing does develop after 5 
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years of age and is not always supplemented with verbal processing as children get older, in 

contrast to the conclusions of Hitch and colleagues (1989). Yet, the overall developmental 

trend that we found using the tasks with three pictures does not contradict established 

developmental theories; children go from visual processing with worse performance to visual 

processing with better performance and eventually, they are able to combine verbal and visual 

processing in order to perform optimally.  

With regard to the developmental differences on the tasks with five pictures, our 

results showed that the youngest children processed the pictures verbally and performed 

worse than the older children. The older children were divided into two groups; one group did 

not use mostly visual or mostly verbal processing and showed intermediate performance, 

whereas the other group showed verbal processing and the best performance. These findings 

are interesting for a number of reasons. First, until now it has been generally assumed that 

young children rely mostly on visual processing and as they get older, they start using the 

processing component of the phonological loop (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000). However, 

our results showed that children younger than 6 years use verbal processing when presented 

with a difficult task. That they were not able to obtain high scores is consistent with the 

finding of Gathercole and colleagues (1994) that young children are not able to successfully 

apply verbal processing. Therefore, our findings supplement previous developmental findings 

by showing that the fact that young children are not yet able to apply verbal processing 

successfully, does not mean that they do not use verbal processing at all. When presented with 

a difficult task, young children will use verbal processing, despite the fact that they are not 

able to do so successfully.  

Second, the older group of intermediate performing children, who did not use either 

verbal or visual processing, showed some interesting features in their responses to the 

different task conditions. Although their response pattern as a whole did not correspond to the 

one hypothesized for visual processing, they showed some particular errors that were expected 

from visual processing. Specifically, they performed worse on order recall of visually similar 

pictures, compared to order recall of phonologically similar pictures. This finding seems to 

support the findings of Logie and colleagues (2000), showing visual processing in adults. 

Although it is interesting to reflect on this visual tendency in processing, further research is 

needed that focuses on other task conditions as well, in order to draw conclusions about visual 

processing in older children. For instance, in this study all of the children needed to recall the 

names of the pictures, a procedure that requires verbal responses. If we had presented the 
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children with recognition tasks, a verbal response would not have been required and maybe 

more children would have shown visual processing.  

Additionally, we were interested in individual differences in performance. By 

administering tasks with an increasing number of items, we were able to examine whether 

different children of the same age would switch from visual to verbal processing in a similar 

way. Our results, as shown in Table 2.6, indicate that there were considerable individual 

differences in switching, especially as children get older. Most of the younger children who 

processed three pictures visually with worse performance switched to verbal processing of 

five pictures, but their performance did not improve. None of the younger children switched 

to successful verbal processing of five pictures. Most older children who processed three 

pictures visually and showed better overall performance, were not able to successfully process 

the five pictures verbally. However, a minority of these children were able to successfully 

process the five pictures verbally. The oldest children showed the largest variation in 

processing switches from three to five pictures. Although they performed nearly perfect on the 

tasks with three pictures, most of them were not able to use successful verbal processing with 

five pictures, while some of them were. Still others did not show mostly verbal or mostly 

visual processing with five pictures, indicating that they may have continued combining 

verbal and visual processing. Therefore, the distinction between verbal and visual processing 

in older children is not as clear as in younger children.  

The effect of relative difficulty of tasks like the ones we used should be further 

investigated, because the oldest children were not presented with a difficult task in the present 

study. The question remains then, what type of processing these children will show when the 

number of pictures increases to, for example, seven. Will most of these children still use 

verbal processing but with worse overall performance or will they switch to visual 

processing? More interesting, will this group of children split up into two groups that show 

different types of processing? Given the interaction between age and task conditions on 

performance, this may well be the case.   

One way to investigate questions like the ones above is to apply latent class 

(regression) analysis because it enables researchers to distinguish subgroups within a sample. 

A clear advantage of this analysis is that it offers a possibility to deal with individual 

differences because it does not require assigning participants to groups based on a priori 

assumptions. Instead, the researcher formulates the expected responses given certain cognitive 

processes, and then these responses can be compared to the actual responses of the estimated 

classes. If necessary, the differences between the classes on a number of characteristics, such 
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as age, can be investigated. It was this approach that led us to the finding that although age is 

related to overall performance, there are younger children who use verbal processing and 

older children who use visual processing under certain task conditions.  

To conclude, the present study has provided support for the usefulness of theory-

driven task manipulations when studying underlying cognitive processes during WM tasks. 

When these cognitive processes are related to age, developmental differences between 

children can be derived. When children are presented with tasks of different difficulty levels, 

we can unravel individual differences, which seem to be mostly affected by a latent WM 

construct than purely by age differences. Therefore, latent variable modeling is a particularly 

well-suited approach to investigate the interacting processes of the dynamic systems 

underlying WM. 
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Chapter 3
* 

Individual Differences in the Use of Short Term Memory Processes 

and Changes across Task Demands 

 

Abstract 

In this study we investigated whether we could distinguish the use of specific verbal and 

visual short term memory (STM) processes in children, or whether the differences in memory 

performance could be interpreted only in terms of quantitative differences. First, the number 

of processes involved in the responses on six STM tasks (serial order reconstruction) of 210 

primary school children aged 5 to 12 years was examined by means of latent states. The 

number of items to reconstruct was manipulated to unravel quantitative differences in 

responses (high or low performance), and the similarity of the items was manipulated to 

distinguish qualitative differences in responses (verbal or visual processing). Furthermore, we 

examined how children changed from one type of process to another on tasks with list lengths 

of 3, 5, and 7 items by means of the dynamics between the latent states using a latent Markov 

model. The results showed that two latent states representing the use of specific verbal and 

visual STM processes could be distinguished on all the tasks. Moreover, two latent states 

showing merely differences in performance were also found. These findings underline the 

value of latent variable models to unravel differences between as well as within individuals in 

the use of cognitive processes. 

 

* 
This chapter has been published as: Koppenol-Gonzalez, G. V., Bouwmeester, S., & Vermunt, J. K. (2013). 

Short term memory for serial order: Unraveling individual differences in the use of processes and changes across 

tasks. Frontiers in Psychology, 4:589.  
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3.1 Introduction 

 

Short term memory (STM) processes have been the focus of cognitive studies for a long time 

and many researchers have found considerable differences in performance on verbal and 

visuospatial STM tasks in adults (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley, 2000; Logie, Della Sala, Wynn, 

& Baddeley, 2000; Miyake, Friedman, Rettinger, Shah, & Hegarty, 2001) as well as in 

children (Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004; Hitch, Woodin, & Baker, 1989; 

Kane, Tuholski, Hambrick, Wilhelm, Payne, & Engle, 2004). It has long been assumed, 

therefore, that STM consists of qualitatively distinct verbal and visuospatial processes. 

However, this assumption has been questioned by researchers arguing that the differences in 

STM performance actually reflect differences in task demands and procedures between verbal 

and visuospatial tasks, rather than differences in memory processes (Avons, 1998; Avons & 

Mason, 1999; Ward, Avons, & Mellings, 2005). Yet others have stated that there is no 

distinction between verbal and visuospatial STM processes, but that memory should be 

considered as a modality-independent unitary system (Chua & Maybery, 1999; Jones, 

Farrand, Stuart, & Morris, 1995). 

In the current study, we unravel the types of memory processes that children show on 

STM tasks for serial order, taking task conditions and individual differences into 

consideration. These are issues that are often not taken into account when investigating STM 

in children, but they may influence the responses of the children considerably. Therefore, we 

want to account for individual differences in the use of STM between children as well the 

influence of task demands on STM performance of children. Specifically, we examine 

whether the differences in memory processes between children can be interpreted in terms of 

qualitatively distinct verbal and visual processes, and we explore the changes in the use of 

memory processes within children as the task demands change. Although adults have also 

been found to show variation in their responses due to individual differences in the use of 

STM processes (e.g., Logie et al., 2000), we focus on memory performance of children. Due 

to developmental differences, children show larger variation in their responses than adults, 

allowing us to test specific hypotheses about the meaning of such variation. For instance, we 

can test whether there will be an increase in performance as well as changes in the use of 

verbal and visual STM as children get older (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006; 

Gathercole, Adams, & Hitch, 1994; Gathercole & Pickering, 2000) or whether there will only 

be better overall performance, due to the development of one common underlying system, as 

children get older (Chua & Maybery, 1999). In either case, it is important to take the task 
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demands of verbal and visual STM tasks and their influence on performance into account 

(Avons, 1998; Avons & Mason, 1999; Ward et al., 2005).  

The theory most often referred to by modality-specific models is the model of working 

memory of Baddeley and Hitch (1974; Baddeley, 1986). In this model, the central executive is 

a modality-independent, attention-based system with limited capacity, which controls two 

modality-specific slave systems, referred to as the phonological loop and the visuospatial 

sketchpad. These systems represent STM, which serves to store information. The 

phonological loop is used for storage and processing of verbal information, whereas the 

visuospatial sketchpad is used for storage and processing of visual and spatial information 

(Baddeley, 2000). Empirical support for the two distinct slave systems for verbal and 

visuospatial information in the Baddeley and Hitch model of WM is provided especially by 

studies using a latent variable approach (Alloway et al., 2006; Kane et al., 2004; Miyake et al., 

2001). In these studies participants are typically presented with different verbal and 

visuospatial WM tasks and with different verbal and visuospatial STM tasks. The results of 

confirmatory factor analyses typically show that the best fitting models represent a modality-

independent WM system and two modality-specific STM systems.  

According to other researchers, however, the differences between verbal and 

visuospatial STM tasks do not allow a direct comparison between verbal and visuospatial 

STM processes. Avons (1998) noted that the tasks used in most studies on verbal STM tap 

memory for serial order and the stimuli most often used are familiar verbal material (e.g., 

words). The tasks used in most studies on visuospatial STM, however, tap item recognition of 

novel visual material (e.g., patterns, matrices). As a consequence, when the scores on each 

serial position are plotted in a graph, the serial position curves of verbal STM tasks differ 

from those of visuospatial STM tasks. In a series of experiments, Avons (1998) showed that 

the results typically found with familiar verbal material, tapping memory for serial order, can 

also be found with familiar visual material when implemented into a task that also taps 

memory for serial order. In another study, Ward and colleagues (2005) demonstrated that the 

results typically found with novel visual material, tapping item recognition, can also be found 

with novel verbal material when the task used also taps item recognition. These researchers 

suggest that the verbal / visual distinction in STM processes has been overvalued and that the 

real distinction is that of memory for item versus order information (however, see Purser & 

Jarrold, 2005).    

There have been adult studies on memory for serial order measuring verbal and 

visuospatial STM with equivalent tasks. The conclusions about underlying verbal / visual 
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processes were therefore based on the same task conditions across modalities and can be 

attributed with more certainty to the actual memory processes used. Saito, Logie, Morita, and 

Law (2008) investigated order recall and modality-specific interference on performance. Their 

results showed that visual processing was used in conditions impairing verbal processing, as 

expected, but also that visual processing was still present in the different conditions allowing 

verbal processing. The overall conclusion was that visual STM processes were used to support 

order recall of verbal information, and therefore that verbal and visual processes can be 

considered as distinct systems, even under the same task conditions (Saito et al., 2008).  

Guérard and Tremblay (2008), also keeping task conditions equal, examined serial 

position curves of verbal and spatial STM tasks by conducting an in-depth analysis of errors 

on different serial positions, assuming that specific types of errors (i.e., omissions, 

transpositions, and intrusions) and serial position curves are related to specific STM processes 

(see Henson, 1998). The first experiment of Guérard and Tremblay showed that the 

distribution of overall errors was similar for the verbal and spatial tasks and that this was also 

true for almost all of the specific types of errors that were analyzed. In their second 

experiment, the authors additionally examined the influence of verbal and spatial interference 

by administering a secondary suppression task during the verbal and spatial STM tasks and 

found that the effect of this interference on performance was modality-specific.  

Unfortunately, the results between the two studies mentioned above are not quite 

comparable, because the tasks used to measure memory for serial order differ between the two 

studies. Guérard and Tremblay (2008) used serial order reconstruction tasks, whereas Saito 

and colleagues (2008) used serial order recall tasks. Furthermore, the type of manipulations to 

investigate the effect of modality-specific interference also differs. Guérard and Tremblay 

(2008) used verbal and spatial suppression, whereas Saito and colleagues (2008) used 

phonological and visual similarity of their stimuli. These subtle differences in task demands 

(similarity or suppression and order recall or reconstruction) may have had differential 

influences on responses of different individuals in the studies of Guérard and Tremblay and 

Saito and colleagues. We learned from these studies in the first place that it is rather crucial 

for unraveling and examining individual differences in the use of STM processes to use a task 

design in which performance can fairly be compared in terms of visual and verbal processing. 

Below we explain how we dealt with these design issues. 

It has been shown that similarity of the items to be recalled is a useful manipulation of 

stimuli to distinguish the use of verbal and visual STM processes (Hitch et al., 1989; Logie et 

al., 2000; Baddeley 2003; Conrad, 1971; Logie 1995; Poirier, Saint-Aubin, Musselwhite, 
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Mohanadas, & Mahammed, 2007). When items that are visually similar are recalled worse 

than items that are visually dissimilar, this indicates the use of visual processes, that is, when 

items are memorized based on their visual features and those visual features are similar, the 

visual similarity causes confusion in visual STM when the items have to be immediately 

recalled in their correct serial order. In comparison, when the visually similar items are 

memorized based on their verbal labels, the visual similarity does not cause confusion in 

verbal STM because the verbal labels do not sound similar. Conversely, when items that are 

phonologically similar are recalled worse than items that are phonologically dissimilar this 

indicates the use of verbal processes according to the same principle: the phonological 

similarity causes confusion when the items are memorized based on their verbal labels. If 

phonologically similar items are memorized visually, the phonological similarity does not 

cause confusion in visual STM. 

The effect of similarity on performance is not only dependent on the type of materials 

used, but on individual differences in the use of STM processes as well. For instance, verbal 

material such as words has been shown to be susceptible to visual similarity effects, because 

words can also be processed visually (Logie et al., 2000; Saito et al., 2008) and this additional 

visual processing of verbal material has been shown to be adopted by some individuals but 

not by others (Logie, Della Sala, Laiacona, Chalmers, & Wynn. 1996).  

These individual differences in processing can be inferred from the specific similarity 

effects on performance. Typically, the effects of similarity are compared to a control 

condition, in which the stimuli are phonologically and visually dissimilar. Verbal STM 

processes are reflected by significantly lower performance on phonologically similar stimuli 

than on control stimuli (i.e., phonologically dissimilar). Visual STM processes are reflected 

by significantly lower performance on visually similar stimuli than on control stimuli (i.e., 

visually dissimilar). The use of both verbal and visual STM processes is characterized by 

significantly lower performance on both the phonologically and the visually similar stimuli 

than on control stimuli, and the use of neither verbal nor visual STM processes is 

characterized by no differences between the phonologically and visually similar, and the 

control stimuli.  

When a suppression task is used as interference, individual differences in processing 

are harder to investigate. All the participants are then presented with a secondary task during 

the memory task to prevent the use of verbal or visual processing and therefore, all the 

participants are forced to use the same type of processing. In comparison, manipulating the 

similarity of stimuli allows the participants to use either verbal or visual processing, but then 
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the similarity of the items will affect their performance in a specific way, which in turn allows 

us to infer the type of processing used by each individual. Therefore, we used similarity of the 

stimuli as interference instead of modality-specific suppression. 

The effect of similarity is detrimental on performance only when memory for serial 

order is required, as opposed to memory for item information which leads to better 

performance when the items are similar (Baddeley, 2003; Chassé & Belleville, 2009; Fallon, 

Mak, Tehan, & Daly, 2005; Tehan, Hendry, & Kocinski, 2001). Therefore, it is important to 

use a memory task that specifically measures memory for serial order. A serial order recall 

task is suitable for measuring the effects of similarity only when combined with an item recall 

task. Otherwise, the effect of similarity on order recall is confounded by the effect on item 

recall (Nairne & Kelley, 2004). After all, in serial order recall tasks participants are asked to 

recall items in their correct position. Therefore, a serial order reconstruction task which 

requires a participant to reconstruct the serial order of items that are given is more appropriate 

to investigate the effects of similarity on memory for serial order of certain stimuli than a 

serial order recall task.  

Another reason to use serial order reconstruction tasks instead of serial order recall 

tasks is that the responses on the latter tasks are verbal, that is, either written or spoken. This 

is problematic, because if we want to unravel verbal and visual STM processes, the participant 

should be able to use either verbal or visual processing. Using a task that requires a verbal 

response makes it impossible for participants to use solely visual processing, because they are 

forced by the task demands to process verbally at output. In a serial order reconstruction task, 

the participant is required to reconstruct the serial order that was presented without having to 

give a verbal response. An additional advantage is that when no written response is required, 

these tasks can easily be administered to young children (see e.g., Majerus, Poncelet, Greffe, 

& van der Linden, 2006). This way, children of a wide age range can be presented with the 

same tasks and procedures, keeping the task conditions equal across children.       

In our previous study (Chapter 2), we manipulated the inter-item similarity of STM 

tasks that could be processed verbally as well as visually (see Hitch et al., 1989 and Poirier et 

al., 2007 for a similar approach). Accounting for the differential effects of similarity on order 

recall tasks, the children were presented with order recall and item recall tasks.  Also, the 

tasks consisted of three and five items to recall. On the easier task with three items, half of the 

children showed visual processing and on the harder task with five items, most of the children 

showed verbal processing. Task difficulty seemed to affect the children’s responses more than 

child characteristics such as age. In the current study we administered serial order 
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reconstruction tasks instead of item and order recall, so that the task conditions of the 

phonologically and visually similar tasks would be more equivalent, tapping memory for 

serial order information and not requiring a verbal response. This way, we could verify 

whether we would still find a distinction in responses between children in terms of verbal and 

visual processes. This verification was tested against the hypothesis that there is no such 

distinction when the task conditions are kept constant. Furthermore, we added a difficulty 

level to the tasks in order to investigate how individual children change their use of STM 

processes as the list length of the tasks increases.  

    

3.1.1 Aims and hypotheses  

To address our aim of unraveling the types of memory processes that children show on 

STM tasks for serial order, we first defined the expected effects of similarity within 

individuals on their performance and what it means in terms of STM processes. To examine 

whether there was a distinction in the use of visual and verbal STM processes, the scores on a 

task with visually similar items and the scores on a task with phonologically similar items 

were compared to each other. Because we were mainly interested in those individuals who 

used only visual or only verbal STM processes, we compared the scores of the tasks with a 

certain list length within individuals. The use of verbal processes was expected to be reflected 

by significantly lower scores on the phonologically similar task compared to the visually 

similar (i.e., phonologically dissimilar) task, indicating susceptibility only to phonological 

similarity and not to visual similarity. The use of visual processes was expected to be reflected 

by significantly lower scores on the visually similar task compared to the phonologically 

similar (i.e., visually dissimilar) task, indicating susceptibility only to visual similarity and not 

phonological similarity. In comparison, if the scores on the phonologically and visually 

similar task would be equal, we would not be able to draw conclusions about verbal or visual 

processing. There are several reasons why performance would be affected in the same way by 

visual and phonological similarity, such as a combination of verbal and visual processes being 

used, or the existence of one general memory system in which no specific verbal or visual 

processes are used. Therefore, we only drew conclusions about the use of specific verbal or 

visual STM processes when a clear difference between phonological and visual similarity was 

found.  

To address our aim of examining whether the differences in memory processes 

between children can be interpreted in terms of qualitatively distinct verbal and visual 

processes, we investigated whether there were subgroups of children in our sample showing 
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different effects of similarity. If all the children would use the same type of processing, the 

effects of similarity would be the same for all children and there would be no subgroups, but 

just the sample. This would support the view of one general STM system (Jones et al., 1995). 

If there are two or more subgroups in our sample, the interpretation of the types of processes 

used in each subgroup depends on the effects of similarity. If the effect of similarity is the 

same in all the subgroups and the distinction between the subgroups is only quantitative (only 

differences in overall performance), this would also support the view of one modality-general 

STM system (Chuah & Maybery, 1999). If the effect of similarity in one subgroup is opposite 

to the effect of similarity in the other subgroup, this would mean that some children are 

susceptible only to phonological similarity while others are susceptible only to visual 

similarity. This would lead us to interpret the first group as children who used verbal 

processing and the second group as children who used visual processing during the memory 

tasks.  

To address our aim of exploring the changes in the use of memory processes within 

children as the task demands change, we used tasks with list lengths of 3, 5, and 7 items. We 

suggest that if a child shows for instance, verbal processing on one task that child would not 

necessarily show verbal processing on subsequent tasks with increasing difficulty as well. 

Therefore, we also examined whether the specific STM processes a child shows initially 

would change as the list length of the subsequent tasks increases. If children use the same 

processes irrespective of the number of items they have to recall, the use of verbal or visual 

STM processes can be considered to be a stable child characteristic, which may reflect for 

instance a certain developmental stage (Gathercole et al., 2004). However, adult studies show 

differences in type of processing across task conditions (Logie et al., 2000). Therefore, in the 

current study, we focused not only on the distinction between verbal and visual processes, but 

on the dynamics between STM processes as list length increased from 3 to 5 up to 7 items as 

well.  

 

3.1.2 The dynamic latent state model 

Our aims and hypotheses were addressed in a dynamic latent state model, or latent 

Markov model (Collins & Wugalter, 1992; Kaplan, 2008; Visser, 2011). The dependent 

variables (DV’s) are the responses of the children on the six STM tasks, collected in a vector. 

These responses concern the reconstruction of the serial position of each item. The DV’s are 

dichotomous, because each item was placed on either the correct (1) or incorrect (0) serial 

position within a task with a certain list length. These responses were predicted by a 
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categorical latent variable. This latent variable consists of discrete latent states, which in our 

case were expected to represent the types of processes that drive the children’s responses on 

the STM tasks. The latent states are assumed to differ in the way the responses are affected by 

two independent variables (and their interaction). These independent variables are Similarity 

(S), indicating whether the items of a task were phonologically similar or visually similar, and 

List length (L), indicating whether the task consisted of 3, 5 or 7 items to reconstruct the serial 

order.  

Because the DV’s are dichotomous, the regression model used has the form of a logit 

model for the probabilities  (         ). These are the probabilities of placing an item on 

the correct serial position (   ), conditional on a child being in latent state x and item 

coming from a task with Similarity S and List length L. The logit regression model has the 

following form:  

 

       (         )                          
2

 

 

The first parameter,    , is the intercept for latent state x. The second parameter,    , 

concerns the regression weights for latent state x for phonological and visual similarity. The 

third vector of parameters,    , concerns the regression weights for latent state x for list 

lengths 3, 5, and 7 (which are modeled separately), and the fourth vector of parameters,    , 

concerns the regression weights for latent state x for the interactions between similarity and 

list length.  

When we translate this latent variable model into the question whether one or more 

processes are involved in STM performance, we should explore the number of latent states 

that describes the variation in the data best. When only one latent state is sufficient to describe 

the variation in responses, this means that only one general process underlies STM 

performance in all the children. However, when multiple latent states are required to describe 

the variation in responses, the interpretation of the latent states depends on the effect of 

similarity in latent each state. A significant effect of Similarity (   ,    ) indicates that the 

correct scores on the phonologically similar task differ from the correct scores on the visually 

similar task. Specifically, because the phonologically similar tasks are the reference category 

(coded as 0), a positive effect indicates higher scores on the visually similar tasks than on the 

phonologically similar tasks (interpreted as the use of verbal processes) and a negative effect 

                                                 
2
 The bold regression parameters are vectors, because the corresponding variables are categorical. The number of 

free parameters for each categorical independent variable equals the number of categories minus 1.  
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indicates lower scores on the visually similar tasks than on the phonologically similar tasks 

(interpreted as the use of visual processes). A non-significant effect of Similarity indicates 

that there is no difference in correct scores between the phonologically and visually similar 

tasks.  

To illustrate the interpretation of the latent states using the effects of Similarity, 

suppose that two latent states are found. The first latent state is characterized by a significant 

positive similarity effect while the second is characterized by a significant negative similarity 

effect. In this case, the first latent state is interpreted as a subgroup of children using verbal 

STM processes, while the second is interpreted as a subgroup of children using visual STM 

processes. However, it is also possible that the two latent states show no significant similarity 

effect and only differ from each other in terms of overall performance. In that case, we can 

only conclude that none of the children show specific use of visual/verbal STM processes and 

that the children in one subgroup show higher scores on all the tasks than the children in the 

other subgroup.  

Figure 3.1 illustrates the expected distribution of the responses of the children on a 7-

items task in the case that no specific verbal/visual STM processes are found. The responses 

of all the children can be summarized by one distribution representing the memory process 

that is equally affected by phonological and visual similarity. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 

expected distributions of the responses of the children in the case that specific verbal/visual 

STM processes are found. The responses of all the children are represented by a mixture of 

distributions reflecting the latent states. One distribution represents the responses of children 

using verbal STM processes (dashed lines). These children have lower means on the 

phonologically similar tasks than on the visually similar tasks. The other distribution 

represents the responses of children using visual STM processes (dotted lines), who have a 

lower number of items correct on the visually similar tasks than on the phonologically similar 

tasks.  
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Figure 3.1. Expected distribution of children’s responses on the 7-item tasks when no specific 

verbal/visual STM processes are used. 

 

 

        

Figure 3.2. Expected distribution of children’s responses on the 7-item tasks when verbal 

(dashed) or visual (dotted) STM processes are used. 

 

 

Furthermore, the effect of list length     indicates the quantitative differences in 

performance when the children have to reconstruct the serial order of 3, 5, and 7 items. 

Increasing list length should lead to a relative decrease in performance. When list length 

increases, the distributions as illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are expected to shift to the left, 

showing lower means.  

In the dynamic part of the model we investigated how children move from one latent 

state to another as list length increased from 3 to 5 items and from 5 to 7 items in order to 

address our question of how individual children change in the use of STM processes as the 

tasks get more difficult. The probability of belonging to a certain latent state x on a task with a 

particular list length is assumed to depend on the initial state probabilities and the transition 

probabilities (Vermunt, Tran, & Magidson, 2008). In our case, the initial state probabilities 
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are represented as  (  ) and the transition probabilities as  (       ) and  (      ), where 

the subscripts refer to the list lengths of the tasks. Similar to the response probabilities, also 

these probabilities can be modeled with logit regression models; that is,  

 

       (  )      , 

       (       )        , 

       (      )        . 

 

In these equations, the     parameters capture the overall probability of being in a certain 

initial state (on the tasks with 3 items). The       and       parameters capture the 

probability of moving to another state (switching) when list length increases from 3 to 5 and 

from 5 to 7 items, respectively, compared to the probability of staying in the same state (non-

switching) when list length increases on the subsequent tasks.  

More specifically, when the parameters of the transition probabilities are not 

significant (       and      ) we can conclude that the probability of switching is equal to 

the probability of non-switching, that is, that the children can show any type of process on the 

subsequent tasks and therefore, that the type of process shown on one task does not change 

systematically across tasks with increasing list lengths. In contrast, if the type of process is 

stable across list lengths, the probability of switching should always be significantly smaller 

than the probability of non-switching (       and      ). To clarify even further how 

children move from one process to another, it is interesting to check whether the regression 

weights differ significantly across list lengths (       ≠      ); that is, whether the transition 

probabilities change with increasing list length.  

 

3.2 Method 

 

3.2.1 Participants 

The participants were 210 children aged 4;11 (4 years, 11 months) to 12;9 years (M = 

8;8 years, SD = 2;2 years, 110 girls). The children were selected from kindergarten through 

the sixth grade of two different primary schools in an urban area of the Netherlands. From 

each grade, 30 children were selected. The schools where the children were selected from 

have an agreement with Erasmus University Rotterdam for research purposes; the children 

from these schools already had permission to participate in studies conducted by researchers 

0

0
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from Erasmus University. The agreement is approved by the Ethics Committee of Psychology 

(ECP) at the Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The ECP concluded that formal 

approval of the committee was not required for each individual study, because the participants 

were given full-disclosure of the procedure (i.e., there was no deceit), the experimental 

procedure was non-invasive and the results were analyzed anonymously. Furthermore, the 

participants were citizens from the Netherlands who were recruited via their schools and 

participated voluntarily. Before starting the data collection, all the parents were informed 

about this particular study by writing. From the group of children with parental permission, 

210 children were randomly selected. After participation, all the children received a small 

reward.  

 

3.2.2 Materials 

 The sequences that had to be reconstructed in their correct serial order consisted of 

pictures of simple nameable line drawings. Therefore, the children could process the pictures 

visually and/or they could process the names of the pictures verbally. Half of the pictures 

were visually similar and represented words that were phonologically dissimilar (see also 

Hitch et al., 1989 and Poirier et al., 2007) and half of the pictures were visually dissimilar and 

represented words that were phonologically similar. Whether children actually used the labels 

we intended for each picture, was tested in a pilot study (N= 14). None of these children were 

included in the current sample. The pictures that were labeled with other (phonologically 

dissimilar or long) names during the pilot were removed or replaced for the experimental 

tasks. We chose to pilot the labels that children would use for the pictures instead of 

practicing the labels prior to the experiment, because we did not want to impose verbal 

processing.  

 Visual similarity was reflected by pictures with similar outlines and angles of 

orientation. For instance, a visually similar sequence contained pictures that were all triangles, 

but some details made the first triangle represent a tent, while the second triangle represented 

a sailing boat, the third a mountaintop, the fourth a roof top, and the fifth a pointed cap. 

Phonological similarity was reflected by pictures which’ names were end-rhyme words, such 

as rat-cat-mat-hat-bat (Conrad, 1971). The words used in this study were actually Dutch 

rhyme words.  

 Besides the similarity of the (names of the) pictures, the task conditions were held as 

constant as possible. For instance, most pictures represented one-syllable words, but in some 

conditions it was not possible for all the sequences to consist of only one-syllable words. In 
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those cases, we matched the phonologically similar sequence with a visually similar sequence 

that consisted of words with the same amount of syllables. This way, we kept difficulty in 

terms of word-length constant over the visually and phonologically similar tasks with the 

same list lengths. 

Finally, the different tasks contained sequences of 3, 5 or 7 pictures, which were either 

visually or phonologically similar. Specifically, the children were presented with six tasks and 

a total of 30 pictures; a sequence of 3 phonologically similar pictures, a sequence of 3 visually 

similar pictures, a sequence of 5 phonologically similar pictures, a sequence of 5 visually 

similar pictures, a sequence of 7 phonologically similar pictures, and a sequence of 7 visually 

similar pictures. All the items, pictures and names with translations, are given in Appendix A. 

 

3.2.3 Procedure 

The computerized tasks were administered to the children individually on a 15.4-inch 

laptop in a quiet room in school. Before each task was administered, all the children received 

a practice trial of the same list length as the experimental trial. The stimuli of the practice 

trials were visually dissimilar pictures with phonologically dissimilar names. The children 

were allowed to repeat the practice trial until the instructions were clear. The instructions and 

procedures were equal for the tasks with visually and phonologically similar items.  

The experimental tasks were all serial order reconstruction tasks. First, a sequence of 

empty squares was presented. In the first square, a picture appeared for 2 sec. and then 

disappeared. Then, the next picture appeared in the second square for 2 sec. and disappeared. 

This procedure went on until the last picture had been presented. After the last picture had 

disappeared, all of the pictures reappeared on the bottom of the screen in a different position 

than the one they had been presented. The order in which the pictures reappeared was the 

same for the visually as for the phonologically similar tasks. For example, if the picture 

presented in the first position reappeared in the third position in the phonological similarity 

condition, the first picture of the visual similarity condition also reappeared in the third 

position. The sequence of squares remained empty on the screen and around the first square a 

bright yellow frame appeared, indicating that the child had to point out the picture that was 

presented in the first position. When the child pointed to a picture, the experimenter dragged 

that picture into the first square. This was done to keep the load due to motor (in)ability to a 

minimum and to make sure that the child reconstructed the sequences in the required temporal 

order. After the picture was dragged into the square, the experimenter immediately clicked on 

a button, making the yellow frame appear around the next square, indicating that the child had 
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to point out the picture that was presented in the next position. This procedure was performed 

quickly.  

When the experimenter clicked on the button, the previous picture disappeared from 

the square and reappeared on the bottom of the screen. This way we measured how well 

children could remember the whole serial order of the pictures, thus avoiding that the number 

of possible pictures to place in the square would decrease in the latter positions. If the pictures 

would remain in the squares, there would remain only one picture in the bottom of the screen 

to be placed in the last position and if the other pictures are placed correctly, the last picture 

would always be correct, even if the child did not actually know which picture belonged in the 

last position. If the participants did not know which picture belonged to a certain square, they 

had to guess. Although the children were not allowed to leave a square blank, they were 

always allowed to use a picture twice. In total, the administration of the tasks with practice 

and experimental trials took about 10 to 20 minutes per child.  

 

3.2.4 Statistical analyses 

We used the program Latent GOLD 4.5 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2008, 2005) to 

perform the analyses of our dynamic latent state model. First, we determined the number of 

latent states that represented the data best by fitting models with an increasing number of 

latent states and interpret the model that showed the best fit. The log likelihood of a model 

indicates the fit of the model to the data, with a lower value indicating a better fit (i.e., a 

smaller difference between the estimated model and the observed data). The number of 

parameters indicates the parsimony of the model. The balance between fit and parsimony of 

different models was estimated using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, defined as –2 

× log likelihood + number of parameters × ln(N)) and the Aikake Information Criterion 3 

(AIC3, defined as –2 × log likelihood + 3 × number of parameters), which penalizes more for 

the number of parameters than the more commonly used AIC. The model with the lowest 

value on the information criteria indicates the best balance between fit and parsimony and is 

the one that should be interpreted. Next, the latent states of the model were interpreted by 

examining the effects of similarity and list length. Note that the interpretations and concurrent 

labels of the latent states were formulated by the authors based on the previously mentioned 

hypotheses.  

The approach described until now actually corresponds to a latent class regression 

model. However, using a latent class regression model, we would be assuming that the latent 

states are stable, or static, across list lengths. Since we do not want to make this assumption, 
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we used a dynamic latent state model, which links three latent class regression models (one 

for each task with a certain list length) to investigate the dynamics between the latent states 

across tasks.  

To examine the moves from one process to another as list length increased, we 

examined the probabilities of belonging to a latent state on the 3-items tasks and the 

probabilities of moving to a latent state on the 5- and 7-items tasks, given the latent state on 

the previous task. The data structure and syntax for running the dynamic latent state model is 

included in Appendices B and C. Finally, we displayed the frequencies of subsequent latent 

states for the tasks with 3, 5, and 7 items in order to get an idea of the changes in the types of 

processes children use when the tasks get more difficult.  

 

3.3 Results 

 

Table 3.1 shows the fit statistics of the dynamic latent state models that were fitted to 

our data. Increasing the number of latent states from one to two led to a substantive decrease 

in log likelihood, indicating that the model with two latent states showed a better fit to the 

data. The decrease in the BIC and AIC3 values confirmed that the model with two latent states 

showed a better balance between fit and parsimony. This finding indicates that the model with 

one latent state, assuming that all the responses are represented by one process, can be 

rejected. In order to find the number of latent states that represent the data best, more models 

with an increasing number of latent states were fitted until the lowest values of the BIC and 

the AIC3 were reached. Increasing the number of latent states up until four led to a decrease 

in the BIC and AIC3 values. However, increasing the number of latent states to five led to an 

increase of the BIC and AIC3 values. Therefore, the effects of similarity and list length were 

interpreted for four latent states.  

 

Table 3.1 

Fit Statistics of the Five Fitted Models. 

Model log likelihood number of parameters BIC AIC3 

one latent state -3558.57 6 7149.22 7135.14 

two latent states -3197.00 17 6484.91 6445.01 

three latent states -3056.87 32 6284.85 6209.74 

four latent states -2979.67 51 6232.04 6112.34 

five latent states -2959.59 74 6314.87 6141.18 
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The overall effect of Similarity was significant, Wald’s χ
2 
(4) = 264.25, p < .001, and it 

differed over the latent states, Wald’s χ
2 

(3) = 260.85, p < .001. There was also a significant 

effect of List length, Wald’s χ
2 

(8) = 189.23, p < .001, which differed over the latent states, 

Wald’s χ
2 

(6) = 169.78, p < .001. The overall interaction between Similarity and List length 

was also significant, Wald’s χ
2 

(8) = 38.08, p < .001, and differed over the latent states, 

Wald’s χ
2 

(6) = 33.74, p < .001, indicating that the effect of similarity differed across the tasks 

with increasing list length. The parameter estimates and standard errors of the effects on the 

probability of a correct score in each latent state are given in Appendix D.  

In order to interpret each latent state we used these estimated parameters to calculate 

the probabilities of a correct response on the phonologically and visually similar tasks with 

each of the list lengths (see Table 3.2). The latent states were labeled “verbal” or “visual” only 

if the effect of similarity was significant for that particular list length. If the effect of similarity 

was not significant, the labels referred merely to the overall probability of a correct response 

(“high”, “low”, and “lower”), meaning that the probability of a correct score was equal for the 

visually and the phonologically similar tasks. The parameter estimates and standard errors for 

the effect of visual similarity compared to phonological similarity per list length for each 

latent state are given in Appendix E.  

Table 3.2 shows that in the 7-items tasks, for instance, children in state 1 had a 

probability of obtaining a correct score of .64 on the phonologically similar task and a 

probability of .99 on the visually similar task. The probability of a correct response was 

significantly higher for the visually similar than for the phonologically similar task (see 

Appendix E, difference parameter = 8.41, S.E = 0.59, p < .001). This pattern was also found 

in states 1 on the tasks with 5 and with 3 items. These differences can be interpreted as verbal 

processing being involved in the responses of children in states 1 on all the tasks. These states 

were therefore labeled “verbal”. Note, however, that these three verbal states do not 

necessarily contain the same children. In states 2, the effect of similarity was also significant 

on all the tasks, but negative, indicating lower scores on the visually similar tasks than on the 

phonologically similar tasks. States 2 were therefore labeled “visual”. The effects of similarity 

were not significantly different in states 3 and 4 on all the tasks. Therefore, we labeled these 

states according to their overall performance, which depended on the list lengths of the tasks. 

For instance, states 3 on the 3- and 5-items tasks showed high overall performance 

(probability correct of .99), but on the 7-items tasks state 3 showed low overall performance 

(probability correct of .46).  
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Furthermore, the age ranges in Table 3.2 show that the differences between the latent 

states were not related to age differences. The children in the latent states found with the 3-

items tasks showed mean ages between 8;5 and 9;0 years, which did not differ from each 

other, F(3,206)=0.272, p=.85. The children in the latent states found with the 5-items tasks 

showed mean ages between 8;5 and 9;1 years, which did not differ from each other either, 

F(3,206)=0.684, p=.56. Also, the mean ages of the children in the latent states found with the 

7-items tasks, ranging between 8;0 and 9;0 years, did not differ from each other, 

F(3,206)=1.715, p=.17. 

Further inspection of Table 3.2 shows that overall performance did not decrease with 

increasing list lengths in the “verbal” and “visual” states. The probability of a correct score 

sometimes even increases with increasing list length, which may seem strange, but actually is 

a consequence of the relative nature of probabilities. It makes more sense in this case to 

express the scores in absolute correct scores. On the 3-items tasks, the children in the “verbal” 

state scored on average 2 items correct and the children in the “visual” state also scored on 

average 2 items correct (overall probabilities of .67 and .65). On the 5-items tasks, the 

children in the “verbal” state scored on average 4 items correct and the children in the 

“visual” state also scored on average 4 items correct (overall probabilities of .76 and .79). On 

the 7-items tasks, the children in the “verbal” state scored on average 6 items correct and the 

children in the “visual” state scored on average 5 items correct (overall probabilities of .82 

and .77). This confirms that the differences in responses between these states are not 

quantitative differences, because the children in both states commit only 1 or 2 errors on each 

list length. Rather, the differences are influenced by the type of similarity, indicating that 

these children show qualitative differences in responses. The opposite was found for the 

children in the remaining states showing quantitative, but not qualitative differences. On the 

3-items tasks the children from the “high” state scored on average 3 item correct, whereas 

children from the “low” states scored on average 1 item correct (overall probabilities of .99 

and .30). On the 5-items tasks, the children from the “high” state scored on average 5 items 

correct, whereas children from the “low” state scored on average 2 items correct (overall 

probabilities of .99 and .45). Finally, on the 7-items tasks the children from the “low” state 

scored on average 3 items correct, whereas children from the “lower” state scored on average 

1 item correct (overall probabilities of .46 and .18). 
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Table 3.2  

Probabilities of a Correct Score, Interpretations, and Characteristics of each Latent State.  

 overall phonological 

similarity 

visual 

similarity 

interpretation N age range 

3 items task       

state 1 .67 .36 .97 verbal 23 5;2 – 12;7 

state 2 .65 .99 .30 visual 18 4;9 – 12;4 

state 3 .99 .99 .99 high 159 5;0 – 12;8 

state 4 .30 .37 .23 low 10 6;4 – 12;3 

5 items task       

state 1 .76 .53 .99 verbal 46 5;1 – 12;7 

state 2 .79 .99 .58 visual 43 5;3 – 12;4 

state 3 .99 .99 .99 high 74 5;0 – 12;8 

state 4 .45 .42 .47 low 47 4;9 – 12;3 

7 items task       

state 1 .82 .64 .99 verbal 22 5;2 – 12;4 

state 2 .77 .99 .54 visual 32 5;7 – 12;4 

state 3 .46 .48 .43 low 111 5;0 – 12;8 

state 4 .18 .17 .19 lower 45 4;9 – 12;3 

 

 

 With respect to the dynamic part of the model, the initial state probabilities were 

significant, Wald’s χ
2 

(3) = 154.30, p < .001. The transition probabilities were also significant, 

Wald’s χ
2 

(24) = 688.40, p < .001, and differed across tasks with specific list lengths, Wald’s 

χ
2 

(12) = 74.42, p < .001. These latter findings indicate that children do not consistently move 

to another state or stay in the same state on subsequent tasks with increasing list lengths. 

Moreover, the transition probabilities differed not only across list lengths, but also across 

origin states, Wald’s χ
2 

(9) = 54.03, p < .001.This means that the specific switches from one 

latent state to another change when the list lengths increase from 3 to 5 items compared to 

when the list lengths increase from 5 to 7 items. The estimated parameters and standard errors 

for the effects on the transition probabilities (the probabilities of moving to each latent state 

from each previous latent state) are given in Appendix F.  

Finally, for the latent states to which each child was assigned the frequencies of 

subsequent latent states on all the STM tasks were analyzed. Table 3.3 shows the sequences of 

latent states on the tasks with 3, 5, and 7 items with frequencies larger than 4 and the age 

ranges of the children showing each sequence of latent states (the remaining sequences of 

latent states with frequencies smaller than 4 were made by 44 children in total, not shown in 

Table 3.3). As can be seen, children did not consistently belong to the “verbal” or “visual” 
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states across list lengths, but most of them did show the use of specific verbal/visual STM 

processes in at least one of the list lengths. Only seven children changed from verbal to visual 

STM processes when the tasks increased from list lengths of 5 to 7 items. None of the changes 

in STM processes across tasks were related to age, F(13,196)=0.732, p=.73. 

 

Table 3.3 

Frequencies of Latent States Sequences on the STM Tasks and Age Ranges. 

3 items 5 items 7 items frequency age range 

high high low 35 5;0 – 12;8 

high visual low 21 5;3 – 12;4 

high verbal low 17 5;1 – 11;8 

high high visual 17 5;7 – 11;9 

high low low 14 7;4 – 11;8 

high  low lower 12 5;5 – 12;1 

high high verbal 11 6;2 – 11;0 

verbal  low lower 8 6;7 – 12;1 

high verbal visual 7 7;3 – 11;3 

high  verbal verbal 6 5;2 – 10;2 

high visual visual 6 6;3 – 11;7 

high verbal lower 6 5;9 – 11;6 

high visual lower 6 6;9 – 11;8 

 

 

3.4 Discussion 

 

This study aimed at unraveling verbal and visual STM processes and examining the 

changes children show in the use of STM processes across tasks with increasing difficulty. 

We addressed our aim by designing our experiments in a way that allowed us to detect the 

types of processes involved in STM tasks. By defining a dynamic latent variable model 

investigating different latent states and at the same time allowing the latent states to differ 

across list lengths, we could investigate the number of STM processes involved in children’s 

responses as well as how individual children move from one type of process to another as list 

length increases.  

Our results showed that different processes could be distinguished in the responses of 

children on STM tasks with increasing list lengths. The differences in the responses of two 

small states were qualitative differences indicating verbal and visual processes and the 

differences in two larger states were quantitative differences in overall performance. The 
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quantitative differences in overall performance were strongly related to list length. When 

children had to reconstruct the serial order of tasks with 3 and 5 items, there was a 

considerably large group that performed nearly perfect (“high” states). However, when they 

had to reconstruct the serial order of tasks with 7 items, the overall performance of the 

children dropped, resulting in the “low” and “lower” states. In contrast, the qualitative 

differences between children in verbal and visual processes were consistently present on all 

the tasks. In other words, on every list length there was a group of children who performed 

worse when the pictures were visually similar but not when the pictures were phonologically 

similar (indicating the use of visual STM), as well as a group of children who performed 

worse when the pictures were phonologically similar but not when they were visually similar 

(indicating the use of verbal STM). The finding that our data was represented best by these 

multiple states showing quantitative as well as qualitative differences in performance supports 

the modality-specific view of STM. 

Whether or not different processes were involved in the responses on the STM tasks 

could be revealed using an analysis of (dynamic) latent states. In comparison, if we had used 

the more common analysis of variance (ANOVA), we would be assuming that the responses 

of all the children are appropriately summarized by one distribution. As such, the effects of 

similarity would not have become apparent in our results, because the variation in responses 

due to similarity is systematic only in a small group of children (belonging to the “verbal” and 

“visual” states of the current analysis). The systematic variation in the responses of this small 

group of children would have been considered as measurement error when analyzing the 

sample as a whole. Therefore, we would only have found differences in overall performance, 

which would have seemed to support the functionally equivalent view of STM. However, this 

approach becomes problematic when the variation in the responses of a sample is not 

appropriately summarized by one distribution, as was the case in our study and as will 

probably often be the case, especially when a sample consists of children of different ages. 

Instead, considering the possibility that the children’s responses are driven by multiple 

processes, or latent states, provided us with valuable information that would otherwise have 

been lost.  

When we shift our focus to the individual children, our results showed that children 

move from one type of processing to another as list length increases. Although the most 

frequent move was from higher to lower overall performance, many of the remaining moves 

contained verbal or visual processes in at least one task with a certain list length. However, in 

order to obtain a complete view of how the children switched between processes, we should 
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interpret the processes as a sequence across all list lengths, as shown in Table 3.3. For 

instance, there was a group of children who moved from high performance on the 3-items 

tasks to visual performance on the 5-items tasks, to low performance on the 7-items tasks 

(“high-visual-low”), and a group of children showing the sequence “high-verbal-low”. These 

children may have used visual and verbal processing, respectively, on the 3-items and the 7-

items tasks as well, but the interference of similarity did not become apparent in their 

responses because reconstructing the serial order of 3 items might have been be too easy and 

reconstructing the serial order of 7 items too difficult. In such cases, the difficulty related to 

list length might have masked the interference of similarity. This could also be the case for the 

group of children showing the sequence “high-visual-lower” and “high-verbal-lower”. In 

contrast, for the groups showing the sequence “high-high-visual” and “high-high-verbal”, 

reconstructing the serial order of 7 items might not have been too difficult, but challenging 

enough for the interference of the similarity to become apparent in their responses. The same 

may apply for the groups showing the switches “high-verbal-verbal” and “high-visual-visual” 

(see Table 3.3). Based on the moves we found, we argue that even though STM processes can 

be considered to be modality-specific, that there are few children who will consistently show 

either verbal or visual processing, because task conditions such as difficulty also play an 

important role in performance.  

Another possible explanation why children do not consistently show either verbal or 

visual processing, is that verbal and visual processing are combined within a single task, as 

previous studies with adults have shown (Saito et al., 2008; Logie et al., 2000). To unravel 

such a combination of STM processes it would be useful to examine the types of errors made 

on each serial position. When children apply verbal processing and use additional visual 

processing when the task gets more difficult, this should be reflected by higher scores on 

visually similar items than phonologically similar items in the first positions of the sequence 

and the reversed effect in the last positions of the sequence. When children apply visual 

processing and use additional verbal processing, this should be reflected by higher scores on 

phonologically similar items than visually similar items in the first positions of the sequence 

and the reversed effect in the last positions of the sequence. Hypotheses like these would be 

very useful to gain more insight in the combination of verbal and visual processing and could 

also be tested with latent class models.  

To summarize, our results show a distinction in verbal and visual process states as well 

as high and low performance states. Moreover, the verbal and visual process states were 

consistently present in STM tasks with increasing list lengths. The differences within children 
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in terms of switching indicate that most children show verbal or visual processing in at least 

one list length, but they do not consistently show either verbal or visual processing across all 

list lengths. In conclusion, we claim that STM processes can only be investigated well by 

taking the influence of task conditions into consideration. Moreover, this study shows that 

these tasks conditions are also likely to interact with individual differences in responses on 

memory tasks driven by specific processes. In order to catch these complex systems of 

intertwining players, dynamic latent variable models in combination with a thoughtfully set 

up design are of great value.  
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Appendix A 

Items of the six STM tasks; pictures and Dutch verbal labels 

 

3 items, phonologically similar: banaan - maan - kraan  

   

3 items, visually similar: liniaal-hark-fluit  

  

5 items, phonologically similar: mand-tand-zand-hand-krant 

  

5items, visually similar: berg-muts-dak-tent-boot 

 

7 items, phonologically similar: rok-stok-sok-hok-kok-klok-blok 

 

7 items visually similar: kast-snoep-zeep-radio-kleed-koek-kado 
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Appendix B 

Data structure for running the dynamic latent state model in Latent GOLD 4.5 

 

ID timeid Listlength57 Listlength357 Similarity Score 

1 1 . 1 phonological 1 

1 1 . 1 phonological 1 

1 1 . 1 phonological 1 

1 1 . 1 visual 1 

1 1 . 1 visual 1 

1 1 . 1 visual 1 

1 2 1 2 phonological 1 

1 2 1 2 phonological 1 

1 2 1 2 phonological 1 

1 2 1 2 phonological 1 

1 2 1 2 phonological 1 

1 2 1 2 visual 1 

1 2 1 2 visual 1 

1 2 1 2 visual 1 

1 2 1 2 visual 1 

1 2 1 2 visual 1 

1 3 2 3 phonological 1 

1 3 2 3 phonological 0 

1 3 2 3 phonological 0 

1 3 2 3 phonological 1 

1 3 2 3 phonological 1 

1 3 2 3 phonological 1 

1 3 2 3 phonological 1 

1 3 2 3 visual 1 

1 3 2 3 visual 0 

1 3 2 3 visual 0 

1 3 2 3 visual 0 

1 3 2 3 visual 0 

1 3 2 3 visual 0 

1 3 2 3 visual 0 

2 1 . 1 phonological 1 

2 1 . 1 phonological 0 

… … … … … … 
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Appendix C 

Syntax for running the dynamic latent state model in Latent GOLD 4.5 

 

variables 

   caseid ID; 

   timeid timeid; 

   dependent Score; 

   independent Similarity nominal, Listlength57 nominal, Listlength357 nominal; 

   latent 

      State nominal dynamic 4; 

 

equations 

   State[=0] <- 1; 

   State <- (~tra) 1 | Listlength57  State[-1]; 

   Score <- 1 | State + Similarity | State + Listlength357 | State + Similarity Listlength357 |State;  
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Appendix D 

Parameter estimates and standard errors of the effects on the probability of a correct 

score for each latent state. 

 

                      

parameters 3 items 

     state 1 1.39 (0.10)
***

 2.75 (0.23)
***

 -1.36 (0.37)
***

 -0.75 (0.40) 

     state 2 1.85 (0.23)
***

 -3.81 (0.47)
***

 -0.39 (0.52) -0.36 (0.56) 

     state 3 2.63 (0.28)
***

 0.30 (0.53) 1.81 (0.96) 1.37 (0.90) 

     state 4 -0.43 (0.08)
***

 -0.05 (0.12) -0.01 (0.22) -0.29 (0.22) 

parameters 5 items 

     state 1 1.39 (0.10)
***

 2.75 (0.23)
***

 -0.62 (0.32) -0.71 (0.32)
*
 

     state 2 1.85 (0.23)
***

 -3.81 (0.47)
***

 1.30 (0.46)
**

 -0.85 (0.48) 

     state 3 2.63 (0.28)
***

 0.30 (0.53) 3.63 (0.72)
***

 -0.96 (0.72) 

     state 4 -0.43 (0.08)
***

 -0.05 (0.12) 0.66 (0.17)
***

 0.15 (0.12) 

parameters 7 items 

     state 1 1.39 (0.10)
***

 2.75 (0.23)
***

 1.98 (0.26)
***

 1.46 (0.29)
***

 

     state 2 1.85 (0.23)
***

 -3.81 (0.47)
***

 -0.92 (0.86) 1.21 (0.88) 

     state 3 2.63 (0.28)
***

 0.30 (0.53) -5.45 (0.61)
***

 -0.41 (0.53) 

     state 4 -0.43 (0.08)
***

 -0.05 (0.12) -0.65 (0.24)
**

 0.14 (0.17) 
Note. Effects of Similarity are given for visual similarity, for phonological similarity the effects have the same value with a reversed sign. 

***p<.001, **p<.01 *p<.05. 
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Appendix E 

Parameter estimates and standard errors of the effects of visual similarity compared to 

phonological similarity per list length for each latent state. 

 

 visual similarity interpretation 

parameters 3 items 

     state 1 3.99 (1.07)
***

 verbal 

     state 2 -8.34 (1.10)
***

 visual 

     state 3 3.33 (2.59) high 

     state 4 -0.67 (0.61) low 

parameters 5 items 

     state 1 4.08 (0.72)
***

 verbal 

     state 2 -9.32 (0.24)
***

 visual 

     state 3 -1.34 (1.78) high 

     state 4 0.21 (0.21) low 

parameters 7 items 

     state 1 8.41 (0.59)
***

 verbal 

     state 2 -5.21 (2.59)
*
 visual 

     state 3 -0.22 (0.15) low 

     state 4 0.18 (0.33) lower 
Note. ***p<.001,  *p<.05.  
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Appendix F 

Parameter estimates and standard errors of the effects on the initial state probabilities 

and transition probabilities. 

 

 current state 1 current state 2 current state 3 current state 4 

initial state 

         -0.21 (0.24) -0.45 (0.21)
* 

1.73 (0.14)
*** 

-1.07 (0.29)
*** 

previous state 1 

          0 0.37 (0.94) 0.20 (1.13) 1.24 (0.83)
 

          0 -0.05 (0.55) 1.10 (0.44) 0.01 (0.61) 

previous state 2 

          -0.35 (0.74) 0 -0.43 (0.78) -0.03 (0.67) 

          -1.83 (1.12) 0 1.42 (0.56)
* 

0.39 (0.92) 

previous state 3 

          -0.47 (0.22)
* 

-0.55 (0.23)
* 

0 -0.86 (0.26)
*** 

          -1.25 (0.38)
** -0.66 (0.31)

* 
0 -5.96 (1.25)

*** 

previous state 4 

          -0.64 (0.92) -4.71 (1.11)
*** 

-1.73 (1.16) 0 

          -6.65 (0.49)
*** -6.57 (0.52)

*** 
-0.39 (0.77) 0 

Note. ***p<.001, **p<.01 *p<.05. 
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Chapter 4
* 

Short Term Memory for Serial Order:  Differences in Serial Position 

Curves between Age Groups and Latent Classes  

 

Abstract 

In studies on the development of cognitive processes, children are often grouped based on 

their ages before analyzing the data. After the analysis, the differences between age groups are 

interpreted as developmental differences. We argue that this approach is problematic, because 

the variance in cognitive performance within an age group is considered to be measurement 

error. However, if a part of this variance is systematic it can provide very useful information 

about the cognitive processes used by some children of a certain age, but not others. In the 

current study, we presented 210 children aged 5 to 12 years with serial order short term 

memory tasks. First we analyzed our data according to the approach using age groups and 

then we applied latent class analysis to form latent classes of children based on their 

performance instead of their ages. We displayed the results of the age groups and the latent 

classes in terms of serial position curves and we discussed the differences in results. Our 

findings show that there are considerable differences in performance between the age groups 

and the latent classes. Moreover, children who did not show any of the expected effects 

formed a separate latent class, which can be further investigated. We interpret our findings as 

indicating that the latent class analysis yielded a much more meaningful way of grouping 

children in terms of cognitive processes than the a priori grouping of children based on their 

ages.  

 

* 
This chapter is under review 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

In cognitive psychological research, the aim of developmental studies is to investigate 

differences in cognitive processes between children of different developmental stages. The 

most commonly applied approach to study developmental differences is to form age groups 

and to interpret the differences in performance between the age groups as developmental 

differences in cognitive processes. Even though this is a widely accepted approach, we argue 

that there are some major issues making it difficult to expose the real differences in 

development (see Wohlwill, 1973, for a similar point of view). Most importantly, there is the 

strong implicit assumption that age is a close proxy for development. A result of this 

assumption is that the variation in cognitive performance within an age group is considered as 

random error. However, a part of the variation between children within an age group is prone 

to be systematic rather than random, and therefore, provides useful information about the 

cognitive processes used by some children within a certain age group, but not others. These 

individual differences between children of the same age can be taken into account by 

grouping children a posteriori based on their performance on specific tasks. In contrast, when 

children are grouped a priori based on their ages, the individual differences in cognitive 

processes within an age group cannot be detected (Bouwmeester, Vermunt, & Sijtsma, 2012).  

There have been indications of the usefulness of examining the systematic variance 

within a manifest (quasi) experimentally formed group. For example, adult studies on memory 

show that within manifest groups there are considerable individual differences with respect to 

cognitive processes underlying performance (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Logie, Della Sala, 

Laiacona, Chalmers, & Wynn, 1996; Saito, Logie, Morita, & Law, 2008; Unsworth & Engle, 

2007) and alternative approaches to study cognitive development are suggested in the 

literature (Bouwmeester, Sijtsma, & Vermunt, 2004; Jansen & van der Maas, 2002; Kaplan, 

2008). Yet, there have been only a few developmental memory studies on healthy children 

accounting for individual differences in cognitive processes by for instance, using mental age 

instead of chronological age (e,g., McCromack, Brown, Vousden, & Henson, 2000). By far 

the most developmental studies use age groups and consider individual differences within 

those age groups to be noise.  

Another result of the assumption that age is a close proxy for development is that 

children in different age groups are administered different tasks. For instance, in memory 

research younger children are often presented with shorter lists to recall than older children, in 

an attempt to keep difficulty level constant across groups (e.g., Hitch et al., 1989). However, 
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when age groups then differ in their performance, it is not clear whether the cause was 

actually developmental or due to the different task demands (see e.g., Koppenol-Gonzalez, 

Bouwmeester, & Vermunt, 2012).  

 In our opinion, the aims of cognitive developmental studies should be addressed by 

examining developmental differences based on children’s responses to specific tasks instead 

of children’s ages. This can be achieved with latent class models. In the current study, we 

applied latent class regression analysis to examine whether we can reliably group children, 

according to the variation in their responses to specific tasks, into latent classes which each 

reflect the use of particular cognitive processes. The aim of the current study was to 

demonstrate the great advantage of this latent variable approach in the context of short term 

memory (STM) processes. 

 

4.1.1 The current study 

When measuring cognitive processes, especially combined with a latent variable 

approach, it is essential to be aware of the specific task characteristics, because they can have 

a great influence on the cognitive processes being used by the participant. For instance, 

memory for serial order is often measured using serial order recall tasks, which require the 

participant to name a sequence of, for example, words in the same order they were presented. 

However, what is actually being measured is item recall (naming of the words) as well as 

order recall (Nairne & Kelley, 2004). Therefore, certain task manipulations which influence 

memory for serial order may not affect the responses as expected; not because the 

manipulation is not effective, but because the task characteristics influenced the cognitive 

processes under study (Fallon, Mak, Tehan, & Daly, 2005).   

Based on previous studies on memory for serial order, we used a number of key 

findings to design our study. First, we wanted to differentiate between verbal and visual STM 

processes (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 1986; Logie, 1995). Therefore, the stimuli 

used were simple nameable line drawings, because these stimuli are suitable to measure visual 

as well as verbal processing (Hitch et al., 1989; Poirier, Saint-Aubin, Musselwhite, 

Mohanadas, & Mahammed, 2007). Second, we focused on serial position curves, because this 

is a well-known outcome of memory for serial order (Avons, 1998; Henson, 1998; Jones, 

Farrand, Stuart, & Morris, 1995; Ward, Avons, & Mellings, 2005). Third, the effects of verbal 

or visual interference were examined through manipulation of the similarity of the items 

(Logie, Della Sala, Wynn, & Baddeley, 2000; Saito et al., 2008), because interference of 

phonological similarity implies the use of verbal processes (Conrad, 1971; Engle, Tuholski, 
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Laughlin, & Conway, 1999), whereas the interference of visual similarity implies the use of 

visual processes (Hitch et al, 1989; Logie, 1995).  

Accounting for the aforementioned findings, the tasks used in the current study were 

serial order reconstruction tasks, requiring the participant to place the presented pictures in 

their correct serial order starting with the first position, then the second position and so forth. 

This way, memory for serial order was measured without the confounding of item recall, 

because the items were given and had to be reconstructed in a certain serial order. The 

performance across the positions was reflected by the serial position curve, which is the 

pattern of responses on the subsequent positions. The serial position curve of the visually 

similar task, which was phonologically dissimilar, was compared to the serial position curve 

of the phonologically similar task, which was visually dissimilar. Based on the literature on 

similarity effects, we expected that when the serial position curve of the phonologically 

similar task shows significantly worse performance than that of the visually similar task, this 

indicates the use of specific verbal processing. Conversely, when the serial position curve of 

the visually similar task shows significantly worse performance than that of the 

phonologically similar task, this indicates the use of specific visual processing.  

There are few developmental studies that focus specifically on memory for serial order 

(Walker, Hitch, Doyle, & Porter, 1994). According to developmental theories on STM in 

general, children younger than six years rely mostly on visual processes and children older 

than six years start to rely more on verbal processes (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006; 

Gathercole & Pickering, 2000; Gathercole, Adams, & Hitch, 1994; Gathercole, Pickering, 

Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004; Pickering, Gathercole, & Peaker, 1998). Therefore, we defined 

three age groups: Five- and six-year-olds, seven- to ten-year-olds, and children older than ten 

years. We did not expect these age groups to show the differences in serial position curves 

with phonologically and visually similar pictures as described above, because the individual 

differences in the use of specific verbal and visual STM between children of the same age are 

averaged in each group and cancel each other out. Consequently, the visual and phonological 

similarity effects in children using specific visual and verbal STM respectively cannot be 

revealed in age groups.  

With respect to the latent classes, we expected some children to show low performance 

on all the tasks, indicating an early developmental stage. Others were expected to show high 

performance on all the tasks, indicating a late developmental stage. Furthermore, we expected 

a group of children showing lower performance on the phonologically than on the visually 
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similar task, indicating verbal processes, and a group of children showing lower performance 

on the visually than on the phonologically similar task, indicating visual processes. 

 

4.2 Method 

 

4.2.1 Participants 

The participants came from the same sample as Chapter 3 and were 210 children aged 

4;11 (4 years, 11 months) to 12;9 years (M = 8;8 years, SD = 2;2 years, 110 girls). The 

children were selected from kindergarten through the sixth grade and from each grade 30 

children were selected. The children came from two different primary schools in urban areas 

of the Netherlands; one school had children with a higher SES than the other. Therefore, we 

chose our sample in such a way, that the children were distributed as equally as possible over 

both schools in terms of number of children (117 children from school 1, 93 children from 

school 2), gender (60 girls from school 1, 50 girls from school 2) and age (12-21 children 

from each grade of school 1, 9-18 children from each grade of school 2). Before starting the 

data collection, parental permission was acquired for a large group of children via the 

principle of the schools, from which the 210 participating children were randomly selected. 

After participation, all the children received a small reward. 

 

4.2.2 Materials 

 The serial order reconstruction tasks consisted of sequences of seven pictures of 

simple nameable line drawings that had to be reconstructed in their correct serial order. One 

task had visually similar pictures and represented words that were phonologically dissimilar 

(see also Hitch et al., 1989 and Poirier et al., 2007) and the other task had visually dissimilar 

pictures and represented words that were phonologically similar. Visual similarity was 

reflected by pictures with similar outlines and angles of orientation. Phonological similarity 

was reflected by pictures which’ names were end-rhyme words, such as rat-cat-mat-hat-bat 

(Conrad, 1971). The words used in this study were Dutch rhyme words. Whether children 

actually used the labels we intended for each picture was tested in a pilot study (N= 14), 

resulting in the pictures that were correctly labeled. None of these children were included in 

the current sample. We did not practice the labeling of the words with the current sample, 

because then we would be implicitly instructing the children to use verbal processing. This 

was avoided so all the children would use a preferred type of processing not implied by the 

task demands or instructions.  
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Besides the similarity of the (names of the) pictures, all the task conditions were held 

as constant as possible. For instance, we chose as much pictures as possible that represented 

one syllable words in the visual and in the phonological similarity conditions. During the 

experimental trials, the children were presented with sequences of 3, 5, and 7 items. However, 

in the current study we only present the results of the 7 items lists
3
.  

 

4.2.3 Procedure 

The computerized tasks were administered to the children individually on a 15.4-inch 

laptop in a quiet room in the school building. Before each task was administered, all children 

received a practice trial. The stimuli of the practice trials were visually dissimilar pictures 

with phonologically dissimilar names. The children were allowed to repeat the practice trial 

until the instructions were understood. The instructions and procedures were equal for the 

visually and phonologically similar tasks.  

First, a sequence of empty squares was presented in the upper half of the computer 

screen. In the first square, a picture appeared for 2 sec. and then disappeared. Then, the next 

picture appeared in the second square for 2 sec. and disappeared. This procedure continued 

until the last picture had been presented. After presentation, all of the pictures reappeared on 

the lower half of the screen in a different position than originally presented. The sequence of 

squares remained empty on the screen and around the first square a bright yellow frame 

appeared, indicating that the child had to point out the picture that was presented in the first 

position. The experimenter dragged that picture into the first square, to make sure that the 

child reconstructed the sequences in the required temporal order. After the picture was 

dragged into the square, the experimenter clicked on an arrow, which made the yellow frame 

appear around the next square, indicating that the child had to point out the picture that was 

presented in the next position. This procedure was performed quickly. If the children did not 

know which picture belonged in a certain position, they had to guess. Although the children 

were not allowed to leave a square blank, they were always allowed to use a picture twice. 

The administration of the tasks including practice trials took between 10 and 20 minutes per 

child.  

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 The lists with 3 items were considered too short to give informative serial position curves and the lists with 5 

items gave similar results as the 7-items lists.  
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4.2.4 Design and statistical analyses 

The software Latent GOLD 4.5 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2008) was used for the 

analyses. Because the pictures were either correctly or incorrectly placed in a certain position 

we used a binomial -or logistic- regression analysis (Olson, Romani, & Caramazza, 2010; 

Jaeger, 2008). We conducted a logistic regression analysis with the dependent variable being a 

vector containing the scores of placing each of the pictures on a certain serial position 

(0=incorrect position, 1=correct position). The independent variables were the serial position 

in which each picture was originally presented, Pos with values 1 through 7, and the similarity 

of each of the presented pictures, Sim with values 0 and 1 (0=phonological similarity, 1= 

visual similarity). The effects of the predictors were first conditioned over the age groups, x 

with values 1, 2, and 3. The regression model was therefore defined as follows: 

 

       (     |                 )                                      (1) 

 

Because our main focus was on the serial position curves of the phonologically and 

visually similar pictures of each age group, we were interested in the probability of each child 

belonging to age group x, placing the picture presented in position r and with similarity s on 

the correct position, that is,  (     |                 )  This probability depends 

on the intercept    , the effect of belonging to a particular age group; the regression weight 

   , the effect of the original position of each picture; the regression weight    , the effect of 

the similarity of each picture; and the interaction term    , the effect of the original position 

of each picture with a certain similarity. When the probability of a correct score on each serial 

position is calculated using these effects, we obtain two serial position curves for each age 

group; one for the phonologically similar pictures and one for the visually similar pictures. 

Next, we removed the manifest grouping variable age and conducted the same analysis 

as described above with latent classes, that is, we defined a latent class logistic regression 

model (Vermunt, 2005). This regression model was defined as shown in equation (1), but now 

x represents a latent class instead of an age group. Based on the response patterns of all the 

children, two types of probabilities are typically calculated; the (unconditional) probability of 

belonging to each latent class and the (conditional) probability of a certain response pattern in 

each latent class. This model gives the estimated parameters for the final probabilities we are 

interested in, that is,  (     |                          ), generating for each 
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latent class two serial position curves; one for the phonologically similar pictures and one for 

the visually similar pictures. 

 To determine the number of latent classes that represents the data best we fitted 

models with one to six latent classes and interpreted the model that showed the best balance 

between fit and parsimony. The balance between fit and parsimony of models with an 

increasing number of latent classes was determined using the Bayesian Information Criterion 

(BIC)
4
 and the Aikake Information Criterion 3 (AIC3)

5
. The latent classes of the model with 

the lowest value on the information criteria were interpreted. 

 

4.3 Results 

 

4.3.1 Serial position curves of the age groups 

 The children were assigned to one of the three age groups. The youngest group 

contained 58 children of five and six years, in the older group were 79 children between seven 

and nine years, and the oldest group contained 73 children between 10 and 12 years. Figure 

4.1 shows the serial position curves of the items with phonological similarity and visual 

similarity for each age group and Table 4.1 shows the estimated parameters used to calculate 

the probabilities, including the individual effects of similarity and position on performance. 

For the youngest age group the overall probability of a correct score was .28. For the older age 

group this probability was .49 and for the oldest age group .63. The serial position curves in 

Figure 4.1 show therefore, an overall upward shift as children get older. The results showed 

that there was an effect of age group on performance, Wald’s χ
2 

(3) = 186.50, p<.001. 

Bonferroni post-hoc tests showed that the youngest children performed worse than the older 

children (M difference= .21, SE= .04, p<.001) and the older children performed worse than 

the oldest children (M difference= .14, SE= .03, p<.01).  

 

                                                 
4
 defined as –2 × log likelihood + number of parameters × ln(N) 

5
 defined as –2 × log likelihood + 3 × number of parameters 
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 Figure 4.1. Serial position curves of items with phonological and visual similarity for each 

age group.  

 

The effect of position was significant, Wald’s χ
2 

(18) = 255.01, p<.001, indicating that 

the scores of all the children were affected differently depending on the position where each 

picture was originally presented. This effect did not differ between age groups, Wald’s χ
2 

(12) 

= 7.92, p=.79, indicating that the position where a picture was presented affected the scores of 

the age groups similarly. The effects of position in each age group show for instance, that the 

first position was recalled best in all the age groups (see      in Table 4.1), and that positions 

4 and 5 were recalled worse in all the age groups, generating the U-shaped serial position 

curves in Figure 4.1.   

The effect of similarity was also significant, Wald’s χ
2 

(3) = 12.24, p<.01, because all 

children showed lower performance on the visually similar task, and this effect did not differ 

between age groups, Wald’s χ
2 

(2) = 1.15, p=.56. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, all the age 

groups scored somewhat lower on the visually similar task. However, the effects of similarity 

in each age group show that the difference between the phonologically and visually similar 

tasks was only significant in the oldest age group (see Table 4.1,      of age group 10-12 

years). The interaction effect between position and similarity was not significant, Wald’s χ
2 

(18) = 18.27, p=.44 and did not differ between the age groups, Wald’s χ
2 

(12) = 5.16, p=.95.  
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Table 4.1  

Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors of Each Age Group. 

 5-6 years 7-9 years 10-12 years 

Intercept (   ) -0.94 (0.08)
*** 

-0.04 (0.06) 0.53 (0.07)
*** 

Main effect Pos (    )    

pos 1  1.36 (0.18)
*** 

1.40 (0.18)
*** 

1.15 (0.21)
*** 

pos 2 0.30 (0.19) 0.37 (0.15)
* 

0.68 (0.18)
*** 

pos 3 -0.35 (0.21) 0.04 (0.15) -0.25 (0.16) 

pos 4 -0.70 (0.23)
** 

-0.57 (0.16)
*** 

-0.61 (0.16)
*** 

pos 5 -0.47 (0.22)
* 

-0.72 (0.16)
*** 

-0.58 (0.16)
*** 

pos 6 -0.40 (0.21) -0.76 (0.16)
*** 

-0.64 (0.16)
*** 

pos 7 0.25 (0.19) 0.24 (0.15) 0.26 (0.17) 

Main effect Sim (    )    

vis
1 

-0.13 (0.08) -0.09 (0.06) -0.19 (0.07)
** 

Interaction  

Pos × Sim (     )    

pos 1-vis
 

0.20 (0.18) 0.17 (0.18) 0.35 (0.21) 

pos 2-vis
 

0.13 (0.19) 0.25 (0.15) -0.04 (0.18) 

pos 3-vis
 

0.08 (0.21) 0.02 (0.15) -0.002 (0.16) 

pos 4-vis -0.06 (0.23) -0.13 (0.16) -0.08 (0.16) 

pos 5-vis -0.15 (0.22) -0.23 (0.16) 0.002 (0.16) 

pos 6-vis 0.23 (0.21) 0.005 (0.16) 0.06 (0.16) 

pos 7-vis -0.42 (0.19)
* 

-0.09 (0.15) -0.29 (0.17) 
Note. Pos; position, Sim; similarity, vis; visual, ***p<.001, **p<.01 *p<.05. 

 1. Parameters for phonological similarity are not given; they have the same value with an opposite sign.    

 

4.3.2 Serial position curves of the latent classes 

The fit statistics of the latent class models with an increasing number of latent classes 

showed that according to the BIC the three-class model showed the best balance between fit 

and parsimony, but according to the AIC3 the five-class model showed the best balance 

between fit and parsimony (see Table 4.2). Two classes were very similar in terms of 

interpretation in the three- and five-class models. The three additional classes of the five-class 

model made a further distinction in one of the classes of the three-class model. Therefore, the 

more extensive five-class model was interpreted.  
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Table 4.2 

Fit Statistics for the One- to Six Class Models. 

N classes Log-likelihood N parameters BIC AIC3 

1 -1893.36 14 3861.57 3828.71 

2  -1722.98 29 3601.03 3532.96 

3 -1666.17 44 3567.61 3464.33 

4 -1627.27 59 3570.01 3431.54 

5 -1603.74 74 3603.16 3429.47 

6 -1584.51 89 3647.97 3439.07 

 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the serial position curves of the items with phonological similarity 

and visual similarity for each latent class and Table 4.3 shows the estimated parameters used 

to calculate the probabilities, including the individual effects of similarity and position on 

performance. The results showed that there was an effect of class membership on 

performance, Wald’s χ
2 

(5) = 1007.52, p<.001, and that at least two of the latent classes 

differed from each other, Wald’s χ
2 
(4) = 848.59, p<.001.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Serial position curves of phonologically and visually similar items for the latent 

classes (class proportions are .10, .22, .16, .19, and .33 respectively). 
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The effect of position was significant, Wald’s χ
2 

(30) = 508.07, p<.001, and differed 

between the latent classes, Wald’s χ
2 

(24) = 269.40, p<.001, as was the effect of similarity, 

Wald’s χ
2 

(5) = 590.02, p<.001, which also differed between the latent classes, Wald’s χ
2 

(4) = 

589.50, p<.001. The interaction effect between position and similarity was also significant, 

Wald’s χ
2 

(30) = 277.69, p<.001, and differed between the latent classes, Wald’s χ
2 

(24) = 

212.10, p<.001. These results indicate that the performance on at least a part of the positions 

is affected differently in the phonologically and visually similar tasks, and that this effect 

depends on the latent class children belong to. Therefore, the response patterns in each latent 

class were used to interpret the classes.  

Children in the first class (n=23) performed nearly perfect on the visually similar task 

but not on the phonologically similar task and they had an overall probability of a correct 

score of .83. This class was therefore interpreted as ‘verbal processing with high 

performance’. Children in the second class (n=42) also performed better on the visually than 

the phonologically similar task, but their overall probability of a correct score was .42. 

Therefore, this class was interpreted as the ‘verbal processing with lower performance’ group. 

In the third class (n=34) children performed nearly perfect on the phonologically similar task 

but not on the visually similar task. This class had an overall probability of a correct score of 

.76, and was therefore interpreted as ‘visual processing with high performance’. In the fourth 

class (n=39) children also performed better on the phonologically than the visually similar 

task, but with an overall probability of a correct score of .54. The interpretation of this class 

was ‘visual processing with lower performance’. Children in the fifth class (n=72) obtained an 

overall probability of a correct score of only .24. These children did not show a difference in 

phonologically and visually similar tasks. This class was therefore not interpreted in terms of 

verbal or visual processing, but in more general terms as the ‘low performance’ group.  

With respect to age, the group showing verbal processing with high performance 

contained the oldest children and the low performance group contained the youngest children. 

However, the age ranges of all the classes indicate that younger and older children could be 

classified into any of the latent classes showing different response patterns (see Table 4.3).   
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Table 4.3  

Parameter Estimates, Standard Errors, Performance, and Age of Each Latent Class. 

 class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5 

Intercept (   ) 4.0 (0.19)
*** 

-0.85 (0.18)
*** 

3.60 (0.23)
*** 

0.63 (0.51) -1.31 (0.18)
*** 

Main effect 

Pos (    ) 

     

pos 1 -1.76 (0.54)
** 

2.55 (0.42)
*** 

-0.81 (0.52) 2.22 (1.42) 1.35 (0.22)
*** 

pos 2 0.54 (0.28) 1.23 (0.26)
*** 

1.29 (0.25)
*** 

0.83 (0.52) 0.12 (0.25) 

pos 3 0.19 (0.30) -2.83 (0.28)
*** 

0.52 (0.24)
* 

2.13 (1.61) -1.01 (0.44)
* 

pos 4 0.22 (0.26) -1.60 (0.64)
* 

0.22 (0.25) -1.31 (0.48)
** 

-0.01 (0.23) 

pos 5 0.12 (0.25) -0.27 (0.26) 0.27 (0.23) -1.77 (0.54)
*** 

-0.30 (0.27) 

pos 6 0.03 (0.25) -0.20 (0.27) 0.09 (0.28) -1.72 (0.60)
** 

-0.46 (0.22)
* 

pos 7 0.66 (0.30)
* 

1.12 (0.37)
** 

-1.57 (0.69)
* 

-0.38 (0.52) 0.30 (0.27) 

Main effect 

Sim (    )      

vis
1 

3.22 (0.24)
*** 

1.05 (0.19)
*** 

-3.39 (0.20)
*** 

-0.90 (0.38)
* 

-0.29 (0.16) 

Interaction  

Pos × Sim 

(     )  

    

pos 1-vis
 

-2.45 (0.55)
*** 

-0.26 (0.44) 2.69 (0.53)
*** 

-0.14 (1.31) 0.35 (0.21) 

pos 2-vis 0.20 (0.26) -0.34 (0.29) -0.08 (0.23) -0.18 (0.41) 0.28 (0.24) 

pos 3-vis
 

0.30 (0.32) 3.36 (0.28)
*** 

-0.88 (0.26)
*** 

-2.12 (1.60) -0.40 (0.40) 

pos 4-vis 0.53 (0.24)
* 

-0.25 (0.69) -1.20 (0.25)
*** 

0.39 (0.39) 0.16 (0.23) 

pos 5-vis 0.61 (0.23)
** 

-0.98 (0.24)
*** 

-1.11 (0.26)
*** 

0.70 (0.59) -0.15 (0.24) 

pos 6-vis 0.71 (0.23)
** 

-0.69 (0.33) -0.93 (0.36)
** 

0.92 (0.64) 0.25 (0.28) 

pos 7-vis 0.09 (0.28) -0.84 (0.20)
*** 

1.51 (0.79) 0.43 (0.54) -0.49 (0.20)
* 

 

overall correct 

 

.83 

 

.42 

 

.76 

 

.54 

 

.24 

M age (SD) 9;11 (1;9) 8;11 (2;1) 9;5 (1;11) 9;5 (2;1) 7;5 (1;11) 

age range 6;5-12;5 4;11-12;5 5;6-12;9 5;3-12;8 5;0-12;2 
Note. Pos; position, Sim; similarity, vis; visual, ***p<.001, **p<.01 *p<.05. 

 1. Parameters for phonological similarity are not given; they have the same value with an opposite sign.     

 

4.4 Discussion 

 

In this study, we examined developmental differences in memory for serial order and 

compared the results of a priori grouping based on children’s ages to the results of a posteriori 

grouping based on children’s responses to specific tasks. The results for the three age groups 

showed that overall performance was higher as children were older, and that the oldest age 

group showed the response pattern expected from visual processing: more interference from 

visually similar items than from phonologically similar (i.e., visually dissimilar) items. The 
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results for the latent classes however, distinguished five groups: two groups showing the 

response pattern expected from verbal processing (one with high performance and one with 

lower performance), two groups showing the response pattern expected from visual 

processing (one with high performance and one with lower performance), and one group 

showing low performance overall. 

 When comparing the effect of the position in which the pictures were presented, there 

were no large differences between the age groups and the latent classes. The U-shaped serial 

position curves found in the current study are consistent with findings of many studies on 

memory for serial order (Avons, 1998; Henson, 1998; Jones et al., 1995; Ward et al., 2005). 

An important difference is, however, that the verbal and visual high performing classes 

showed an almost perfect performance on the visually and the phonologically similar task, 

respectively. 

 With respect to the effect of similarity, there were large differences between the age 

groups and the latent classes, the latter showing much clearer patterns that can be linked to the 

use of either verbal or visual processes. In other words, the latent class analysis yielded a 

much more meaningful way of grouping children in terms of cognitive processes. 

Specifically, whereas all the children seemed to perform worse on the visually similar task 

when using age groups, the latent class analysis distinguished two groups of children who 

showed the opposite response pattern, performing worse on the phonologically similar task. 

Moreover, children who did not show any differences in the effects of similarity formed a 

separate group.  

 The mismatch between age groups and latent classes (and thus the inferred processing 

type) becomes especially clear when examining the age ranges of the latent classes, showing 

that children from six to 12 years could belong to any of the five latent classes. However, five-

year-olds never belonged to the verbal high performing group, a finding consistent with 

previous developmental studies on verbal processing (e.g., Gathercole et al., 1994). The 

results of the latent class analysis showed that children of the same age may use very different 

cognitive processes when presented with the same tasks. 

Based on the present findings we can conclude that the age of a child is not necessarily 

the best indicator of cognitive development. If we were to pick an eight-year-old child from 

our current sample, we would not be able to predict that child’s response pattern on our 

memory task purely based on his/her age, because different eight-year-old children used 

different memory processes. The latent variable approach used in this study made the 

individual differences within an age group very clear. These individual differences preserve 
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such valuable information about cognitive processes, that it would be a serious waste to 

consider those differences as random error. Therefore, we suggest that developmental research 

uses these individual differences by focusing more on children’s responses to specific, 

carefully chosen tasks, and less on age as an indicator of development.  
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Chapter 5 

A Longitudinal Study on the Changes in Verbal and Visual Short 

Term Memory Processes  

 

Abstract 

In developmental research on verbal and visual memory processes, the model of working 

memory of Baddeley and Hitch is the theory most often referred to. Although children show 

the same structure of memory systems predicted by this theory as adults, it is still not clear 

what the developmental course of the verbal and visual memory systems actually is. Child 

studies imply that the development of the memory systems moves from visual to verbal 

processing, whereas adult studies show that there are considerable individual differences in 

the use of verbal and visual memory processes, without stating that one indicates a better 

development than the other. In the current study, we argue that in order to gain more insights 

into the development of verbal and visual memory processes, two important issues have to be 

taken into account: the use of cross-sectional designs to draw conclusions about development 

and individual differences between children in the use of memory processes. Accounting for 

these issues we found that children too show large variation in their responses, similar to 

adults, and that children do not move from one type of processing to another in a consistent 

manner.   
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5.1 Introduction 

 

In memory research, the most robust and frequently used theory on memory processes is the 

model of working memory of Baddeley and Hitch (1974, Baddeley, 1986), proposing that 

working memory (WM) consists of three systems. The phonological loop and the visuospatial 

sketchpad are modality-specific short term memory (STM) systems, which are part of the 

central executive, a modality-independent WM system. The phonological loop is used for 

storage and processing of verbal information and the visuospatial sketchpad is used for 

storage and processing of visual and spatial information. More recently the episodic buffer has 

been added to the model; a fourth system used to store information from the STM systems and 

long term memory in one episodic representation (Baddeley, 2000). Studies on the model of 

WM typically investigate the use of the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad with 

different types of memory tasks.  

Although the model of WM was initially developed based on adult studies (see 

Baddeley, 2003), developmental studies have shown that the same structure of memory 

systems can be assumed to exist in children from four years of age onward (Alloway, 

Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006; Bayliss, Jarrold, Gunn, & Baddeley, 2003; Gathercole, 

Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004).  Developmental researchers have extensively used 

this model to investigate the verbal and visual memory systems in children. However, the 

actual developmental course of the verbal and visual memory systems is still not clear.  

Despite the same structure of memory systems in children and adults, there is a 

peculiar gap between findings of developmental studies and those of adult studies with respect 

to the use of STM processes. Adult studies have shown that participants may use verbal 

and/or visual processing depending on the type of task, as well as that there are large 

individual differences with respect to the processing type used (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; 

Della Sala, Logie, Marchetti, & Wynn, 1991; Logie, Della Sala, Wynn, & Baddeley, 2000). 

For instance, some adults use visual processing when memorizing verbal material such as 

words, while others do not (Logie, Della Sala, Laiacona, Chalmers, & Wynn, 1996). 

Developmental studies on children, however, seem to conclude that development ends with 

the use of verbal STM. If verbal processing would indeed be the final developmental stage of 

STM in children, then adults should also show predominantly verbal processing, but the 

studies above accounting for individual differences between adults have shown otherwise. We 

argue that more insights about the development of verbal and visual processes can be gained, 

provided that the limitations of the developmental approaches used until now are highlighted 
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and taken into account. Two of these limitations concern the use of cross-sectional research 

designs and the way of dealing with individual differences in the use of memory processes 

between children. The general aim of the current study is to account for these two limitations 

while investigating the development of the verbal and visual STM systems according to the 

model of Baddeley and Hitch.  

To start with, the developmental course of STM processes on its own has barely been 

studied. As Ornstein and Haden (2001, p. 202) wrote strikingly: “[…] it is as if researchers 

have focused on memory development and have not been concerned with the development of 

memory.”. Indeed, when looking into the literature, many theories on memory have been 

developed (e.g., Anderson, 1976; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Henson, 1998; Luck & Vogel, 

1997; Nairne, 1990; Oberauer, 2009; Page & Norris, 1998; Piavio, 1991; Yonelinas, 2002), 

but very few studies have focused on how memory processes develop in children. Moreover, 

most of these developmental studies concern cross-sectional research (e.g., Baddeley, 

Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Camos & Barrouillet, 2011; Chuah & Maybery, 1999; Conrad, 

1971; Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004; Hitch, Woodin, & Baker, 1989; 

Kemps, De Rammelaere, Desmet, 2000). However, when the questions concern the 

developmental changes in memory processes within individual children, cross-sectional 

studies fall short in providing an answer.  

In cross-sectional designs, developmental patterns in the use of memory processes 

between children are mostly indicated by rough age boundaries. For example, until five years 

children have been found to rely on visual STM and hardly on verbal STM; from six years 

onward children have been found to start using additional verbal processing; and from 10 

years onward children start showing performance levels on STM tasks resembling that of 

adults (Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Conrad, 1971; Gathercole, 1998; Gathercole, 

Adams, & Hitch, 1994; Gathercole et al., 2004; Hitch, Woodin, & Baker, 1989). The problem 

is that this description of development does not give a clear picture of how the verbal and 

visual systems develop. Especially, it is still not clear what the role of visual STM is with this 

respect. It seems that there are two possible answers; either the development of visual STM 

stagnates around the age of six to become supplemented with the use of verbal STM (Hitch et 

al., 1989) or it continues after the age of six, but this is difficult to detect because at the same 

time children become more inclined to use verbal STM (Riggs, McTaggard, Simpson, & 

Freeman, 2006; Henry, Messer, Luger-Klein, & Crane, 2012). 

We assign the difficulties associated with the answering of these developmental 

questions to the particular approach of using cross-sectional designs and focusing on the 
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average score of same-aged children on a certain memory task in terms of verbal or visual 

processing. The consequence of this approach is that the type of processing shown by younger 

children is assumed to reflect a developmental stage preceding the type of processing shown 

by older children. This way, visual processing is considered to be indicative of an earlier 

developmental stage than verbal processing. Because younger children not only show the use 

of visual STM but also show worse overall performance compared to older children, the 

cross-sectional approach using average scores leads to the seemingly logical but incorrect 

conclusion that visual processing is indicative of performance inferior to verbal processing. 

The strongest evidence for the incorrectness of this conclusion comes from adult studies in 

which it is shown that participants using visual STM to process verbal stimuli do not perform 

worse than participants using verbal STM (Logie et al., 2000; Saito et al., 2008). To put it 

differently, adults showing visual processing are not considered to be ‘less developed’ than 

adults showing verbal processing. 

The crucial point is that conclusions about developmental trajectories of individual 

children on the basis of average scores stemming from cross-sectional research designs 

depend on a very strong assumption in order for the conclusions to be valid. This strong 

assumption is that the average score of children in a certain age group is a good representative 

of the performance of all the individuals in that age group. Subsequently, it is assumed is that 

changes in average scores from one age group to another represent developmental changes of 

all the individual children. However, we argue that this assumption is questionable. Children 

vary greatly in their memory performance (Henry, et al., 2012; Koppenol-Gonzalez et al., 

2012; Palmer, 2000) and may therefore also vary greatly in their developmental trajectories.  

In order to diminish a priori assumptions about development, we need a research 

design which meets two important criteria; it should account for individual differences and it 

should be longitudinal. That is, it should identify differences between children in their use of 

verbal / visual processing and performance, and it should detect how their STM use changes 

as they grow older. Unfortunately these kinds of studies hardly exist. The few longitudinal 

studies on memory are mainly focused on using specific memory skills to predict the 

development of other cognitive skills (de Jong & van der Leij, 1999; Lervåg, Bråten, & 

Hulme, 2009; Perez, Majerus, & Poncelet, 2012; Bull, Espy, & Wiebe, 2008). The aim of the 

current study is therefore to contribute to the literature on the development of memory 

processes by accounting for individual differences between primary school children in the use 

of verbal and visual STM, as well as examining the changes in STM use within those children 

over four occasions in one year.  
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5.1.1 Measuring the use of verbal and visual STM and individual differences 

Assuming the model of WM of Baddeley and Hitch, the manipulation of similarity of 

nameable visual stimuli has often been shown to be very informative to distinguish STM 

processes (e.g., Hitch et al., 1989; Logie et al., 2000; Poirier et al., 2007). When the 

visuospatial sketchpad is used to memorize pictures in a certain serial order based on their 

visual features and the pictures are visually similar, this similarity of the pictures causes 

confusion, which leads to worse performance compared to the same situation with visually 

dissimilar pictures (Logie, 1995). Therefore, when pictures that are visually similar are 

recalled worse than pictures that are visually dissimilar, this indicates the use of visual STM. 

The same principle holds for pictures with labels that are phonologically similar. In this case, 

the phonological loop is used to verbally memorize the labels of the pictures. When the labels 

have to be recalled in a certain serial order and are phonologically similar, this will lead to 

confusion resulting in worse performance compared to the same situation with phonologically 

dissimilar pictures (Baddeley, 2003). Therefore, when pictures with phonologically similar 

labels are recalled worse than pictures with phonologically dissimilar labels, this indicates the 

use of verbal STM. Note that this is the case when memory for serial order is being measured 

and, therefore, the position in which the pictures are presented should be taken into account. 

In the current study, we manipulated the similarity of nameable pictures to infer the use of 

verbal or visual STM in children memorizing the pictures in a certain serial order.    

With regard to individual differences between children in the use of verbal and visual 

STM, an interesting approach was applied in the study of Palmer (2000). The results of a 

group of seven-year-old children were not as expected, because the average scores of this 

group showed verbal as well as visual processing. This led the researcher to explore the 

individual scores of all the children in terms of visual and phonological similarity effects. 

Four subgroups of children were formed by the researcher: children using verbal STM, visual 

STM, both verbal and visual STM, and neither verbal nor visual STM. Next, Palmer used a 

cross-sequential design to investigate the development in the use of the different types of 

STM processes. Specifically, two cohorts of children were tested every year for three years. 

The first cohort was tested at the ages of five, six, and seven, while the second cohort was 

tested at the ages of six, seven, and eight. Palmer (2000) found that the development of STM 

seemed to start with no specific type of processing, then moved to visual processing, then to a 

mixed type of verbal and visual processing, and finally moved to verbal processing.  
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However, Henry and colleagues (2012) did not find the same developmental pathway 

as Palmer (2000). Instead, these researchers found that although most of the older children 

showed verbal processing, some of them also showed visual processing. In their study, the use 

of verbal and visual STM in children was investigated and some methodological issues in the 

study of Palmer (2000) were accounted for. One such issue was the influence of task 

demands. In the study of Palmer (2000), children were presented with serial order recall tasks, 

which require the participant to recall items in the correct order, that is, to give a verbal 

response. Henry and colleagues (2012) argued that the use of verbal processing should not be 

influenced by the task design, and therefore, the task should not require a verbal response. The 

children in the study of Henry and colleagues (2012) were presented with serial order 

reconstruction tasks, which require a participant to reconstruct the serial order of pictures by 

pointing instead of naming the items. A second issue is that the criteria used by Palmer (2000) 

to form the subgroups based on the similarity effects were rather arbitrary. Henry and 

colleagues (2012) analyzed the scores of children aged four to eight years on STM tasks using 

cluster analysis based on differences in overall performance. Then, for each cluster with a 

certain performance level, the effects of visual and phonological similarity were tested. The 

results showed that low performing children never used specific verbal or visual processing, 

while higher performing children always showed verbal and sometimes also visual 

processing. Based on these results, Henry and colleagues (2012) questioned the assumption 

that the use of visual processing is a developmental stage preceding the use of verbal 

processing.  

In a previous study, we also accounted for individual differences between children in 

the way they used verbal or visual STM during a serial order reconstruction task (see Chapter 

4). We investigated the responses of a sample of 210 children aged between five and12 years 

by means of latent class analysis. The results of the children assigned to latent classes based 

on their responses were compared to the results of the same children assigned to age groups. 

This comparison showed that individual differences between children of the same age were 

detected and taken into account in a more meaningful way using the latent grouping variable 

than the manifest grouping variable (age). In the current study, we built on the results of our 

previous study (Chapter 4) by investigating the longitudinal changes within a subsample of 

children in the use of STM processes over the course of one year. Specifically, we used the 

latent class model of our previous study, accounting for individual differences between 

children in the use of verbal and visual STM, and we applied a transition model in the current 

study to investigate the longitudinal changes in STM within the subsample of children.  
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5.1.2 Statistical analyses and hypotheses 

Latent class analysis is especially suited for our purpose to account for individual 

differences between children in STM use since it does not require a manifest grouping 

variable (such as age) to summarize the STM performance of a group of children. The term 

‘latent’ refers to the unobserved process driving the responses of the children making them 

belong to one or the other subgroup. It is decided based on the response patterns of the 

children whether it is plausible to distinguish subgroups or not. In our case, the subgroups are 

distinguished based on a (categorical) latent variable representing the use of verbal or visual 

STM processes. The responses of the children resulting from verbal or visual STM processes 

are used to investigate whether homogeneous groups exist in the sample containing children 

whose responses are equally affected by visual / phonological similarity and the serial 

position where each picture was presented during the task. When multiple latent classes are 

distinguished, each child has a certain probability to belong to each of the latent classes and is 

assigned to the latent class with the largest probability to belong to (for more details on this 

analysis, see Chapter 4).  

In the current study, we investigated the changes in STM processes of a subsample of 

children by looking at their transitions between classes across four-monthly measurements. 

First, children in the subsample performed the STM tasks three additional times and were 

assigned to one of the classes at each of the 4 measurement occasions (based the model 

parameters obtained with the larger sample of our previous study). Then, using a transition 

model we examined the movements of children across classes from one measurement 

occasion to the next (see the method section for the details on this model). Since our transition 

approach is rather novel, it is hard to define any firm expectations about the results of this 

analysis. Therefore, the expectations outlined below are only tentative. 

Based on previous developmental studies assuming the model of WM of Baddeley and 

Hitch, we may expect the younger children to belong in particular to a class showing visual 

processing. When they move during the year, this movement can be expected to be in the 

direction of a more verbal type of processing. Older children may be expected to have high 

probability to belong to a verbal processing class and to stay there during the subsequent 

measurements occasions. However, given the inconsistent results of Palmer (2000) and Henry 

and colleagues (2012), the development of STM is not expected to be a smooth transition 

from visual to verbal processing. Rather, we would expect more heterogeneity in the type of 

processing used by children of the same age than has been assumed until now. Some children 
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may continue to use visual processing during the year or they may merely move to a class 

showing higher overall performance.  

 

5.2 Method 

 

5.2.1 Participants 

In this study 210 children aged 4;11 (4 years, 11 months) to 12;9 years, who were 

selected from two primary schools in an urban area of the Netherlands, participated on the 

first measurement occasion at t=0. These children were on average 8;8 years old (104 months, 

SD =26 months) and 110 of these children were girls. From this sample, 30 children were 

selected to be presented with the STM tasks three more times (t=1, t=2, and t=3), with four 

months intervals between each measurement occasion. Of these 30 children, 10 were first 

graders, 10 were second graders, and 10 were third graders (M age=7;6, SD=1;0, 15 girls). 

During the year, three boys moved to another school, so at the end of the data collection a 

total of 27 children remained (8 second graders, 9 third graders, and 10 fourth graders, M 

age=8;7, SD=1;0)
6
. Before starting the data collection, parental permission was acquired for a 

large group of children via the principle of the schools, from which the 210 participating 

children were randomly selected. The parents were informed about the study by writing. After 

participation, all the children received a small reward.  

 

5.2.2 Materials 

 All the children were presented with six STM tasks on each measurement occasion. 

Two tasks contained either visually or phonologically similar pictures, with list lengths of 

three, five, or seven items. In the current study, only the results for the seven-items lists are 

presented, because the three-items lists were considered too short to present meaningful 

results and the five-items lists gave similar results as the seven-items lists. The STM tasks 

were serial order reconstruction tasks, with visually similar pictures consisting of pictures that 

had similar outlines and had labels that were phonologically dissimilar (see e.g., Poirier et al., 

2007), or phonologically similar pictures with labels that were end-rhyme words and were 

visually dissimilar (Conrad, 1971).  

Furthermore, the labels of all the pictures were matched for word length as much as 

possible, with most words consisting of one syllable. This way, the task demands of the tasks 

                                                 
6
In the transition model, the four time points with the missing values of these three children were included in the 

analysis in order to keep the correct structure of the data file (Vermunt & Magidson, 2008). 
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with phonologically and visually similar pictures were kept as constant as possible and only 

differed substantially in similarity. Also, because we did not want to impose verbal 

processing, we checked whether children would use the intended labels in a pilot study 

(N=14). The pictures used for the experimental trials were pictures that most children in the 

pilot labeled with the intended end-rhyme words. None of these children were included in the 

present sample.  

 

5.2.3 Procedure 

 The serial order reconstruction tasks were presented to the children individually on a 

15.4-inch laptop in a quiet room of their school. First, the children received global instructions 

about the tasks, explaining that they were to see a sequence of pictures and after that, they 

would be asked to place the pictures in the same order they had just seen. Then, a practice trial 

was presented, which could be repeated until the instructions were clear to the children. The 

practice trial had the same list length as the experimental trial, but the pictures were visually 

and phonologically dissimilar. Next, the children were presented with the experimental trial 

with, for example, the visually similar pictures. Before the next task with phonologically 

similar pictures was presented, the children again received a practice trial. This way, the 

children were never successively presented with the visually and phonologically similar 

pictures.  

The procedure was the same for the visually and phonologically similar tasks. When 

the child was ready, the experimenter clicked on a ‘start’ button.  In the upper half of the 

computer screen, a sequence of empty squares appeared. In the first square, a picture appeared 

for 2 sec. and then disappeared, then in the second square a picture appeared for 2 sec. and 

then disappeared. This procedure continued until the picture on the last position had been 

presented. After the presentation of the sequence of pictures, all of the pictures reappeared on 

the lower half of the screen in a different position than originally presented. The sequence of 

squares remained empty on the screen and around the first square a bright yellow frame 

appeared, indicating that the child had to point out the picture that was presented in the first 

position. The experimenter dragged the picture pointed out by the child into the first square, to 

make sure that the child reconstructed the sequences in the required temporal order. After the 

picture was dragged into the square, the experimenter clicked on a button, which made the 

yellow frame appear around the next square, indicating that the child had to point out the 

picture that was presented in the next position. This procedure was performed quickly. If the 
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children did not know which picture belonged in a certain position, they had to guess and they 

were always allowed to use a picture twice.  

 The 30 children who were tested again every four months for a year, were presented 

with the same tasks, but the serial order that had to be reconstructed differed at each 

measurement occasion. Repeated presentation of the same pictures within one experiment is 

shown not to affect the phonological similarity effect (Coltheart, 1993). Moreover, many 

studies have repeatedly used the same pictures to investigate phonological and visual 

similarity effects (e.g., Hitch et al., 1989; Palmer, 2000; Poirier et al., 2007). Therefore, we 

assumed that the presentation of the same pictures after four, eight, and twelve months would 

not affect the similarity effects either.  

 

5.2.4 Latent class analysis  

We used the software Latent GOLD 4.5 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2009) for the latent 

class analysis applied in our previous study as well as for the transition analysis in the current 

study. We used a latent class logistic regression analysis (Wedel & DeSarbo, 1994; Vermunt 

& Magidson, 2005) to distinguish latent classes of children who used different types of STM 

processes. The dependent variables were the dichotomous scores reflecting whether the child 

placed the pictures in the correct position (1) or not (0). The predictors in the model were the 

similarity of the pictures (0= phonological similarity and 1=visual similarity) and the serial 

position where the pictures were placed (1 to 7). The regression model also contains an 

intercept reflecting the overall probability of a correct response
7
. The results of the latent class 

analysis may either be presented in terms of logistic regression weights, which yields 

significance tests for the class-specific predictor effects, or in terms of class-specific response 

probabilities, which are used to interpret the differences in predictor effect across latent 

classes. Note that the regression weights may be used to calculate the response probabilities 

and vice versa. Based on the latent class analysis, we distinguished five latent classes as 

described in the results section. For more details on the interpretation of the latent classes, see 

the results section of Chapter 4.  

 

  

                                                 
7
 The regression model has the following form: logit P (y = 1| Class=x,Pos=r,Sim=s)=β0x + β1xr  + β2xs + β3xrs.  
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5.2.5 Transition analysis 

The 30 children tested every four months for a year were assigned to one of the five 

classes found in the responses of the group of 210 children (at t=0). Note that we therefore do 

not speak of latent classes anymore but of manifest classes. Each of the 30 children had a 

certain probability to belong to each of the five classes, based on their responses on the 

subsequent measurement occasions (t=1, t=2, and t=3). This approach leads to a sequence of 

class memberships for each child representing the changes in the use of STM processes over 

the year for that particular child.  Because the classification of the children in each of the five 

classes at the four measurement occasions was very accurate (only 6% classification errors),  

we used a simple transition model ignoring the classification errors rather than a more 

complex model that accounts for the classification errors (Bakk, Tekle, & Vermunt, 2013; 

Vermunt, 2010).  

The changes in the use of STM processes were analyzed by estimating a transition 

model with parameters for class membership at t=0, that is, P(x0), as well as for the transition 

to a certain class on measurement occasion t given the class membership on the previous 

measurement occasion t-1, that is, P(xt | xt-1). These transition probabilities are the 

probabilities of moving from one class on occasion t-1 to another class on occasion t. 

Therefore, these transition probabilities can give an answer to our research question whether 

children are more likely to move from visual processing to verbal processing, or whether they 

are as likely to move to verbal processing as they are to move to visual processing.  

 

5.3 Results 

 

 Table 5.1 shows the characteristics of the latent classes found in our previous study 

(based on the parameters given in Table 4.3) and the distribution of the 30 children of the 

current study over these classes at t=0. As can be seen, the probabilities of the children to 

belong to the five classes was similar for the n=210 and the n=30 samples. In both samples, 

the largest class was the lowest performing class without showing specific verbal or visual 

STM (class 1).  
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Table 5.1  

Characteristics of Each Latent Class in the n=210 and n=30 Samples at t=0. 

 class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5 

Proportion correct
 

     

phon. sim. .28 .30 .65 .68 .99 

vis. sim. .20 .54 .43 .99 .53 

Interpretation lowest verbal-lower visual-lower verbal-higher visual-higher 

n=210      

class size (SE)  .33 (.05) .22 (.04) .19 (.03) .10
 
(.02) .16 (.03) 

M age (SD) 
 

89 (24) 107 (25) 113 (25) 119 (21) 113(23) 

n=30      

class size (SE) .36 (.09) .17 (.07) .20 (.07) .14 (.06) .14 (.06) 

M age (SD) 
 

88 (12) 90 (10) 98 (15) 94 (15) 91(11) 
Note. phon; phonological, vis.; visual, sim.; similarity. Age is given in months. 

 

Table 5.2 shows the probabilities of making a transition from one class to another. 

When children belonged to the lowest performing class at t-1, they were likely to move to any 

of the classes on the next occasion t, except for the verbal and visual classes with high 

performance. Children coming from the verbal STM class with lower performance at time 

point t-1 were likely to move to any of the classes at the next time point t, except for the 

visual STM class with higher performance. Children coming from the visual STM class with 

lower performance were likely to move to the verbal STM class with lower performance, and 

so were the children coming from the verbal class with higher performance. Children coming 

from the visual class with higher performance were as likely to move to the verbal-lower class 

as they were to stay in the visual-higher class. This means that when a child is in a particular 

class at occasion t-1, it is hard to predict his or her class membership at occasion t especially 

with respect to the use of verbal and visual STM processes.  
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Table 5.2 

Transition Probabilities between the Classes from t-1 to t. 

  t 

  lowest verbal-lower visual-lower verbal-higher visual-higher 

 

 

t-1 

lowest 0.32 (0.09) 0.40 (0.10) 0.16 (0.07) 0.08 (0.05)
 

0.04 (0.04) 

verbal-lower 0.33 (0.09) 0.15 (0.07) 0.26 (0.08) 0.15 (0.07) 0.11 (0.06) 

visual-lower 0.23 (0.12) 0.31 (0.13) 0.15 (0.10) 0.08 (0.07) 0.23 (0.12) 

verbal-higher 0.16 (0.11) 0.58 (0.14) 0.01 (0.01) 0.16 (0.11) 0.09 (0.08) 

 visual-higher 0.11 (0.10) 0.33 (0.16) 0.11 (0.10) 0.11 (0.10) 0.33 (0.16) 
Note. The probabilities sum up to 1 in each row, SEs are given in parentheses.  

  

Because our transition model did not show systematic changes in class membership, as 

a final step we checked whether our basic model described above differs substantially from 

two types of restricted models; one model in which the class membership on one occasion is 

completely independent of the class membership on the previous occasion and a model in 

which there are no transitions whatsoever. In the independence model we state that for all the 

children in a certain class at t-1, the probabilities to move to any of the other classes are equal. 

Compared to Table 5.2, this model would contain the same probabilities in each row. In 

contrast, in the no transitions model we state that all the children in a certain class at t-1 stay 

in the same class on the next measurement occasion t. Compared to Table 5.2, this model 

would contain a probability of 1 in all the diagonal cells and a probability of 0 in all the off-

diagonal cells. 

Table 5.3 shows the fit statistics of these two models compared to our unrestricted 

(basic) model as shown in Table 5.2. The BIC and the AIC3 values indicate that the 

independence model shows the best balance between fit and parsimony and the no transitions 

model shows the worst balance between fit and parsimony, meaning that a model in which 

children may move to any class on the next measurement occasion represents our data better 

than with a model in which children stay in the same class over the period of one year. 

Therefore, we have to interpret the specific transition probabilities in Table 5.2 with caution.  

 

Table 5.3 

Fit Statistics of the Restricted Models Compared to our Unrestricted Model.  

Model Log-likelihood N parameters BIC AIC3 

basic -167.33 24 416.29 406.66 

independence -177.08 8 381.37 378.16 

no transitions -5314.64 4 10642.88 10641.27 
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5.4 Discussion  

 

 In the current study, we investigated the development of STM, accounting for 

individual differences within children of a certain age in the use of verbal or visual STM. 

Although this study was meant to obtain some insight into the development of STM 

processes, it turned out to be a study that questions the stability of children’s responses when 

confronted with STM tasks repeatedly over one year.  

The latent class analysis (Chapter 4) yielded five subgroups of children showing low 

overall performance without specific use of either verbal or visual processing, verbal 

processing with either high or low performance, or visual processing with either high or low 

performance. All of these groups can be expected assuming the model of Baddeley and Hitch. 

However, the results of the transition analysis on the subsample of 30 children showed that 

there was no systematic way in which the children moved from one type of processing to 

another in a year. In fact, a transition model in which children are just as likely to move to any 

of the classes, showing a verbal type of processing, a visual type of processing, or low overall 

performance interchangeably, seemed a better representation of our data. It seemed an even 

much better representation than a model in which children continue to use the same type of 

processing over the course of one year.  

Our main conclusion is therefore that when examining the development of individual 

children avoiding a priori assumptions about development, it seems that the neat and logical 

pathway of children moving from the use of visual STM towards verbal STM is actually not 

that neat. Instead, it is messy and seems unpredictable. In that respect, children and adults may 

be more alike than previously thought; children too will vary in their responses and maybe 

even more so than adult because they are in different developmental stages. What the 

sequence of those developmental stages exactly is remains to be clarified.  

For future research we would recommend different points of improvement to take into 

account. First of all, a larger sample of children than our current sample may be longitudinally 

studied to draw conclusion about development with more certainty. However, it can be 

questioned to what extend a larger sample size will generate a clearer developmental pathway 

over time. Second, future samples may contain children of a wider age range, who may be 

followed for more than one year. It is possible that our sample of 6- to 10-year-olds contained 

mostly children in a developmental stage that Palmer (2000) called the ‘mixed type of verbal 

and visual processing’ and maybe this mixed type of developmental stage caused our findings 

of different types of processing being used interchangeably. It should be noted though, that 
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the children in the study of Palmer were 5 to 8 years old, overlapping the age range of our 

current sample. Moreover, if the children in the current age range already showed all kinds of 

transitions, a sample containing children of a wider age range followed over a longer time 

period, may very well show even messier transitions. Nevertheless, it is certainly worthwhile 

to investigate this idea. With respect to the STM tasks used, the amount of items that the 

children are presented with should be increased. For instance, a pool of more pictures could be 

used to present the children with a number of tasks with the same task demands (in terms of 

similarity and number of items) at one measurement occasion. This way, it can be investigated 

how consistent children are in their type of processing when executing the same types of tasks 

on the same measurement occasion.  

To conclude, in our attempt to improve the way in which the development of memory 

processes is studied, we have accounted for two important issues; take individual differences 

between children of the same age into consideration and longitudinally examine the 

development of STM processes. Using this approach, we found that children can 

interchangeably use verbal or visual STM. Therefore, it was not possible to depict a clear-cut 

picture of a developmental pathway that all children of a certain age will follow. When 

accounting for individual differences and the developmental course of children, the 

development of the verbal and visual STM systems is not nearly as neatly as described in the 

literature. From a developmental point of view, this is not a desirable outcome because it 

makes a mess out of the assumptions underlying many developmental studies. However, from 

a methodological point of view, our results can be considered as revealing the difficulties with 

operationalizing, measuring, and interpreting a cognitive construct as complicated as memory, 

which is very useful information to take into account in future developmental studies.   
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Epilogue 

 

In this thesis, I aimed at investigating verbal and visual STM processes in children and in 

doing so, taking the influence of task demands, individual differences, and development into 

account. After reading about the model of Baddeley and Hitch I was rather taken with the 

simplicity and strength of the model. There have been many studies on this model, findings 

are robust, and above all; the model seemed a good representation of reality. Therefore, I was 

confident that if I could identify the issues that were a threat to valid conclusions about 

differences in verbal and visual STM processes, account for them in the design of the tasks, 

and use latent class analysis to account for individual differences between children in their 

responses to the tasks, we would be on our way to unraveling the development of those verbal 

and visual STM processes by the time I would finish this thesis.  

 During the first data collection I was thrilled because I could almost literally see the 

verbal and visual processes going on in the children. Many of them spontaneously mumbled 

the names of the pictures during presentation and some even tried to repeat the names in the 

short time in between the presentation of the pictures. My personal favorite was a boy from 

Grade 1. After the practice trial I always asked the children if they were ready to start. He got 

closer to the laptop screen, put his fingertips around his eyes, opened them as wide as he 

could, and focused on the screen: “Okay, I’m ready” he said. If that is not preparing for some 

serious visual processing, I don’t know what is. During the second data collection I started 

asking some of the older children, when they were finished with the tasks, how they had tried 

to memorize the pictures. Many of them indicated that they repeated the names of the first pair 

of pictures but when there were ‘too many’ pictures, they just looked at the last ones.  

Another thing that I observed during the data collection was the great difference in 

performance between children of the same age, which is something many researchers see 

when studying cognitive development (see Flavell, 1992). Some young children surprised me 

with the amount of pictures they could seemingly effortless place in their correct positions 

while some older children surprised me with the difficulty they had placing the first out of 

five pictures in its correct position. My initial idea was therefore that children most certainly 

process stimuli of a memory task in different ways and they most certainly differ in the way 

their memory processes develop. The next step was to find a structure in the data of all those 

different children relying on different types of processes in order to expose the processes 

underlying their STM performance. After finishing the chapters of this thesis my initial idea 
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about the existence of verbal and visual STM processes in children and the large differences 

between children in the way they use these processes, has not changed. What has changed, 

though, is my idea of how dynamic these processes actually are within children.  

In Chapter 2 we accounted for the influence of task demands on STM performance and 

we unraveled the use of verbal and visual processes between children when presented with 

STM tasks requiring item recall and order recall. Our findings showed that the use of verbal 

or visual processes could not be predicted well by age. Also, the idea that the effects of visual 

and phonological similarity were especially informative in tasks requiring memory for serial 

order was supported. The results of this chapter pointed out the importance to take into 

account the influence of individual differences, but most of all, the influence of task demands 

on STM performance. When a task got more difficult, children showed different types of 

processing, which could be distinguished well using latent class analysis. Therefore, in 

Chapter 3 we used serial order reconstruction tasks, added a difficulty level to our STM tasks, 

and we used a new sample of children. 

Because we wanted to know to what extend we would find the same latent classes as 

we did in Chapter 2 and to what extent the class membership of a child would be stable across 

tasks, we applied a latent Markov model. As it turned out, the latent classes found with the 

reconstruction tasks containing a certain number of pictures were not the same as the latent 

classes found with the recall tasks containing the same number of pictures (Chapter 2). 

Moreover, the latent class membership of a child on one task was not necessarily the same as 

the latent class membership on the more difficult task. This highlights the importance of 

taking the different task demands into account. More importantly, it reminded me of the 

answers of the older children to my question how they had tried to memorize the pictures: 

when there were too many pictures, they memorized the first pair by name but the last ones 

just by looking at them. This answer implies that children not only differ in verbal and visual 

STM between tasks, but also within a task. The next step was then to analyze the differences 

in performance per picture, that is, per serial position where the pictures were presented. 

Subsequently, the findings of Chapters 2 and 3 led us to an investigation of the performance 

of children within a task in terms of serial position curves.  

In Chapter 4 we compared the results of the children assigned to age groups with the 

results of the same children assigned to latent classes. We found that irrespective of the 

grouping variable of the children (manifest age or latent class) the typical U-shaped serial 

position curve appeared, with a strong primacy and a recency effect. However, the 

interpretation of the types of processes shown by children in the age groups compared to the 
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latent classes differed substantially. By grouping the children based on their ages, and 

therefore averaging the scores of the children and assuming that the variation in responses 

within an age group is error, the similarity effect did not appear in the scores of the age 

groups. However, when analyzing the commonalities in the children’s individual responses 

and assigning them to a latent class accordingly, the similarity effects of the individual 

children indicated that children of the same age could belong to any of the latent classes 

showing either verbal or visual STM processing. These findings highlight the importance of 

taking individual differences in STM performance between children of the same age into 

account. 

Until then, we had investigated the processes underlying STM and found clear support 

for the theory on the existence of verbal and visual STM systems as stated in the model of 

Baddeley and Hitch. Our next step was the investigation of the development of the verbal and 

visual STM systems. Based on the chapters 2, 3, and 4 we cannot make firm statements about 

the developmental pathway of these systems, because of the great individual differences we 

found between children and especially, because we found that those differences were not 

related to age. Therefore, based on our cross-sectional studies we cannot state that the 

processes shown by a younger child characterize a developmental stage preceding the 

processes shown by an older child. In the last chapter we conducted a longitudinal study to 

examine the changes in STM processes children show when they get older. We had expected 

to find some global transition from visual to verbal STM as was found in many developmental 

studies, at least in a part of the children, but we found no such thing.  

 In Chapter 5, we attempted to roughly define the developmental pathway of the verbal 

and visual STM systems by examining the changes in class membership of children during a 

year. However, accounting for task demands, individual differences, and the way verbal and 

visual STM develops in individual children did not lead us towards a nicely arranged picture 

of developmental stages in STM processes. Instead, it turned out we found a way to expose 

the complexity of the verbal and visual STM processes within a child over time. Such a 

complexity cannot be summarized in developmental stages that all children will go though at 

a specific age.  

Does this mean that we cannot investigate the development of memory processes at 

all? I don’t think so; I think it certainly is possible to investigate the development of memory 

processes as long as researchers are aware of the limitations and possibilities of our theories as 

well as the statistical tools to our disposal when setting up a study. This way, we can all get 
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one step closer to that process of defining and operationalizing exactly what we attempt to 

measure to make sure we are drawing the right conclusions from our results. 

With regard to the model of Baddeley and Hitch, I wonder whether I still am taken 

with the simplicity of it. Of course a model is always a reduction of reality, but the reality of 

STM processes seems so complex that it may not be appropriate to reduce it to such a 

straightforward model. Memory processes are not static and cannot be predicted well by 

someone’s age. Rather, memory seems dynamic, susceptible to change, and inconsistent. 

These are characteristics of memory that should always be taken into account when 

attempting to investigate certain memory processes. Latent variable modeling is not applied 

much in the field of cognitive psychology, but it should be. It is a very neat way to 

supplement a well thought-out study, in the sense that it can help to detect the existing 

differences between children in the way they perform on certain tasks, as well as the 

differences within children across tasks and/or across time. And my conclusion that these 

differences are considerable and should be taken into account is not new.  

I started this thesis referring to the first person to conduct experimental research on 

memory processes and I would like to end it with that same person. After more than a century 

of memory research conducted by others and the few years of research I have conducted 

myself, I could not phrase my conclusion more elegantly. Hermann Ebbinghaus wrote, 

concerning the effects of memory on behavior and the conditions that influence the vividness, 

reliability, and accuracy of the reproduction of memories: “How differently do different 

individuals behave in this respect! One retains and reproduces well; another, poorly. And not 

only does this comparison hold good when different individuals are compared with each 

other, but also when different phases of the existence of the same individual are compared: 

morning and evening, youth and old age, find him different in this respect.” (Ebbinghaus, 

1885, p.3, trans 1913).  
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Summary 

 

Throughout this thesis, the main focus is on the type of memory processes used by children 

who execute a short term memory (STM) task. The model of working memory of Baddeley 

and Hitch (1974) states that information can be processed verbally and/or visually. The use of 

these verbal and visual processes has long been measured with specific verbal and visual STM 

tasks and performance has been reflected by mean correct scores on each item of a task, 

showing a serial position curve. It was assumed in the literature that the shape of the serial 

position curve is determined by the use of verbal or visual STM. However, later studies have 

shown that verbal and visual STM tasks differ in other aspects besides the requirement of 

verbal or visual STM processes.  

The focus that all chapters have in common is the disentanglement of verbal and visual 

STM processes in children by investigating the effects of similarity of the items (visual and 

phonological) on performance, showing whether a child used either verbal or visual STM 

during the tasks. In doing so, we took into account the different task demands that influence 

the similarity effects (item and order recall), as well as the different child characteristics that 

influence the similarity effects (individual differences in the use of verbal / visual STM 

processes). When studying STM processes we do not know beforehand whether a child will 

use verbal or visual STM. Therefore, the grouping variable that distinguishes these verbal and 

visual processes is a latent variable. Latent class analysis is a useful technique to group 

participants based on their responses on STM tasks with specific task demands. The latent 

classes may then be interpreted in terms of the cognitive processes underlying the responses, 

which in this case is STM. Finally, the development of verbal and visual STM processes was 

investigated by analyzing the responses of children over the course of one year, taking the 

aforementioned task demands and individual differences into account.  

 In Chapter 2, the aim was to investigate the structure of working memory in children 

by comparing their performance under different experimental conditions. This aim was 

addressed using a latent class logistic regression model. The similarity effects were expected 

to be influenced by individual differences in processing, such that visual similarity of the 

items would only affect the performance of children who processed visually, not verbally, and 

phonological similarity of the items would only affect the performance of children who 

processed verbally, not visually. The performance of children belonging to a particular latent 

class was only interpreted as either verbal or visual processing when their order recall 
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performance was significantly worse than their item recall performance. Moreover, all the 

children were presented with 3 and 5 items in each condition. The results showed that most 

children used visual processing of 3 items and verbal processing of 5 items. This difference in 

type of processing across tasks could be distinguished well by the latent class analysis. The 

developmental aspect of this study mostly showed that younger children performed worse 

than older children and did not switch to better overall performance when the task got more 

difficult.  

 In Chapter 3, the aim was also to distinguish verbal and visual STM processes in 

children’s performance on STM tasks, but we now adjusted our research design to replicate 

and extend the findings of Chapter 2 using a new sample of children. The first adjustment 

concerned the type of STM task. Since the results in Chapter 2 confirmed that the similarity 

effects have a detrimental influence on performance of order recall, we now administered 

reconstruction tasks to measure memory for serial order. A serial order reconstruction task is a 

more appropriate task to distinguish between verbal and visual STM processes, because 

unlike a recall task, it does not require a verbal response and it does not require the 

recollection of items, because the items are given. The next adjustment was the addition of a 

difficulty level by presenting the children with 3, 5, and 7 items in each condition. The aims 

of distinguishing verbal and visual STM processes and examining how children change their 

processing style when the task gets more difficult were addressed using a latent Markov 

model. The results of Chapter 3 showed that the verbal and visual classes were found with 

each list length. However, these latent classes were not the same as the latent classes found 

with the recall tasks containing the same number of pictures in Chapter 2. Moreover, the latent 

class membership of a child on one task was not necessarily the same as the latent class 

membership on the next tasks. These results indicate that the type of processing is not 

consistent within children and therefore, we decided to examine the performance of children 

on the item-level in terms of serial position curves to investigate differences in processing 

within tasks.  

 In Chapter 4, we examined the performance of the same children from Chapter 3, but 

now we only focused on the tasks with 7 items and the latent classes were formed based on 

the best fit to the data of only those tasks, instead of all the tasks (with 3 and 5 items). The 

serial position curves of these children, grouped according to latent class membership, were 

discussed by comparing them to the serial position curves of the same children, grouped 

according to age. Many developmental studies use age as the grouping variable to investigate 

developmental differences. Besides examining the children’s performance on the item-level, 
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in this chapter we aimed at showing the advantages of using latent classes instead of age as a 

grouping variable. The results showed that irrespective of the grouping variable of the 

children (manifest age or latent class) the typical U-shaped serial position curve appeared, 

with a strong primacy and a recency effect. However, the interpretation of the types of 

processes shown by children in the age groups compared to the latent classes differed 

substantially. This indicates that the performance of children on item-level is reasonably 

stable, but the type of STM processes children use is not.  

Based on the cross-sectional studies thus far we cannot state that the processes shown 

by a younger child characterize a developmental stage preceding the processes shown by an 

older child. In Chapter 5 we conducted a longitudinal study to examine the changes in STM 

processes that children show when they get older. The aim was to roughly define the 

developmental pathway of the verbal and visual STM systems by examining the changes in 

class membership of children during a year. To this end, we used the latent class membership 

we found in Chapter 4 of the children and examined the changes in class membership of the 

individual children over a year. However, accounting for the task demands and individual 

differences that were the focus of this thesis, while disentangling the use of verbal and visual 

STM processes, did not lead us towards the developmental pathway we expected from the 

literature. Instead, it turned out we found a way to expose the complexity of the verbal and 

visual processes within a child over time.  
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch) 

 

In dit proefschrift ligt de nadruk op het onderzoeken van de geheugenprocessen die kinderen 

gebruiken wanneer ze een taak uitvoeren die een beroep doet op het kortetermijngeheugen 

(KTG). De theorie waar van uit wordt gegaan is het werkgeheugenmodel van Baddeley en 

Hitch (1974), welke stelt dat informatie verbaal en/of visueel verwerkt kan worden. De 

verbale en visuele geheugenprocessen zoals beschreven in dat model worden van oudsher 

gemeten met bepaalde verbale en visuele KTG taken en de prestatie daarop werd 

weergegeven door gemiddelde correctscores op elk item van de taak, die samen een seriële 

positie curve vormen. In de literatuur is aangenomen dat de vorm van de seriële positie curve 

bepaald werd door het gebruik van het verbale en visuele KTG. Echter, later onderzoek heeft 

laten zien dat de verbale en visuele taken die werden gebruikt, in meer aspecten van elkaar 

verschilden dan alleen het vereisen van een verbale of visuele verwerking.   

 De rode draad door alle hoofstukken van dit proefschrift heen, is de aandacht op het 

onderscheiden van verbale en visuele KTG processes bij kinderen door taken te gebruiken die 

zoveel mogelijk met elkaar te vergelijken zijn, zodat de verschillen in scores zo goed mogelijk 

toegeschreven kunnen worden aan verschillen in type verwerking. Pas dan kunnen we de 

verbale en visuele KTG processen goed onderzoeken en bijvoorbeeld kijken naar hoe de 

ontwikkeling ervan verloopt. De KTG taken zijn zo ontworpen dat ze alleen van elkaar 

verschillen op bewust gemanipuleerde taakkenmerken. Eén daarvan is de gelijkenis van de 

items (visueel of fonologisch). Het effect hiervan op de scores van een kind laat namelijk zien 

of dat kind de items van de taak verbaal of visueel heeft verwerkt. Daarnaast moet rekening 

worden gehouden met andere taakkenmerken die een onbedoelde invloed op de relatie tussen 

gelijkenis en prestatie kunnen uitoefenen (het onthouden van losse items of het onthouden in 

een bepaalde volgorde), alsmede met kindkenmerken die invloed hebben op de effecten van 

gelijkenis (individuele verschillen in het verbaal of visueel verwerken).  

Bij het onderzoeken van geheugenprocessen op deze manier, weten we niet van 

tevoren welk kind verbaal zal verwerken en welk kind visueel. Dit betekent dat we de 

kinderen die verschillen in de manier waarop ze informatie verwerken moeten groeperen op 

basis van een latente (niet direct geobserveerde) variabele. In dit geval heeft die latente 

variabele betrekking op de verbale en visuele geheugenprocessen waar een kind tijdens het 

uitvoeren van de taak gebruik van maakt. Latente klasse analyse is een statistische techniek 

die de mogelijkheid biedt om mensen te groeperen op basis van de respons die ze op bepaalde 
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taken geven. Vervolgens kunnen de responsen van de mensen die in een latente klasse zijn 

ingedeeld onderzocht en vergeleken worden met de responsen van andere mensen die in een 

andere latente klasse zijn ingedeeld. Op deze manier kun je de latente variabele waarop 

mensen verschillen, interpreteren in termen van de cognitieve processen die ze hebben 

gebruikt tijdens het geven van hun responsen. In dit proefschrift gaat het er dus om dat we op 

deze manier een latente klasse vinden met kinderen die allemaal visueel hebben verwerkt en 

een andere latente klasse met kinderen die allemaal verbaal hebben verwerkt. Vervolgens kan 

gekeken worden naar andere eigenschappen waarop die groepen van elkaar verschillen, zoals 

leeftijd. Het uiteindelijke doel was om iets te kunnen zeggen over de ontwikkeling van verbale 

en visuele KTG processen, door de veranderingen in deze processen bij kinderen te 

onderzoeken die in een jaar tijd plaatsvinden.  

Het doel van Hoofdstuk 2 was het onderzoeken van geheugenprocessen van kinderen 

door hun prestatie onder verschillende condities te vergelijken. Hiertoe is een latente klasse 

logistische regressieanalyse uitgevoerd. De effecten van gelijkenis werden verwacht te 

worden beïnvloed door individuele verschillen in verwerking, dusdanig dat visuele gelijkenis 

van de items alleen tot slechtere prestaties leidde als er visueel werd verwerkt, niet verbaal, en 

fonologische gelijkenis van de items alleen tot slechtere prestaties leidde als er verbaal werd 

verwerkt, niet visueel. De prestatie van kinderen in een latente klasse werd alleen 

geïnterpreteerd als verbale of visuele verwerking als het onthouden in een bepaalde volgorde 

significant slechter was dan het onthouden van losse items. Bovendien kregen de kinderen 

taken met 3 en met 5 items in elke conditie. De resultaten laten zien dat de meeste kinderen 3 

items visueel verwerken en 5 items verbaal. Dit onderscheid in de manier waarop is verwerkt 

kon goed gemaakt worden door het gebruik van latent klasse analyse. Het 

ontwikkelingsaspect van dit onderzoek liet vooral zien dat jongere kinderen slechter presteren 

dan oudere kinderen en dat ze niet de stap naar een betere prestatie maken als de taak 

moeilijker wordt.  

Ook Hoofdstuk 3 had als doel het onderscheiden van verbale en visuele KTG 

processen in de prestaties van kinderen op KTG taken, met dat verschil dat we nu ons 

onderzoeksdesign hebben aangepast om de bevindingen uit Hoofdstuk 2 te repliceren en uit te 

breiden, gebruik makend van een nieuwe steekproef van kinderen. De eerste aanpassing 

betreft het type KTG taak. Aangezien de resultaten van Hoofdstuk 2 hebben bevestigd dat de 

effecten van gelijkenis van de items op de prestatie alleen negatief zijn in het geval van het 

onthouden van een volgorde, zijn nu reconstructie taken aangeboden die een beroep doen op 

het onthouden van een volgorde van stimuli. De reconstructie van een seriële volgorde is een 
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geschiktere taak om verbale en visuele processen te onderscheiden, omdat het, in tegenstelling 

tot de taken uit Hoofdstuk 2, geen verbaal respons vereist en ook niet het ophalen van 

bepaalde items omdat deze al zijn gegeven. De volgende aanpassing was de toevoeging van 

een moeilijkheidsgraad aan de taak door de kinderen een taak met 3, 5 en 7 items in elke 

conditie voor te leggen. Naar het doel om verbale en visuele KTG processen te onderscheiden 

en te onderzoeken hoe kinderen hun verwerking aanpassen als de taak moeilijker wordt, is toe 

gewerkt door het uitvoeren van een latent Markov model. De resultaten van Hoofdstuk 3 

hebben laten zien dat in elke taak de verbale en visuele klassen terug te vinden waren. Echter, 

deze latente klassen waren niet hetzelfde als die gevonden waren in Hoofdstuk 2 met dezelfde 

hoeveelheid items. Bovendien was de klasse waartoe een kind met de ene taak behoorde niet 

dezelfde als met een moeilijkere taak. Deze resultaten wijzen erop dat de manier van 

verwerken niet perse consistent is binnen een kind. Daarom hebben we besloten om verder te 

kijken naar de prestatie van kinderen op item-niveau en in termen van de seriële positie 

curven die laten zien wat de verschillen in verwerkingsprocessen zijn binnen een taak.  

In Hoofdstuk 4 is de prestatie van dezelfde kinderen als Hoofdstuk 3 onderzocht, maar 

nu met de nadruk op de taken met 7 items en de latente klassen die gevormd zijn op basis van 

de beste fit op de data met alleen die taken in plaats van alle taken (met 3 en 5 items) bij 

elkaar. De seriële positie curven van deze kinderen die gegroepeerd waren op basis van latente 

klassen werden besproken an de hand van een vergelijking met de seriële positie curven van 

diezelfde kinderen, maar dan gegroepeerd op basis van leeftijd. In veel 

ontwikkelingsonderzoeken wordt leeftijd als groepsvariabele gebruikt om vervolgens 

conclusies te trekken over ontwikkelingsverschillen. Buiten het onderzoeken van de prestaties 

van kinderen op item-niveau, was het doel van dit hoofdstuk het illustreren van de voordelen 

van latente klasse ten opzichte van leeftijd als een groepsvariabele. De resultaten hebben 

uitgewezen dat ondanks de verschillende groepsvariabelen, de typische U-vormige seriële 

positie curve bleef bestaan. Echter, de interpretatie van de manier waarop kinderen de taken 

hebben verwerkt lieten wel grote verschillen zien tussen de leeftijdsgroepen en de latente 

klassen. Dit houdt in dat hoewel de prestatie van kinderen op item-niveau redelijk stabiel is, 

de manier van verwerken dat niet is.  

Aan de hand van de cross-sectionele studies in dit proefschrift tot nu toe, valt nog niet 

te zeggen of de geheugenprocessen die een jonger kind laat zien, daadwerkelijk een 

afspiegeling zijn van een bepaalde ontwikkelingsfase voorafgaand aan de geheugenprocessen 

die een ouder kind laat zien. In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we daarom een longitudinaal onderzoek 

uitgevoerd om te achterhalen hoe de KTG processen zich ontwikkelen in een jaar tijd. Het 
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doel was om een idee te krijgen van de ontwikkelinsgpaden van de verbale en visuele 

geheugenprocessen. Hiervoor hebben we de toewijzing van kinderen aan een latente klasse, 

uit Hoofdstuk 4, gebruikt en bekeken hoe de individuele kinderen van de ene naar de andere 

latente klasse bewogen in de loop van een jaar. Echter, rekening houdend met de invloed van 

taakkenmerken en individuele verschillen, waar dit proefschrift op gericht was, heeft dit 

onderzoek er niet toe geleid dat we de ontwikkeling in kaart hebben kunnen brengen zoals 

vanuit de literatuur verwachten kan worden. In plaats daarvan blijken we een manier te 

hebben gevonden om de complexiteit van verbale en visuele processen binnen een kind, over 

de tijd, bloot te leggen.  
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Dankwoord 

 

Lange tijd heb ik na moeten denken over mijn dankwoord. Dat komt vooral doordat er zoveel 

mensen zijn die allemaal op hun eigen manier hebben bijgedragen aan dit proefschrift of aan 

mijn welzijn tijdens mijn promotie. In de loop der tijd heeft de groep mensen die ik wil 

bedanken zich steeds verder uitgebreid. Daar alleen al ben ik erg dankbaar voor.  

 

Laat ik beginnen bij mijn promotoren. Jeroen, bedankt voor je vertrouwen en de kans die je 

mij gaf om, ondanks mijn niet-statistische achtergrond, toch bij MTO te promoveren in het 

toepassen van latente klasse modellen. Ik ben je erg dankbaar voor de tijd die je voor onze 

besprekingen vrij maakte en voor alles wat ik daardoor van je heb mogen leren.  

Samantha, mijn dank voor jou beslaat veel meer dan alleen mijn promotie; omdat ik van jou 

les kreeg in de psychometrie met passie voor het vak, omdat ik door jou kennis heb gemaakt 

met latente klasse analyse in een opleiding waar dat helemaal niet aan bod komt, omdat je mij 

na het schrijven van mijn onderzoeksvoorstel voor mijn scriptie op nonchalante wijze vertelde 

dat ik mijn scriptie ook best in het Engels kon schrijven en diezelfde scriptie uitmondde tot 

een mooie eerste publicatie in Psychological Assessment (waardoor ik een beetje meer in 

mezelf ging geloven), en omdat je, na mij door te verwijzen naar Tilburg voor een promotie, 

toch de dagelijkse begeleiding van mijn project op je hebt genomen. En hoe! De manier 

waarop je mij hebt begeleid, gemotiveerd en gesteund is onbeschrijflijk. Dank je wel dat je 

zoveel meer dan een begeleider voor mij bent geweest!  

 

Voor mijn dataverzameling was ik afhankelijk van de hulp van mensen die echt werken met 

de kinderen van wie ik zo graag de geheugenprocessen wilde onderzoeken. Ik dank de juffen 

en meesters van de Rotterdamse basisscholen Het Kompas, De Triangel, De Wilgenstam en 

De Driehoek. Met name mijn contactpersonen, Caroline Ruissen, Pietertje Bijl,  Peter Bergen 

en Helen den Braven ben ik erg dankbaar voor hun fijne medewerking. Mijn dank gaat ook 

zeker uit naar de kinderen, die mij spontaan hebben omgedoopt tot “computerjuf” en vol 

enthousiasme mijn computertaakjes hebben gemaakt. Goed gewerkt!  

 

Een groot deel van mijn werkzaamheden heeft plaatsgevonden in Tilburg. Voor alles wat in 

die tijd geregeld is en alle vragen die ik daarover kon stellen, wil ik allereerst Marieke 

bedanken. Voor de (korte en lange) koffiepauzes, borrels, gezellige uitjes en boswandelingen 
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wil ik alle MTO-aio’s bedanken die in die tijd zijn gekomen en gegaan, in het bijzonder dank 

ik Wobbe, Meike, Natalia, Margot, Marie-Anne, Zsuzsa, Ingrid, Pieter en Erwin. Radosveta, 

my only non-MTO Tilburg colleague, thank you for the coffee breaks and international get-

togethers, but most of all for your kindness! En dan nu de mensen die voor een promovendus 

de werkdagen tot een klein feestje kunnen maken als je geluk hebt. En dat geluk had ik met 

mijn kamergenoten Judith en Renske, het was altijd leuk als we er met z’n drieën waren. 

Judith, ik ben blij dat wij ongeveer tegelijk alleen op een kamer zijn achterbleven en dus 

eindelijk bij Marieke konden vragen of we samen op een kamer mochten. Wat fijn om binnen 

vier muren met jou alles lekker te kunnen relativeren! Renkse, ik weet niet meer precies hoe 

en wanneer, maar op een dag zijn we begonnen met kletsen en sindsdien zijn we daar nooit 

meer mee gestopt. Ik ben heel blij dat zelfs het feit dat ik niet meer bij MTO werk daar niks 

aan heeft veranderd, wij blijven gewoon doorkletsen. Bedankt voor wie je bent en blijf vooral 

zo, you’re fabulous!  

 

Het IOPS wil ik bedanken voor de leerzame cursussen, workshops en conferenties, en zeker 

ook voor de gezelligheid met de andere IOPS-aio’s.  

 

Naast MTO heb ik bij Psychologie aan de Erasmus Universiteit gewerkt, waar een hele hoop 

gezellige collega’s rondliepen die ik wil bedanken, met name Marike, Lisette, Gera, Angela 

en Lydia. Martine wil ik in het bijzonder bedanken voor de koffiepauzes, hartstort-momenten 

en ‘snake bites’. De Cognition & Learning onderzoeksgroep (de C&L’ers) wil ik bedanken  

voor de inspirerende en leerzame bijeenkomsten. Samantha, Peter en Huib, ik ben blij dat ik 

ook na mijn studietijd van jullie kon blijven leren, Nicole, Noortje, Mario en Jan, bedankt 

voor het delen van jullie kennis en humor! Gerdien, jou ga ik in het bijzonder bedanken, niet 

alleen omdat je mijn kamergenootje was, maar ook omdat je heel lief bent en ik altijd bij je 

terecht kan.  

 

Daarnaast heb ik het geluk gehad dat ik tijdens het laatste jaar van mijn promotie al aan de 

slag kon bij Pedagogische Wetenschappen aan de Erasmus Universteit, maar nog meer geluk 

heb ik met de lieve mensen die ik nu mijn collega’s mag noemen. Allereerst Lidia, vanaf het 

moment dat mijn naam is gevallen om bij Pedagogiek te komen, heb je als een fairy 

godmother over me gewaakt. De reden daarvoor weet ik eigenlijk niet, maar dat hoeft ook 

niet, ik ben je gewoon heel erg dankbaar voor wie je bent! Alle PED collega’s, in het 

bijzonder Rob, Wendy Terlouw, Mireille, Hanna, Kayin, Rianne, Wendy Tieman, Maartje en 
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Regina, vooral als je aan het einde van je latijn bent merk je wie je steunen. Bedankt voor 

jullie betrokkenheid, dat jullie me meesleurden om toch mee te gaan lunchen, de stiekeme 

chocolaatjes op m’n bureau, grappige YouTube filmpjes, ijsjes, mailtjes en ga-je-zo-wel-naar-

huis-jes.  

 

Ook buiten het werk heb ik lieve mensen om me heen die ik wil bedanken. Jennie, al vanaf de 

middelbare school zijn we beste vriendinnen en jouw steun is onvoorwaardelijk, of ik nou aan 

het promoveren ben of niet. Ik kijk ernaar uit om mijn proefschrift te verdedigen in jouw 

creatie! Lisa, je weet als geen ander hoe het is om het druk te hebben. Bedankt dat je altijd 

bleef vragen hoe het met mijn promotie ging en hoe dat publicatieproces nou werkte. Mélanie 

en Lonneke, wat fijn om af toe samen te komen en even gezellig bij te kletsen over van alles 

en nog wat.   

 

En dan mijn (schoon)familie. Ada, bedankt voor al je steun, de lekkere etentjes en fijne 

knuffels als ik daar even behoefte aan had. Ruth & Jero, bedankt voor jullie betrokkenheid, 

gezelligheid en lieve kaartjes. David & Cinthia, in jullie huis kwam ik altijd weer helemaal tot 

mezelf. Bedankt voor de gezellige BBQ’s, vieringen van Chileense en Nederlandse 

feestdagen, en jullie legendarische tuinfeesten. Daaf, sinds dat ik klein ben heb je muziek in 

mijn leven gebracht en dat doe je nog steeds. In een tijd waarin je hoofd vol zit met serieuze 

promotie-dingen is zoiets echt onmisbaar. Dank je wel, hermano, rock on! Vicky & Ifor, 

bedankt dat jullie me toch altijd mee bleven vragen naar optredens, festivals en feestjes, ik 

wou dat ik vaker mee had gekund. Vic, jij kan me het gevoel geven dat ik de hele wereld aan 

kan en tegelijkertijd kan ik al mijn twijfels en zorgen met je delen. Je bent een mooi mens en 

ik ben trots dat mijn proefschrift jouw stempel draagt!  

 

A mi familia en Chile le agradezco que siempre que estábamos allá de vacaciones, me han 

hecho sentir como volver a casa. Papa, Dory, Camilo y Lautaro, gracias por recibirnos con 

tanto cariño. En Mallermo y Pichilemu me he sentido con tanta calma, eso me ha hecho 

relajar como en ningún otro lado. ¡Que felicidad que ahora ustedes van a estar aquí conmigo! 

Mama y tio Luis, ustedes siempre han creído en mí y eso me ha dado toda la confianza que 

necesitaba. Gracias por volver a Holanda especialmente para estar aquí conmigo. Querido 

Tato, yo entiendo que el viaje entre Chile y Holanda es demasiado para usted, pero no para 

este librito. Ojala le llegue bien para que pueda ver el trabajo que hice aquí. ¡Que fome que lo 

tuve que escribir en Ingles y no en Latín! Querida Máma, como me hubiera gustado poder 
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compartir este momento tan especial con usted. Yo sé que usted y el Tata, igual no más, 

estarán ahí a mi lado. Nunca dejare de agradecerle la cantidad de amor que usted me ha dado 

durante su vida.   

 

En tot slot, home sweet home. Mijn lieve Loesje, hoe ongewoon het ook mag zijn dat ik jou 

hier noem, zonder jou is mijn dankwoord niet compleet. Je was het beste maatje dat ik me had 

kunnen wensen.  

Lieffie, dat ik nu mijn proefschrift heb kunnen afronden laat zien hoe je het beste in me naar 

boven haalt, hoe je me de ruimte geeft om te doen wat ik graag wil doen en hoe je naast me 

blijft staan als ik iets doe wat misschien niet zo handig is. En dan vang je me op.  

Duizendmaal dank, mijn lief…for your love, peace, and understanding.  
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